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last week she would step down
after fifteen years as Trinity's
Director of Residential Life be-
fore the end of May.
Ms. Dow is, as of now,
undecided whether she will re-
main at Trinity or in the general
field of campus administration.
If she does leave the Col̂
lege and chooses not to seek a
similar posi rion on ano ther cam-
pus, Ms. Dow hopes to "pursue
a living through my own busi-
ness." She explained her desire
to become involved with "some-
tiling that would allow me to
pursue my animal-related inter-
ests. If I had my choice, I'd be
training my dogs in my'back
yard."
The Dows have eleven
dogs.
Another dream of hers,
according to Dow, is to be able
to anonymously traverse the
Long Walk. "I can't express the
relief of vacating one of the most
visible positions on campus."
Trinity's Director of Resi-
dential Life oversees all campus
housing placements, most dis-
cipline cases within campus resi-
dences, and the Residential As-
sistant (RA) Program.
Also departing before
next fall is the Assistant Direc-
tor of Residential Life, Kim
Kolesar '91, who held the posi-
tion for one year since she gradu-
ated last May. Ms. Kolesar will
attend the University of
Chicago's graduate school for
English, beginning in Septem-
ber.
The Office of Residential
Life falls under the jurisdiction
of David Winer, Trinity's Dean
of Students.
As for the vacancies, Dean
Winer said, "since Residential
Life is such a crucial office, I will
appoint an Interim Director"
from within Trinity this spring.
"Starting next year, say January
or February, we will begin a
search for a full-time Director."
He added, "we hope to
fill Kim Kolesar's position inter-
nally as soon as possible."
Dow explained that the
timing of her departure is based
on personal and professional
factors, but Ms. Dow sees an
opportunity arising for Trinity.
"When you look at the
academic calendar, there is re^
ally no good time for the Direc-
tor of Residential Life to leave,
but," she continued, "the Strate-
gic Planning effort helps make
this, in the big picture, a very
good time for someone new to
come in."
please turn to page 8
This was the scene of a protest by a group called DAItlEL SCANUN
PROGRESS, which interupted Pike fraternity 's
initiation Friday night. The door to the Crypt
Chapel is at the bottom of the staircase.




of new brothers into the Pi
Kappa Alpha fraternity was in-
terrupted Friday night when a
group of ten students calling
themselves PROGRESS orga-
nized a protest at the door out-
side of Trinity's Crypt Chapel.
At approximately 10:15
pm, ten students from
PROGRESS were attempting to
gain entrance to the Crypt
Chapel when they were stopped
by one member of the fraternity.
The demonstrators pro-
ceeded to sit on the stairs that
lead to the Crypt Chapel when
two brothers from the frater-
nity approached them. One of
PROGRESS'S members, Jennie
Baker '93, identified the two
brothers as Christopher Foley
'94 and Drew Kemalian '92.
Tovah Kasdin '92, an-
other member of PROGRESS,
stated that Mr. Foley asked
"What do you think you're do-
ing here?"
Ms. Kasdin said that Mr.
Foley continued by saying, "We
have a working relationship
withmany of you, and this could
have serious consequences."
Two other PROGRESS members
at the scene confirmed Foley's
statement. *
PROGRESS later told The
Tripod that they were confused
by Mr. Foley's last remark. Ms.
Kasdin said "Because [Mr.
Foley] was talking about pro-
fessional relations, I was scared
that he would take away fund-
ing from campus groups that
we are associated with."1
Christopher Foley is the
Student Government
Association's Vice President of
Finance and Budget Committee
Chairman.
Budgetrequestsforall stu-
dent organizations were duelast
Monday so that theBudgetCom-
• mittee could make their alloca-
tions for the coming academic
year.
"Does [Mr. Foley] not
want me to pick on Pike because
he's worked so closely With Col-
lege Democrats to give one-time
allocations to bring in speakers
like Tsongas?," asked
PROGRESS'S Kreisel.
"I thought he was threat-
ening the budget of the College
Democrats," said Mr. Kreisel.
Mr. Foley was contacted
by The Tripod the next day. He
vehemently denied having
made any of the statements at-
tributed to him by PROGRESS
members.
"We barely exchanged
words," said Mr. Foley. "I don't
know why they are saying this,"
he added.
"I have no idea what's
going on," Mr. Foley said.
Pi Kappa AlphaPresident
please turn to page 8
Director of Campus Safety Brian Kelly examines the damage to this quad in
Wheaton, where a fire broke out Tuesday evening. No one was injured in the blaze
DANIEL SCANUN




Four students were tem-
porarily left roomless by a fire
that swept through part of their
five-roomsuiteinWheatonHall
late Tuesday night.
Two of the occupants of
Wheaton 118noticed smoke bil-
lowing from behind their couch
at approximately 10:30p.m.
Within seconds, a small blaze
erupted, igniting a tapestry laid
over and behind the couch.
The residents, Luke
McGrath'92, Philip Graham '92,
Andrew Larson. '92 and Justin
Anderson '92, attempted to ex-
tinguish the fire themselves by
throwing various objects behind
the couch in an attempt to
smother the fire.
When the flames grew,
they tried to use a nearby fire
extinguisher, yet co uldnotget it
to work.
Finally, they soaked the
sofa with a hall fire hose and
buckets of water. Their efforts
to control the blaze were fruit-
less.
One occupant pulled the
fire alarm at 10:39p.m., summon-
ing fire trucks from New Britain
Avenue as well as trucks from
downtown Hartford to the
scene.
As a small crowd of
Wheaton residents gathered
nearby, firefighters worked
please turn to page 9
WHAT'S INSIDE THIS WEEK'S TRIPOD...
WORLD OUTLOOK:
Look for Eli Lake's fraternity fulmi-
nations on page 16. Thomas Catlaw
rips the current political system on
the same page. Jay Wise takes a look
back at last semester, and Dave Tuch
discusses American Indians who
aren't environmentally friendly.
FEATURES:
Cl i f f Fuller finally makes good on his
promise to profile Gallows Hill Book-
store. Page 19. John Viener discusses
the merits of Jazz music on page 20.
Also inside - Chris Morea's medita-
tions on life, the universe, and James
Taylor, and the return of Dave Barry!
ARTS:
'Podtale is still missing! if you think
Archangels don't play pinball check
out page 24. Senior thesis On
Boarderland We Run opens today.
Seepage 25. Flash on through to page




Men's and Women's Lacrosse con-
tinue- to roll along. Any fans out
there? Apparently not for baseball or
crew. Read about how they're doing
since you most likely didn't go first
hand. Turn this newspaper around
to find it all out.
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OPINION
HE EDITORIAL BOARD of The Trinity
j Tripod voted last night to endorse the
following candidates for the Student Govern-
ment Association's Executive Board. The can-
didates who are endorsed below recieved at
least a two-thirds majority of the Editorial
Board's vote:
PRESIDENT: PAT WEST
Pat West desires to address the issues on
this campus that have been ignored for too
long. He wants an SGA that represents stu-
dent opinion, and one that does not "sell out"
to the faculty, the administration, and the
Trustees.
The Tripod believes that Mr. West repre-
sents the type of candidate running in this
election who is not the product of massive
SGA bureacracy. In essence, he comes from
outside this political machine.
We feel that Pat West has shown the
courage to be honest and frank concerning the
issues that Trinity students face today,
The Trinity Tripod therefore endorses Pat
West's candidacy for President of the Student
Government Association.
VICE PRESIDENT:
The Trinity Tripod chooses not to endorse




Mr. Leahy has already done a magnificent
job as President of the freshman class. His
organizational skills have been manifest in the
Class of 1995's events this year.
The Tripod believes that Josh Leahy will do
the same fine job as the SGA's Vice President of
Finance. He is correct in sayjng that students
should not feel as though they have to beg before
the Budget Committee.
We endorse Mr. Leahy's candidacy for this
position.
Is Spring Sprung?
The signs of Spring are all
around us (finally), The birds are
. singing. and. dqzens of trees all
around camp us are ready to bloom.
It seems that we may at last be able
to break out those shorts and r-
shirts without fear of cqming down
with a case of pneumonia. Indeed,
last Friday proved to be one of the
most pleasant days of the year yet.
Quad Jam '92
Speaking of last Friday, that
afternoon sun-seeking students on
the main Quad were treated to
"Quad Jam '92" sponsored by Trin-
ityCollege Activities Council Mem-
bers of TCAC brought several large
boxes on to the Quad and began
distributingFrisbees©hoola-hoops
and squeeze bottles. The Trinity
equivalent of a feeding frenzy fol-
lowed, with hoards of greedy stu-
dents grabbing for., the goods
emblazened with the TCAC and
Trinity Norlham logos. It was cer-
tainly a sight to see: the Quad aglow
with green neon Frisbees© flying
everywhere.
When Will It End?
"WeatAroundTrinity thought
that we might have reached the last
installation in the Saga of the Ramp
several weeks ago, and yet it now
appears that the Ramp outside of
McCobk Hall has entered yet an-
other stage in its construction. At,
the base of the ramp (where there is
presently a step) preparations have
been made to bring the pavement
even with the end of the ramp. This
comes as a great relief to those of us who
earlier had difficulty understanding the
utility of a ramp that ends with a 10 inch
drop at the bottom. Around Trinity looks
forward tb its completion, hopefully
sometime before the beginning of the
next academic year.
Ugly But Safer
The new stairs at the south en-
trance to Mather Hall are a welcome
replacement for the dangerous and un-
sightly ones which were removed over
Spring Break. Although they may smell
strongly of chemicals and are rather un-
sightly, these are small prices to pay for
the safety of the members of Trinity com-
munity who use the stairs day in and day
out. . .
Quad Alert!
Softball fever seems to have bro-
ken out on Trinity's campus. This is
witnessed by the large number'of games
being played nearly every afternoon,
weather-permitting. However, it does
seem a bit excessive when almost every
piece of open space is occupied by a team
of Softball players. Where can students
go just to sit and enjoy the grass? There
is also a rather: more serious implication
of Softball craze. Foul ballspose a serious
threatto passers by and to nearby build-
ings. It has already been reported that
several windows in Jackson dormitory
have been shattered due pt stray balls.
' * • . . - , - . ' i . •
Cross With Care
Speakingofsafety,newpedestrian
crossing signs have been erected along
Vernon St. These signs are a reminder of
the hazards confronting students who
wish to traverse the street to the
many dormitories of the North Cam-
pus area. Around Trinity urges stu-
dents to always look both ways be-
fore they cross any thoroughfare,
especially one as busy as Vernon St.
In The News
After fifteen years as head of
Trinity's Office Of Residential Life,
Kristina Dow announced that she
would retire from that post. Ms.
Dow said that she will be relieved
when she vacates "one of the most
visible positions on campus, and that
now is a "good time for someone
new to come in." No successor has
been announced- See page one for a
report.
A fire in Wheaton last Tues-
day temporarily turned four stu-
dents , out of their residence. The
blaze ignited a couch and tapestry,
filling the firstfloor of the dorm with
smoke. Officials from Hartford's
Police and Fire Departments indi-
cated that improper disposal of
smoking materials was reponsible
for the incident. For details, see
page one.
A demonstration by a student
group called PROGRESS disrupted
the initiation ceremony of Pi Kappa
Alpha fraternity Friday night. Mem-
bers.of the organizatiop, which op-
poses the presence of single sex or-
ganizations on campus, positioned
themselves outside the Crypt chapel
and an altercation ensued. A de-
tailed account is found on page one.
•Please note: Letters to Tlie. Trimly Tripod should be received by 5:00 p.m. the Friday proceeding publication the following Tuesday. They should,
be typed and signed, or on a Macintosh disk. Letters should address the Editor, and not a particular individual. No unsigned or anonymous letters will
be printed; although names maybe withheld if so requested after a signature. The Trinity Tripod will not publish any letter the Editors judge to be an attack
on an individual's character or personality. All'letters are the sole responsibility of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views or opinions of this
paper. Please limit all letters to five-hundred words. The Trinity Tripod reserves the right to edit all leters for clarity and brevity. . . ' ' . . '
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Restrictions On Late Nights... Whafs Next?
To the Editor,
Last week's Tripod included an
enlightening comment on Trinity's His-
tory. In the column "This Week in Trin-
ity History" mention was made of an
event that took place 35 years ago when
the faculty voted to abolish punishments
for cutting classes.
This decision was made in order to
give more freedom and responsibility to
Trinity students in guiding their own
lives. In fact one faculty member of the
time was quoted as saying, "the action
will demand greater student responsi-
bility and will help to curtail 'spoon-
feeding.'"
It is ironic that thirty five years ago
the college began to recognize the need
for students to prepare for the real world
by making their own decision, and now
we are witnessing a regression back to
treating students as children during the
very time in their lives when they should
be learning to live as adults in an adult
world.
As classmates of senior Rich
Getzoff who protested the end of "late-
nights" in a previous letter to the editor,
we are equally concerned for the life of
future Trinity students. Since our fresh-
man year we have witnessed immense
changes in Social Policy at Trinity Col-
lege.
These changes have occurred in
small increments, and, therefore, may
nothavebeen given the careful consider-
ation they deserved. Unfortunately, be-
cause the changes were gradual, many
students, such as ourselves, did not see
the danger imminent in them at first.
Perhaps we should have protested long
ago. Although we are graduating in
May, and further changes will not affect
us, we feel a responsibility as the last
class to have experienced Trinity in the
pre-Gerety era to share our opinions on
the dangers of such policy changes.
they taught responsible decision-mak-
ing rather than taking away all options
so that students have no decisions to
make.
When we began our Trinity Ca-
reers, there were still parties during the
week and "late-night events." Because
we were given the "privilege" of decid-
ing how to structure our time, we were
When we began our Trinity Careers, there were still
parties during the week and "late-night events/' Because
we were given the "privilege" of deciding how to struc-
ture our time, we were each able to develop a sense of
balance between academic obligations and social activities
catered to our own individual needs and desires.
It is admirable that the Trinity Com-
munity is aware of and concerned about
alcohol abuse. However, banning week-
day parties, "late-nights," fraternities and
kegs does not work towards a solution to
the problem; It only removes it from the
campus. Students need to be given the
room to decide for themselves when and
where is an appropriate time to drink or
simply to socialize according to their own
schedules, responsibilities, limitations
and judgement.
In fact, as Rich Getzoff pointed
out, College is the time students should
be developing this judgement that is cru-,
cial to surviving in the world after gradu-
ation when the only restrictions they have
are those they place on themselves. Trin-
ity would better serve the studentbodyif
each able to develop a sense of balance
between academic obligations and social
activities catered to our own individual
needs and desires.
When policy changes limited our
options, we did not have improved aca-
demic, intellectual or social lives. In-
stead we felt like children, unable to
make our own decisions unless we left
the Trinity Community. This is not only
sad, as we would hate to see Trinity
develop into a "suitcase school" or a
totally urban college with little social
cohesion, but it is also dangerous be-
cause leaving the campus at night re-
quires driving in unsafe neighborhoods
after leaving a downtown bar.
Clearly we do not believe Trinity
has changed its policies for our detri-
ment. We simply feel the long-range
negative effects of such decisions have
not been taken into account to the extent
which they deserve. We understand that
everyone in the college community has
concerns about Trinity's academic repu-
tation. However, eliminating students'
social options does not force them to
concentrate on their academics.
If this is what the Administration
hopes to achieve with these changes, they
must already be considering banning tele-
visions, stereos, Cinestudio and all other
"distracting" forms of entertainment.
Obviously, we do not think the Adminis-
tration will ever carry their policies to
such an extreme degree. However, we
feel if we continue to remain silent about
changes that affect our lives and the lives
of future students, then it is difficult to
know how many more freedoms may be
curtailed or removed in the future.
Although we are not happy about
the changes in the alcohol and social
policies at Trinity, our main concern is
not whether Trinity students get to drink
or go to "late-night" events. Our concern
focuses on the attitudes behind these
changes. By giving students the impres-
sion that they are incapable of making
their own decisions responsibly, Trinity
fails to prepare students for a very im-






Changes In Alcohol Policy Will Not Help Trinity's Reputation
To the Editor:
After reading last week's Tripod
and seeing how the administration is
attempting to improve the academic en-
vironment by implementing a stricter
alcohol policy one should not be sur-
prised that Trinity, whether we like to
admit it or not, is slipping into a deeper
state of stagnate mediocrity.
The problem is that we suffer from
an inferiority complex among our aca-
demic counterparts and as a result are
likely to follow in their tracks when it
comes to formulating school policy.
Trinity will never reach a level of
exceptional academic quality if it contin-
ues this trend of tunnel vision and merely
imitates policy of other academic institu-
tions.
The result of imitating policy of
other institutions, i.e. a stricter alcohol
policy, is that Trinity will not seek alter-
native solutions thatwillmore effectively
eliminate our reputation as a "party
school" and be less damaging to the so-
cial structure of the college community.
To blame the lagging academic reputa-
tion of Trinity primarily on the alcohol
consumption of the students is com-
pletely absurd.
The "problem" of alcohol abuse on
campus is a symptom not the source of a
poor academic structure within our com-
munity.
In solving the so called problem of
alcohol abuse I ask that the administra-
tion l)attack the problem at its source,
and 2) that they, unlike other schools,
search for "constructive" rather than
"destructive" solutions to the problem.
To attempt to improve the aca-
demic by limiting social alternatives is a
completely ridiculous approach to the
problem. The administration should be
concerned with improving the academic
reputation and at the same time ensuring
that the students have the most social
alternatives available to them.
restrictions on the social alternatives of
students, Trinity will become a patheti-
cally dull place to spend what are sup-
posed to be the best years of ones life.
These restrictive policies are de-
structive in that they are not only a tre-
mendous insult to the student body and
their ability to choose for themselves,
but they unnecessarily reduce the qual-
These restrictive policies are destructive in that they are
not only a tremendous insult to the student body and
their ability to choose for themselves, but they unneces-
sarily reduce the quality of the Trinity experience.
Biblicial Citations Misquoted
Student Points Out Errors In
Vanterpool's Recent Letter
To the Editor:
Mr. Vanterpool's letter of April 7,
1992, contains three unfortunate errors
in its biblical citations. The first of these
errors is in the citation for the following
passage, from the third column of the
letter: "Let no man deceive himself. If
any man among you seemeth to be wise
in this world, let him become a fool, that
he may be wise... For the wisdom of this
world is foolishness with God... There-
fore let no man glory in men."
The complete citation is Paul's first
letter to the Corinthians, Chapter 3, verses
18-21 (abbreviated I Cor 3:18-21.)
The second error is for the quota-
tion at the top of the last column: "...Of
making many books there is no end; and
much study is a weariness of the flesh.
Let us hear the conclusion of the whole
matter: Fear God and keep his command-
ments: for this is the whole duty of man."
As the Song of Solomon has only
eight chapters, the citation should be
amended to read Ecclesiastes 12:12-13.
The third error is a missing citation
just over the signature:
"For the man is not for the woman:
but the woman for the man. Neither was
the man created for the woman, but the
woman for the man. Nevertheless nei-
ther is the man without the woman, nei-
ther the woman without the man in the
Lord."
This quotation should have the ci-
tation I Corinthians 11: 8-9.
As for me, I can find no evidence in
my translation of the Bible of Mr.
Vanterpool's final line in the quotation
marks, "Let them have the comfort of the
underside of a rock as befits them." It
certainly bears no immediate relevance




The problem behind our declining
academic reputation is that Trinity is
relatively easy (To all my current profes-
sors this is merely a generalization).
Many students I have talked to said that
they dedicated more time to academics
in high school than they have here at
Trinity.
Friends of mine at other schools
give me the impression that students at
their schools have to spend more time
studying but achieve similar GPAs. The
Trinity curriculum is set up so that many
students are able to go out four times a
week on average and still maintain a 3.0
GPA. It is the demands of course require-
ments that determine how much free
time students have here at Trinity.
How the students spend their time
outside of this should be completely up
to them without any restrictions or limi-
tations created by the administration. The
point is that if the administration wants
to improve the academic reputation of
the school it should concentrate on im-
proving the curriculum instead of re-
stricting students choice and social alter-
natives. Trinity should aspire to be both
an intellectually challenging and socially
active institution.
As mentioned before Trini ty tends
to follow policy of other schools, and in
the case of alcohol policy, many of the
proposals by other schools can be quite
damaging to the quality of life experi-
enced by the students.
Iftlie administration puts any more
ity of the Trinity experience.
The administration is always ask-
ing how they o?n limit student behavior
and social alternatives to make Trinity a
"better" place to be and improve the
academic environment. It is this type of
approach to solving problems that will
lead to intensified student frustration,
unbearable boredom and ultimately to
the destruction of Trinity as an attractive
place to spend your college years.
Instead of destructive solutions like
banning kegs or restricting late nights
the administration should look for con-
structive solutions, i.e. revising the cur-
riculum, to problems of a declining aca-
demic reputation. The administration
should ask what it can contribute, not
what it can take away from the students
to improve the quality of life on campus.
Trinity my freshman year was a
much better place to be. The administra-
tion trusted the students and was not
interested in interfering in their social
lives. But along with a new president has
come new rules, frustration, mistrust,
and a severe decrease in the quality of
life.
For those of you who didn't have
the pleasure of attending Trinity under
former President James English I hope
you can still see how these new changes
will be detrimental to your experience
and will do your best to avoid them.
Sincerely,
Ned Rollhaus '92
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Anti-Semitic Roommate Causes
Anguish For Exchange Student
To the Editor:
I suppose addressing the
sexism, racism, etc. on campus
is nothing new, but as a visi ting
student here I'm going to tell
you my point of view on some
of these problems.
I arrived at Trinity com-
ing from a women's college
which emphasizes respect for
diversity. This is not in anyway
to suggest that Smith is a pris-
tine institution devoid of the
discrimination which contami-
nates every college campus. I
am merely stating that Smith
instills an awareness of theneed
for respect during our first year
orientation.
I had great difficulty ad-
justing to life at Trinity. With-
out even touching on the
classism which thrives here, I
had to personally fight
anti-Semitism, as well as cope
with the covert racism which
permeates this campus. My
experience with Trinity's
unstated acceptance of
anti-Semitism began the mo-
ment I met one of the members
of my quad.
As a visiting student I had
the unfortunate experience of
temporarily Living with an
anti-Semitic woman. When
handling our situation, the Of-
me feel very depressed and op-
pressed. The last straw came
while I was playing darts. A
certain prominent politician is
pasted on the bulls-eye of my
dart-board and, after I missed
my target, I said "oh damn, I
missed."
She came out of her room
laughing to herself. In a very
cruel tone of voice she said that
"That's not very Christian of
you! Ha, ha." Needless to say,
I found none of her phrases
amusing. I lived in a claustro-
phobic vacuum of anti-
Semitism which could not con-
tinue.
At Smith, the administra-
tion tells victims to try and teach
the people who nave offended
them. When I finally ap-
proached my quad-mate and
told her I was hurt by her offen-
sive behavior, I felt she became
very defensive instead of apolo-
getic, especially since she replied
"I'm sorry you misunderstood
me."
The tone in her voice
seemed to suggest that she felt
she had done nothing wrong,
and I was being over-sensitive.
The situation could not
continue, so the Office of the
Deans of Students stepped in.
At first they told me and my
other two quad-mates whomshe
Without even touching on the classism which
thrives here, I had to personally fight
anti-Semitism, as well as cope with the covert
racism which permeates this campus.
fice of the Deans of Students
had an opportunity to show they
do not condone this type of be-
havior. Unfortunately, they
missed this opportunity.
From the moment I en-
tered the quad, until the mo-
ment she was removed, my
quad-mate assaulted me with
many disturbing phrases which
I will summarize. Upon enter-
ing the quad she warmly wel-
comed me and then said "My
father could tell from your name
that you are Jewish."
Shedidn'taskwliat,ifany,
religion I observed, nor did she
seem interested that a name is
only a name. She then began (in
early September, mightl add) to
tell me that "You can put up
Chanukah decorations if you
want to." So, within the first
five minutes of our initial en-
counter she had already been
• condescending to me and made
me feel uncomfortable.
But, I was new and
thought I'd ignore the sinking
feeling in the pit of my stomach.
I accep ted her in vita tion to come
to her house for a barbecue so I
didn't have to be alone my first
night here.
Halfway through a seem-
ingly innocent hamburger her
fattier screamed across the table
in front of numerous guests
"Canyoueatthathamburger!?!"
I suppose the "ham" in ham-
burger equaled pork inhis mind.
Needless to say, they did not
bother to ask me if I was Kosher.
After living together for a
couple of months I experienced
similar incidents to the ones I
mentioned before. This made
also offended (but I will limit
this letter to incidents which
mainly concern myself) that we
could move out since we didn't
want to live with her. We felt
scared and apprehensive about
our fate, and still had to endure
living with her and being bul-
lied by her boyfriend.
The woman was only re-
moved from our quad after her
father verbally assaulted one of
my other quad mates. Subse-
quently, a "no-trespass" order
was issued against him for our
dorm and we are now the only
quad to have locks on our indi-
vidual rooms.
I logically had expected
her to be removed immediately
after disclosing her anti-
Semitism. It wasn't until her
father blatantly stepped beyond
the bound of acceptable behav-
ior and all of our parents were
involved, that the woman finally
left.
My angeratour treatment
by the Trinity "system" and
our former quad mate was al-
most used against me. Because
I expressed outrage and frustra-
tion to my R,A. in the presence
of the woman's boyfriend (who
had come to bur quad to bully
another quad-mate), I was ac-
cused of having violent inten-
tions. Anyone who knows me
can verify that I am a pacifist
and was merely expressing my
anguish at the way our situation
was being handled.
The Office of the Deans
of Students can certainly state
that they did advise me that I
could bring my quad-mate to
the Judicial Board for her be-
havior. I did not because I felt
that the Trinity system would
not support my efforts.
I believe I am right be-
cause the Office of the Deans of
Students in conj unction with the
Housing Office allowed our
quad-mate to remain in a single
in our dorm on a different floor.
They also revoked the
"no-trespass" order to her fa-
ther, so he can enter our dorm at
any time.
I was too scared and too
manipulated earlier to publicize
what happened to me. In my
opinion, the Office of the Deans
of Students seems to prefer to
sweep incidents like this under
the proverbial carpet and vigor-
ously maintain the status quo.
I am not alone in my feel-
ings. I shared this incident with
my Women's Autobiography
class, and every w oman of color
and every woman who had been
harassed had been treated the
, same way by this office.
The offending party was
discreetly moved away, cover-
ing up the offense instead of
handling it openly and honestly.
Last year at Smith the
only Black woman living in a
dorm of seventy nine white
women received threatening
hate-notes. Her situation was
anonymously written about in
the school newspaper until the
situation was resolved. I wish
Trinity's student deans had also
exposed mis incident; ' ',' '
It seems logical to me (just
as for every action there is a
reaction) that people who act
like my quad mate did should
not be placed in the same dorm
of their victim. It also seems
ridiculous mat her father is al-
lowed access. In my mind, this
is reinforcing offensive behav-
ior.
It is not my intention to
discredit this institution. In spite
of the fact that the Office of the
Deans of Students missed an
opportunity to prove they do
not condone anti-Semitism on
campus, I have positive things
to say about other areas of Trin-
ity.
I enjoyed my classes and
loved my teachers. I have had a
very successful academic year
which has included many extra-
curricular activities.
I have had fun with my
radioprogramandexhibited my
art work in two shows as well as
making some permanent
friends. I have survived my
experience, and thrived here.
Overall, it was a good year and
I do not regret visiting. How-
ever, I am always looking over
my shoulder and remembering
the severe pain I experienced.
The people in positions of
authority need to change their
methods of handling incidents
like mine. They cannot remain
neutral and hope the incidents
will go away'by covering them
up. They need to openly deal
with them, and by their actions
prove they do not approve of







A column about life at Trinity
And how it may change In the future
By Jim Ban-
Opinion Editor
Ever since I became aware of the changes that are in the
works at Trinity I have had many questions and concerns.
Ihave always wondered why there are almostno dormi-
tory lounges to be found on campus. It doesn't seem to make
any sense why there are none, as a lounge is a simple solution
to the problems that countless sub-committees, steering-pan-
els, and task forces are trying to solve.
Ideally, I would like to see lounges in dorms that con-
tained couches, a TV/VCR,a study table, and possibly a small
kitchen unit. All of these amenities are standard issue at many
other schools, and there is no reason why they should not exist
at Trinity.
If a person doesn't feel like going out to a party on a
weekend, there is almost nowhere for them to go but their
rooms. Especially for people with singles, this can be extremely
boring. If real lounges existed, people could congregate there
to just hang out and watch TV, or rent a movie.
Groups mat are now bargaining for that ever popular
"New student space" could have meetings in lounges instead
of The Cave or the Mather Dining Hall. A lounge is really a
multi-purpose space.
"But students would just trash them." Come on, if a
lounge was attractive enough, people would go there. If it was
an area mat people respected, it wouldn't get damaged. Cur-
rent lounges such as the Jackson/Smith and Jackson/Wheaton
bridges and the Jones "Pitts" do not meet this criteria. The
bridges are unheated, contain little, if any furniture, and are
better suited for an indoor tennis court or a floor hockey match.
The "Pitts" is by far the most appropriately named place on
campus. .
I attended one of those U101 seminars in the Pitts earlier
this year. Upon entering the cavernous room, I was pleasantly
surprised to find a largenumber of people in attendance. When
the seminar was about to start, everyone sat on the floor, or on
the hard carpeted bench that spans one wall. Just as I had
adjusted my seating position for the eighth or ninth time
because my back was sore, white dust started falling from the
ceiling. My friends and I had to make a quick dash as a ceiling
panel decided to come down. "Gee, what a nice place for a
lecture!"sl thought. Not, a seminar iiiiHamlin, or any comfort-
able relaxing place on campus, but the Pitts. Not even chairs;
Just the linoleum floor.
Where do most ORL non-alcoholic events take place?
The Koeppel Center, The Cave Patio, and other randomly
dispersed locations on campus. If these events were in dorms,
more people would be likely to go. If people can simply walk
down the hall for an event instead of walking all across campus,
they will be more likely to attend. Plus, people walking by are
drawn into events in lounges, as lounges are generally high
traffic areas. How many people walk by McCook Auditorium
or Rittenberg Lounge on a Saturday night?
The non-alcoholic events that are sponsoredby the R. A.'s
should be significantly decreased in number. The emphasis
should be on quality, not quantity. R. A.'s should not be forced
into organizing events. An event can only be successful if it is
an original idea, and is wholeheartedly backed by its sponsors.
Advertising for many ORL events is sub-par to the advertising
done by fraternities and groups like TCAC.
By decreasing the number of events, more funding wo uld
be available per event. This is not to say that nothing can be
successful without funding, but buying pizza or refreshments
for a party or lecture increases its appeal. By the way, where are
all the study breaks? They seem to be the only event that can
attract everyone on an entire hall, so it is distressing to see their
numbers dwindling.
Also, who gives input on these non-alcoholic events? The
residents of the dorms? No, the employees of ORL. There are
many events that I can think up that people would rather go to
than a Square Dancing night.
How about dorm intramural sports? At many colleges,
dorms play each other in football, softball, ultimate frisbee, or
other sports. New Dorm Takes On Jones in "The Freshman
Experience." How about a dorm bowling night? Or ice
skating? Currently, for an individual to take part in events like
these, they need to be a member of a fraternity or sorority.
As Trinity prepares to cross uncharted waters, possibly
throwing overboard fraternities, sororities, hard bars, kegs,
and late nights, the navigators should take into consideration
my thoughts. With the upcoming replacement of the only full-
time employee in the Office Of Residential Life, now is the time
to turn over a new leaf, and see if the program can get itself back
on course.
Happy? Upset? Concerned?
Write a letter to the Editor
Box 1310
•Deadline: 5 p.m. Friday
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Student Discusses Social Alternatives To Late Nights
To the Editor:
Is the Crackdown on the "Late
Night" Just the Beginning of the End?
"The right of individuals to regu-
late their own personal lives without
undue interference is essential to any
ordered community."
"Individuals must make decisions
that involve moral judgments and that
often affectothers as well as themselves."
-TrinityCollegeHandbookl991-1992,
regulation #12 pg. 71
"In matters not involving the im-
mediate physical well-being of a stu-
dent, neither the faculty nor the adminis-
tration assumes what has been generally
referred to as in-loco-parentis role."
-Trinity College Handbook 1991-1992,
Statement on In-Loco-Parentis, pg. 69.
Obviously, the Trinity College
Handbook will have to be changed next
year due to the fact that Trinity College
now regulates our personal lives, makes
our moral decisions for us and does in-
deed assume an in-loco-parentis role. The
case in point—the recent abolishment of
the "late night"—is the most recent form
of this "parental guidance". For those
unfamiliar with the term, a "late night"
was a free party sponsored by the vari-
ous fraternities every night from approxi-
mately 1:00 a.m. till 3:00 a.m.
For one reason or another, Trinity
College (the same college which requires
all Freshmen to read Mill's On Liberty—
which now seems ironic) felt threatened
by these little social gatherings enough
to take the choice of going or not out of
our hands. Thank you for caring Trinity
College, but I would like my "late nights "
returned.
However, according to the ad-
ministration, the "late night" is not com-
pletelybanned,butrathermodified. The
administration will allow "late nights" if
the fraternities register them, but at the
same time, only allow the fraternities to
register two to three parties a semester.
The administration knows very well that
a fraternity would not waste a registra-
tion on a "late night", so for all intents
and purposes, through the
administration's loop holes, the "late
surprised to return next fall to find that
fraternities and kegs were banned in
the middle of summer — when no one
could do anything about it.
Also, and most important, with
the recent din and clamor here at Trin-
ity College over social alternatives, I
find it hard for any person to accept that
they have taken away one of these alter-
natives. Just because there is a group
arguing that there is not enough for
it was "party" school with high academic
standing. Iamnot even through withmy
Freshmen year and it is the opposite—a
"boring" school with falling academics.
To quote Trinity's newly adopted motto,
"We work hard. We play hard." Unfor-
tunately, there is no more "playing" at
Trinity.
We must remember that there are
social alternatives already present on
campus, however they are not scheduled
For one reason or another, Trinity College (the same col-
lege which requires all Freshmen to read Mill's On Lib-
erty — which now seems ironic) felt threatened by these
little social gatherings enough to take the choice of going
or not out of our hands.
them to choose from in the evenings,
does not entitle any one to snatch my
choices away. It seems to me that the
college has taken a very hypocritical stand
on the matter of fraternities, with the
"late night" in particular.
The common phrase I hear is,
"Well, do you have any ideas for social
alternatives if you do getyour 'late nights'
and other former party privileges back? "
After a minute or two of thought, I
would say, "No." However, thanks to a
conversation with a fellow Freshmen this
evening, there just might be some alter-
natives. Trinity College has an exchange
program with many colleges in the Con-
necticut, Massachusetts and New York
area based on academics and schooling.
Is it not conceivable that there could be a
sort of college exchange on the social
level? Maybe have a network updating
Trinity on nearby colleges and their cul-
tural as well a Greek events?
And by updating I mean a little bit
more than just' an occasional flyer that
gets buried in seconds by other flyers
(most fraternities hang large sheet-signs
that rival most Madison Avenue bill-
boards) and if not, is only given a quick
glance and a shrug. The shrug usually
pertains to the feeling of, "How would I
get there?"
The answer is Trinity. If Trinity
Now, it looks like Trinity College has done away with the
"late night." Predicted result: a move to socialize at bars
and clubs in Hartford, which, I believe, will lead to far
worse problems than any "late night" could create.
night" is banned.
The administration also claims that
any gathering after 2:00 a.m. is illegal
because it disturbs the rest of the com-
munity. The Hartford police disturb me
when they blast their sirens at 2:00 a.m.,
but the college does not crack down on
siren use around the Trinity campus af-
ter 2:00 a.m. Also, I never remember
being asked if the "late night" disturbed
me. Was I gone the day they let us vote?
By either modifying or banning
the "late night" the administration is cre-
ating the "elitist atmosphere" they have
associated with fraternities. With these
alterations the "late night" is something
that can only be enjoyed by those privi-
leged enough to be a brother. The ad-
ministration is creating the very thing
they wish to destroy.
What I find most disturbing about
the whole situation is that I had to go to
the Dean's Office to find out exactly what
was going on. Until I spoke with them I
had gotten many different stories from
RA's, from peers and from fraternity
brothers themselves. Why is it that our
very own college refuses to come out and
tell us what the policy is? Why does the
administration choose to let it leak put all
a day before Spring Break?
One might argue that it w#s to
prevent any sort of immediate, vocal dis-
agreement that might cause the college
to renege its ruling. I would not be
College can spend money on a handicap
ramp at McCook which is now useless
due to a foot long step at the bottom, I am
sure they can spend some money to bus
some students to nearby events, once or
twice a month. If they can't, they are the
one's stifling the social alternatives, not
the party goer.
Also, we do live in the capital of
the state of Connecticut. Between the
Civic Center, the restaurants and the oc-
casional acting company there should be
something to do. If the college can get us
better rates with the phone company,
why can't they get us better rates with
Hartford? In particular with transporta-
tion, so we can get to the events.
There is a point to all this. I'm not
crusading for the sake of beer, rather the
sake of choice. By cracking down,the
college is trying to suggest to students
that parrying is not the only worthy en-
deavor.. I'll grant the college that. How-
ever, it is something — a rather impor-
tant something occasionally in a college
students life. Cracking down on parties
will not increase the academic and intel-
lectual atmosphere here — higher ad-
mission standards will.
Trinity College is in some sort of
fog if they think that partying is the "root
of all evil". A 60% acceptance rate this
year compared to an average of about
.. 30% in previous years is the true "root''.
I came to Trinity because of its duality—
in the same time frame of the parties.
Those groups which meet later in the
day, if they really care about a social
alternative, should have their gatherings
at a later time so there is a choice for
students. If they do schedule their meet-
ings against the weekend parties, and
receive a dismal turnout, then it might
just be that the student majority is not
looking for a social alternative.
Last year Trinity College banned
the "weekday party." Result: the own-
ers' of The College View Cafe and The
Tap have not felt the recession. At the
beginning of this year Trinity College
banned hard liquor from open fraternity
parties. Result: studentshuddled in their
rooms drinking hard liquor in small
groups until they vomit. At an open
party, at least, there might be a chance to
deter the students in question from hav-
ing another shot.
Now, it looks like Trinity College
has done away with the "late night".
Predicted result: a move to socialize at
bars and clubs in Hartford, which, I be-
lieve, will lead to far worse problems
than any "late night" could create. I hope
Trinity College is preparedf or the DWI's,
the fights between locals and students
and the far worse situations that will
arise from this. (There are no Campus
Security or peer monitors outside of the
Trinity campus.)
Trinity College is a liberal arts col-
lege, which denotes a community given
freedoms and choices.- We are the stu-
dents- of Trinity, and therefore should
have a say in our social activities. What
the faculty and administration might not
be hearing is what I hear every day,
namely, "Trinity sucks."
There has not been one day when
one person has not related to me their
dissatisfaction with the academics, so-
cial alternatives and the current crack
down on the existing alternatives, namely
the "party scene". Unfortunately, it does
not stop with the relating of the dissatis-
faction, but with the actual transfer of
quality students. We students live here,
not the fellows and trustees, and it is our
decision as adults to decide what to do
with our free time.
So, Trinity College, do thestudents
of your college a favor; return the "week-
day party", the hard liquor and the "late
night" — at least allow us to vote on
them. I left home thinking I would be
treated as a responsible adult here at
Trinity College, I have not been.
Just to stipulate — by this time
next year, fraternities and kegs will have
been banned, the Tripod will be censored
because of subversive articles and a man-
datory 9:30 p.m. "bed-time" will have
been enforced to create a "bright-eyed",
"well-rested" proletariat student body.
Sincerely,
T. Norm EJia '95 ; ;
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Student Gives Perspective On Racial Biases
To the Editor:
"Institutionalized rejection of dif-
ference is an absolute necessity in aprofit
economy which needs outsiders as sur-
plus people. As members of such an
economy, we have all been programmed
to respond to the human differences be-
tween us with fear and loathing and to
handle that difference in one of three
ways: ignore it, and if that is no tpossible,
copy it if we think it is dominant,, or
destroy it if we think it is subordinate.
But we have no patterns for relating across
our human differences as equals. As a
result/ those differences have been
misnamed and misused in the service of
separa tion and confusion." Audre Lorde,
Sister Outsider.
I would like to introduce myself as
a human being who is black, who is a
woman and who comes from a working
dassfamily. Allofwholamispartofmy
humanity, yet at this college my human-
ity has been stepped on, ignored, and
many timesdevastated. I am writing this
letter because I am sick and tired of merely
existing in a community such as Trinity
Fire Victims Thank Many
Organizations For Support
In Cleanup And Repair
To the Editor:
Asmanypeoplealreadyknow,last
Tuesday we had a fire in our room on the
first floor of Wheaton.
We write to express our sincere
thanks to the many on and off-campus
groups that have helped us through the
experience. Thank you to the Hartford
Fire Department and Campus Safety for
arriving quickly and helping to make
sure damage was limited. An especially
large thank you to Buildings and
Grounds, Residential Life, the Dean of
Students Office, and American La,undry
for making our room livable in record
time.
Within 2 hours of the fire the bro-
ken windows were boarded up, and
within 8 hours Buildings and Grounds
had sent five men to clean up the damage
caused by the firefighting effort. We
could not have asked for better service.
Wecertainlyhavenotalwaysbeenmodel
residents, and we have often been quick
to criticize the above mentioned organi-
zations, yet they were there when we
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that is constantly chipping away at my
humanity which is me.
A community such as Trinity
where being a black person, a woman, a
black woman, or coming from a working
class family is perceived as an abnormal-
ity. A community such as Trinity thathas
and as it continues it will only hurt more
people.
These days many of us, students
and faculty alike, talk in codes. We talk
in codes that will soon lead to our own
annihilation. Let us start with Trinity if
our goal is to have a positive impact on
Trinity prides itself on having a "diverse'' population, but
it is by no means diverse. ___
deadened itself to the horrifying fact that
it is a severely racially segregated cam-
pus, a severely misogynist campus, a
severely classist campus, and a severely
homophobic campus.
The terms listed above are not
merely words, but realities in my life and
in the lives of many others here.
My stay at Trinity has been one of
consistent and innumerable heartbreaks
because who I am is not acknowledged,
only appropriated. By appropriated I
mean that Trinity prides itself on having
a "diverse" population, but it is by no
means, diverse. So as a black woman the
word stamped across my chest becomes
"diversity."
IamNOTtheepitomy of diversity
(nor is any other individual student or
group who is different from the main-
stream population at Trinity). I do not
experience cultural diversity at this col-
lege and needless to say white students
don't experience it either.
This semester I am aware that
several women—black women, women
of color, white women—have been sexu-
ally harassed. This semester I am aware
that black students have to.face racist
attitudes everyday.
This semester I am aware that
neighborhoqdkids,whoarelargelyblack
and Hispanic, are consistently harassed
by security officers.
Thissemesterlamaware thatwhite
male fraternities that are sexually and
racially segregated have a monopoly on
the social life at this college. This semes-
ter I am aware that I will not be graduat-
ing with many of my black sisters and
brothers in my class because almost half
of them have dropped out of this school
because of its hostile attitude towards
their humanity. Thissemesterlamaware
that all of the above is commonplace at
Trinity College. This does happen here,
the world.
Let us face the fact that Trinity
College was without Blacks, other people
ofcolor,andwomeniessthanthirtyyears
ago. Let us face the fact that we need to
break down the foundation of the white
male patriarchy that this school is built
on, that this school continues to pride
itself on, and thrive upon; because Trin-
ity is not an all white or all male environ-
ment; because Trinity consists of me and
I am Human, I am Black, I am a Woman.
Sincerely,
Mary Ann Brooks '92
This letter was read the night of the
"Take Back The Night March" and the



























Theological Questions Drag On
Religion Debate Continues After
Vanterpool Responds With Letter
To The Editor:
/ respect faith, but doubt is what gets
you an education.
-WaltMizener
Why the hatred? Why the intoler-
ance? From whatShawn Vanterpool says
("Religion Debate..." April 7), his God
has a plan and purpose for the world,
andall things thathappen are consistent
with his will.
But if his God created and main-
tains everything that exists, and non-
believers and tolerance exist, doesn't
that mean that toleration must be a part
of his plan?
If there is a God, and he is omnipo-
tent, then our petty disbelief surely can-
not harm him. So who is Mr. Vanterpool
really trying to protect? Us?
There is no compassion in his let-
ters, no love of humanity. Is he trying to
protect his God? If He is all that he says,
he has no need of protection.
No, in the final analysis, Mr.
Vanterpool's righteous fury is solely self-
serving. His ego demands that he play
the part of avenging angel, final judge
and jury. He doesn't want to serve God,
he seems to want to be God.
If, for our many crimes, such as be-
lieving mat women are equal to men,
thatdifferenceisacceptable,thatwewere
given brains so that we could reason, we
should be punished, why not let God be
the judge?
For a self-described zealot, Mr.
Vanterpool could have a little more faith.
I'm tempted to speculate thatperhaps he
speaks so loudly, so vehemently, to
drown out a doubting voice deep inside,
but his faith is his business.
After all, that's our gift to him. While
he rants about the evils of tolerance, we
tolerate him. We allow him his beliefs,
because listening to his hatred is a sad
price we pay for freedom of speech.
Indeed, perhaps we should thank
Mr. Vanterpool for reminding us where
intolerance leads.
AH of us are at least slightly different
from each other, so if we don't tolerate
difference, we end up where he is: alone.
If he ever manages to eliminate all of
us unbelievers, Ihope his faith keeps him
company.
Sincerely,
Daniel Barnaby Gibson '94
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PROGRESS Calls For Abolition of Fraternities, Sororities
To the Editor:
A new group has formed
on campus called : People Re-
sisting Organized Group Rac-
ism Elitism Sexism and Segre-
gation (PROGRESS). We believe
that the presence of fraternities
and sorori ties at Trini ty College
is destructive to the academic
and social community.
Trinity has expressed a
commitment to equality, non-
discrimination^ and diversity.
The Greek system, however,
works against such goals. We
think that Trinity should be an
all-inclusive campus, a place
where everyone's voice is val-
ued equally and different gen-
ders, races, and cultures are able
to share the rich variety of their
experiences.
It is ideologically contra-
dictory for the college to legiti-
mize social groups which are
explicitly and inherently formed
for the purpose of keeping those
like them in and everyone else
out. The institutionalized sex-
ism, due to the single sex provi-
sion of most organizations, is
particularly dangerous at a co-
educational college.
We believe that fraterni-
ties and sororities should be
abolished for the following rea-
sons: .;
1) Trinity can not truly
claim to be a diverse multi-
cultural academy while allow-
ing a male-dominated, exclusive
and discriminatory social sys-
tem to exist. Fraternities and
sororities have an explicit goal
of separatism and homogene-
ity. Race relations, antagonism
toward working class students,
and sexism can not be amelio-
rated until the structures which
support such attitudes are re-
moved.
2) Such bold distinctions
between our academic values
and social values creates a cli-
mate which does not support
intellectualism outside of the
classroom or within, contrary to
the mission of an educational
institution.
3) Not only do fraternities
encourage general homogene-
ity, they institutionalize sex dis-
crimination. When bur campus
brganizations say, "women are
not welcome," it is difficult to
imagine feeling or being treated
as equal members of the larger
community. The presence of
groups organized around keep-
ing women out is antithetical to
co-education. Women must
have equal access to power and
privilege before they will really
be welcome at the college.
4) Women at Trinity are
often victims of sexual harass-
ment and sexual assault from
their classmates. The control that
male dominated institutions
have over the social scene exac-
erbates this problem. Further-
more, the formal organization
of the men leads to their ability
to intimidate women into si-
lence. Women at Trinity will not
be safe from sexual assault until •
they have equal power in the
community! •
5) The social control
needed to keep fraternities alive,
despite a quickly changing
membership, means that those
who join are fdreed to conform/
to the group identity rather than
explore their individuality. Se-
cret hazing rituals which con-•
sist of humiliating and degrad-
ing events and the emphasis on
loyalty to the brotherhood
(rather than the self) damages
the members as well as the com-
munity.
If you would like to join
us, please send your name box,
and telephone number to
PROGRESS,Box 7000! All mem-
bers of the community are wel-
come! • • '•' • :
LET THE TRUSTEE'S
KNOW WHERE YOU STAND
ON THIS ISSUE!! WRITE TO !
MR. TANSIL, C/O TRINITY
COLLEGE AND ASK HIM TO
RECOMMEND THE ABOLI-
TION OF INSTITUTIONAL-:
IZED RACISM, ELITISM, SEX-
ISM AND SEGREGATION AT-
TRINITY COLLEGE KHBN"'




PROGRESS Describes Its Position In An Open
Letter To Fraternity/Sorority Committee
Dear Mr. Tansil, Chair of the Trustees' Subcommittee on Fraternities and Sororities
We realize that you are currently in the process of evaluating the existence of fraternities
and sororities at Trinity College. We are also aware that thesmajority of student opinions
that have been expressed (both written and verbal) have been in favor of maintaining single-
sex organizations. We believe that the presence of fraternities and sororities at Trinity is
destructive to the academic and social community. Trinity has expressed a commitment to
equality, non-discrimination and diversity. The Greek system, however, works against such
goals. .
We thi,nk that Trinity should be an all-inclusive campus, a place where everyone's voice
is valued equally and different genders, races, and cultures are able to share the rich variety
of their experiences. It is ideologically contradictory for the college to legitimize social
groups which are explicitly and inherently formed for the purpose of keeping those like them
in and everyone else out. The institutionalized sexism, due to the single-sex provision of'
most organizations, is particularly dangerous at a co-educational college.
The reason why the present debate has been so one-sided until this point is simply because
students feel threatened to express their anti-fraternity opinions in an-environment so heavily
dominated by those organizations. Essentially, we feel that the Greek system promotes an
environment in which their members feel pressure to conform. This intense pressure affects
the whole of the student body and each of us individually has felt it.
However, we recognize the necessity to speak out against these, segregated groups and have
come together as the one student anti-fraternity, organization. We feel that our individual
voices have not been loud enough in opposition to the dominant pro-fraternity voice on campus.
Our student group, PROGRESS, is growing because we offer a support network for those intimidated
by the strong fraternity and sorority influence on campus. Is this intimidation real? We know
it is.
PROGRESS has sought to voice its opposition to discrimination (by the Greek system)
nonviolently. However, since the formation of our group, our freedom of speechhas been violated
not only by direct attacks on our literature, but also by personal threats. These acts of
intimidation have come from both fraternity and sorority members.
On April 10th, at 10 pm, PROGRESS staged a nonviolent protest of a fraternity's initiation.
Ten of us sat next to the side of the chapel, not to prevent -them from carrying on their
initiation, but to show our opposition to it. The brothers reacted by threatening both the
group and individual members. Several of the brothers informed PROGRESS group members that
they would suffer repercussions for their actions. : , ' , .;
Included in their angered speech were insinuations that they have the power (under other
organizations in'which they are involved) to "punish" the members of PROGRESS in serious ways.
Group members have also received threatening phone calls from advocates of the Greek system.
These incidents were all results of our group's opposition to the present fraternal structure
of this institution. This harassment explains why students both in and outside the Greek system
have remained silent for so long. The harassment that we have experienced is only one example
of the type of power fraternity members- seem to think they have over the rest of the student
body. •
We hope that you will take our experiences into consideration by voting against the continued
existence of exclusive single-sex fraternities and sororities at Trinity College. .
• . , Sincerely, ..'...•• '
PROGRESS, People Resisting Organized Group Racism Elitism •Sexisnv and Segregation
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Peaceful Protest By Student Group Leads To Verbal Exchange
continued from page 1
Tito Vasquez '92 claimed to have "no
comment."
"Who's to say we had initiation
last night?" he asked.
When contacted later, Mr. Vasquez
again refused to comment.
"We don't need to make a state-
ment. We didn't do anything illegal,
socially or morally wrong," he said.
Ms. Kasdin claimed that the mem-
bers of PROGRESS were not trying to
block the brothers from entering the
Chapel, but they were peacefully voicing
their opposition to single sex organiza-
tions at Trinity. At this time, the students
moved from the stairway to the hill be-
side the stairway.
While the PROGRESS group was
sitting on the hill, various Pike brothers
approached the group to express their
anger.
"You have made my life hell to-
night. I want to look at each one of you
and remember your faces ," said Mr.
Kemalian, "so when I see you again, I
will know that you intruded on my life."
The following day Mr. Kemalian
told The Tripod that "the initiation cer-
emony is special and sacred. It is dis-
heartening that [PROGRESS] doesn't
have the self respect to let Us have our
ceremony in peace."
He stated that one female from
PROGRESS attempted to gain entrance
to the Crypt Chapel by holding the door
open.
"It was like barging in and dis-
rupting somebody's wedding," he said.
Mr. Kemalian also responded to
allegations by PROGRESS members that
he and Mr. Foley were using their influ-
ence as SG A officers to threaten the group
of demonstrators. "[The SGA] has no
political right to inject Pike philosophy,"
said Mr. Kemalian. "We are following
popular opinion." ^ ^
At 10:30 pm, two
Trinity Campus Safety Of-
4 am in his room, The caller, a Pike
brother, stated that Mr. Kreisel and, the
PROGRESS group would suffer "more
serious repercussions than you can ever
imagine." Mr. Kreisel refused to disclose
the caller's name.
Two members of the Tripod Edito-
rial Board were not immune to such ha-
rassment. Pike brother Malcolm
MacLean told the Tripod members that
Dow To Leave Residential Life Post
The Tripod inquired as to
ficers arrived at the scene now {ne members of the Pike fra-
of the alleged disturbance. J J
After PROGRESS member ternity entered the Chapel.
Kimberly Simmons'92 en- / /mi . / r i •
sured the officers that the That s none of your busi-
ness," said Professor Simmons.
continued from page J
As for what she leaves behind, Ms.
Dow said, "disciplining students and the
housing lottery are the parts of the job I
will miss least."
She believes she will miss working
with undergraduates most.
The accomplishments of which she
is most proud are the Freshman Experi-
ence dormitories and "the leadership op-
portunities developed within the RA
She explained her desire
to become involved with
"something that would
allow me to pursue my
animal- related inter-
ests. If I had my choice,
I'd be training my dogs
in my backyard."
Program, specifically during RA train-
ing."
Dean Winer described the differ-
ences in Residential Life between today
and a decade and a half ago. He said that
when Ms. Dow first took the job, Resi-
dential Services (as it was then known)
"was an office for locating undergradu-
ates in their rooms."
Winer then said, "she organized
the office and, in two years, started the
RA Program as we know it today,"
Ms. Dow entered Trinity with the
first class of female undergraduates in
Director of Residential Life
Kristina Dow
1969.
Upon returning as a junior (after
working with a veterinary clinic for a
year), she changed her major from Mod-
ern Languages and Art History to chem-
istry.
She completed her coursework in
December of 1974 and was admitted by
Dartmouth to pursueadoctorate in chem-
istry.
She never enrolled, choosing in-
stead to return to live with her husband,
Larry Dow, in Hartford, Mr. Dow, who is
now the College's Senior Associate Di-
rector of Admissions, was working in
Trinity's Office of Admissions at the time.
In April 1976, Ms. Dow was hired
as Assistant Director of Financial Aid.
Sixteen months later she was hired as
Trinity's Director of ResidentialServices.
cess to the Chapel, the se-
curity guards departed.
Mr. Kemalian stated that a secu-
rity report was filed with campus safety
officer David Kerrigan and that Dean
Kirk Peters was notified. Dean Peters
was the Dean "on call" Friday night.
According to Campus Safety Di-
rector Brian Kelly, Pike brother Malcolm
F.MacLeanrV"92notifiedCampusSafety
claiming that protesters were outside
the Chapel and handing out literature.
According to the report, "both parties
left without incident."
Dean Peters said he was contacted
by Mather Front Desk on Friday night
but, because no details or names were
left, he assumed it was a "crank" call.
Another issue of security that was
raised concerned the Chapel's policy
regarding groups utilizing the Chapel
for their ceremonies. According to this
policy,anorganization'sadvisorreceives
the key to the Chapel and mustbe present
while the group is utilizing the space.
"No, I was not there," said Profes-
sor John E. Simmons, Pike's faculty advi-
sor. The Tripod inquired as to how the
members of the Pike fraternity entered
the Chapel.
"That's none of your business,"
said Professor Simmons.
The brothers of Pi Kappa Alpha
left the Chapel area at 11:00 pm. Al-
though Mr. Kemalian assured The Tripod
that an initiation ceremony took place
later that evening, he did not specify
where. PROGRESS members left shortly
thereafter.
PROGRESS members reported
various threatening incidents later in the
evening. Mr. Kreisel said that he re-
ceived a telephone call at approximately
lawyers who were on retainer had been
contacted by Pike. He said that legal
action would be taken if hearsay was
printed by the newspaper.
According to Attorney Thomas C.
Marshall '63, "the position of Pi Kappa
Alpha is without legal merit."
Attorney Marshall also indicated
that, "such threats by Pike amounted to
an assault on basic First Amendment
constitutional rights."
PROGRESS, anacronym for People
Resisting Organized Group Racism, Elit-
ism, Sexism and Segregation, believes
mat the presence of fraternities and so-
rorities at Trinity College is destructive
to the academic and social community.
"We want to show the Trustees,
faculty and students that there is a group
on campus thatdoesn'tsupporttheGreek
organizations. There are a lot more of us
than people think," said Tovah Kasdin.
Although not associated with the
Sexual Assault Task Force, the members
of PROGRESS list sexual assault on their
agenda as being one of the effects of the
Greek environment. Their statement
notes how, "the control that male domi-
nated institutions have over the social
scene exacerbates this problem."
Members of PROGRESS began
their fight against the Greek system on
Thursday evening when they passed out
flyers at the Sons and Daughters of
Alumni Prospectives dinner.
"We are not saying 'don't come to
Trinity'/' said Kimberly Simmons. "We
want them to come and make it safe for
everyone." Commenting on the incident
at the Chapel, Ms. Kasdin said, "We're
not singling out Pike. This is one stop of
many."
March Heightens Awareness Of Sexual Assault On Campus
BY DANIEL SCANLAN
Managing Editor
Last Friday night women and men
gathered at the Koeppel Social Center for
a "Take Back The Night" march to call
attention to the issue of sexual assault on
the Trinity campus and beyond. The
march capped this year's observance of
"Sexual Assault Awareness Week." But
what should have been a peaceful yet
vocal expression of resistance to sexual
assaultdrew attention to exactly the kind
of attitudes to which members of the
demonstration intended to express op-
position.
After organizing the procession in
front of the Koeppel Center, the partici-
pants set off to cover the entire campus,
winding up the march with a walk down
and up Vemon St. On the tour, marchers
repeated a number of chants expressing
solidarity and opposition to sexual as-
sault,
Atseveralplacesalongtheplanned
route, the march stopped and students
gave accounts of their own experiences
with sexual assault.
Towards the end of the march the
participants walked between the Smith
House and the President's House and
turned the corner and proceeded east
on Vernon St,
During the march participants
said that they could hear music coming
fromthehouse of Alpha ChiRho (Crow)
fraternity and that the volumeincreased
as they got closer. By the time they
reached the Crow house the volume
had reached inordinate levels. Report-
edly, the songs being played were "An-
other One Bites the Dust" and "Why
Don't We Get Drunk and Screw" among
others.
"When we walked by their porch
they all turned their backs," said An-
drea Picott '94, chairperson of Trinity
College's Sexual Assault Task Force.
The march ended at the Koeppel
Center, where participants took part in
a rally where more people got up to
speak. At this time music could still be
heard coming from the Crow house.
Witnesses at the scene said the volume
level became high enough to prevent
those speaking from being heard by the
audience,
The noise subsided after Associ-
ate Professor Jerry Watts went to the
Crow house to ask that the music be
turned down- But the music did not
ever cease completely. The rally ended
without further incident.
"We could barely hear ourselves
speak. It seems to me they obviously
• don't support what we are trying to do,"
said Ms. Picott,
The Tripod contacted Saul Snowise
'93, president of Crow fraternity and
ask^d him if he had any comment on the
allegations being made by the partici-
pants in the march.
"Ican'tcommentrightnow. We're
still trying to get to thebottomof this. We
hope to have it sorted out soon;" said Mr.
Snowise.
SfoV-lV*
Students and others march against sexual assault in last Friday's
"Take Back The Night" march and rally.
SUZANNE FALENDER
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Boms Calls Applicant Pool "Quite Strong"
Admissions Office Selects Class Of 19%
c 117 AIJMp
Hundreds of guests turned out to hear Christina FAULENDER
Fischer '92 perform works by Pachelbel, Bach,
Widor, Franck and Messiaen in her senior organ
recital last Saturday evening in the Chapel.
BYJIMBARR
Opinion Editor
Trinity sent out admis-
sions letters to the incoming class
of 1996 recently.
Dean of Admissions
David Borus said that he was
pleased with this year's appli-
cant pool.
The number of applicants
went up approximately 2% this
year.
Mr. Borus said that the
increasing number of applicants
was a good sign, especially dur-
ing a period when all colleges
are seeing a drop in their appli-
cant pools.
He said, "The consensus
of those on the admissions com-
mittee was that the pool this
year was quite strong."
The applicant pool was
also described as quite diverse.
Mr. Borus noted an approxi-
mately 30% increase in the num-
ber of black applicants. The
number of students accepted
was slightly smaller than last
year, as the class of 1995 ended
up larger than expected.
Approximately 58% of
those who applied were ac-
cepted, and about one third of
those will enroll in the class of
1996. Prospective students have
until May 1 to decide on accep-
tance.
Arson Investigator Blames Smoky Wheaton
Couch Blaze On Negligence Of Residents
continued froth page 1
quickly, smashing through the
west-facing window of >the
quad's common room, and hos-
ing down the room's interior.
The fire was put out
within seconds.
Officials of the Hartford
Fire Department and Tom
Goodrow, arson specialist of the
Hartford Police Department,
listed the official "probable
cause" for the fire as "careless
disposal of smoking materials,"
according tho Director of Cam-
pus Safety Brian Kelly.
Mr. Kelly was pleased to
note that there were no injuries,
that the damage was confined
to property in the one suite, and
that the residents of Wheaton
Hall acted promptly in
evecuating the building.
He also warned, "It's
everyone's business to ensure
fire prevention, Hopefully, this
Campus Safety Officers
burst in at that mo-
ment, telling him to
"Get the f—out of
here!"
try hanging over the couch'.'
When presented with this
view, Mr. Kelly commented that
the arson specialist "ruleditwas
not an exposed wire."
He added that a cigarette
ash could lie smoldering for up
to one and a
ing Jackson Hall, setting off a* <"•
smoke alarm and forcing the-
evacuation of residents.
Brian Burnim '94 de-
scribed the Jackson-Wheaton
bridge as being completely
"smoked up."
half
hours before caus- »J>m SUrpriSeii that
ing such a fire. '
A n d y are no sprinklers' in this
Amrhein '92 was in -
his room when he
heard the fire alarm
go off. , -unidentified Hartford




Deciding that most stu-
dents would not evacuate, he
and other residents began




to leave by way of
the southeast door,
closest to room 118,
the smoke was so
thick that he could
not proceed further.
C a m p u s
Safety Officers Dave
Kerrigan and
incident will make everyone
more aware."
Though the report would
seem to indicate negligence on
the part of the occupants, one
resident presented a different
cause. *
He maintained that occu-
pants of the room were "not
smoking" prior to the fire, and
that an "exposed wire in the
heating duct" ignited the tapes-
Michael Kula burst in at that
moment, telling him to "Get the
f—out of here!"
Officer Kula grabbed a
fire extinguisher, and both
guards rushed into the smoke
filled room.
The fire, however, was
already beyond their control,
and they were forced out of the
room.
Smoke spread to connect-
One firefighter admitted,
"I've been responding to calls at
this college for eleven years now,
and I've never seen a fire here
like this one/'
He said, with visible con-
sternation, "I'm surprised that
there are no sprinklers in this
building."
Residents of Wheaton
were allowed back into their
dormitory at approximately
12:10 a.m., roughly one and one
half hours after the conflagra-
tion was extinguished,
The Department of Build-
ings and Grourids acted swiftly,
boarding up the smashed win-
dow within hours, and replac-
ing the glas9 within a few days..
Aside from the damaged
window, property damaged in-
cluded the sofa, a water soaked
rug, and a telephone answering
machine.
Though the occupants
were forced to sleep in friends'
rooms Tuesday night, they were
able to mo ve back into their suite
the next day.
The stories which you are about to read are taken
directly from the files of Trinity College's, Department of
Campus Safety. The names of those involved have been
eliminated in order to protect the innocent. Please note that
all suspects are innocent until proven guilty in a court of law.
The obnoxious o bscene telephone talker has continued
his evil endevours for the last several weeks, inciting devilish
disquietude verily in his victims with venomous voice. The
vindictive veteran of vernacular vice violated various victims
with various unveiled verbs. Director of Campus Safety
Brian Kelly insisted that his forces were still working on the
problem, and confided in the Security Blotter a hunch that the
caller was actually a student, due to the caller's main modus
operandi of rapid dialing his calls, the fact that only women
have received the calls, and because the calls did not come
over vacation.
Trinity's first quarter crime statistics are out, and if you
haven't received your copy, read up now. The College's Part
I offenses have dropped from 42 during the first three months
of 1991 to 33 for the first three months of 1992. This is very
nearly a 22% decrease for the year. It is also a 16% decrease
from the first quarter crime figures for 1990 when 40 Part I
crimes were reported. Director of Campus Safety Brian Kelly
wrote of his staff, "I attribute this downward trend to the
diligence of all of the officers of Camp us Safety. Your demon-
strated ability to be a visible deterrent to those who contem-
plate the commission of crime has made the Trinity Campus
a safer environment. He added that Trinity, despite its urban
location, is "bucking the trend of urban areas."
On March 30, students calling for the 6:00p.m. security
shuttle to whisk themhome received a nasty surprise. As the
College vehicle approached the New Britain Avenue/ Broad
Street intersection, the wary student driver noticed a station
wagon pulling out from the drug store parking lot, and
suspected that the family utility vehicles' driver did ndt espy
his six passenger service bus. He swerved out of its way, but
just clipped the frontbumper of another vehicle with the rear
bumper of the van. No passengers were injured, neither
driver was injured, the vehicles received virtually no damage,
and after both vehicles stopped their engines, no carbon
monoxide was released into the atmosphere, and thus there
was less environmental damage than early thought. No oil
was spilled. No blood was spilled. No drinks were spilled.
Nothing. Not even a bruised rib, a broken arm, or even hurt
feelings. It was all very nice. In fact,,a little bit too nice...
On March 29, as most students were happily returning
from Spring Break with fond memories of sunny beaches,
palm trees, and drinks in abnormally large pieces of fruit with
little umbrellas and too many straws mixed by slick bartend-
ers with pot bellies and Hawaiian shirts, and were frantically
attempting to finish their neglected work, they werejoltedout
of their individual stupors by the news thatevil crimehad hit
the North Campus dormitory. A unknown party violated the
sanctity of one student's sanctum through an open window.
Rather than just looking around and leaving, the intruder
decided to borrow the resident's VCR and camera equip-
ment. Unfortunately, the items were not returned. Campus
Safety would like to remind students that though crime on
campus is down, we must take anti-crime precautions yet.
The day after North Campus residents were informed of the
crime, 19 windows were left open. Come on, guys- you can
do better than that! Let's get together and take a bite out of
crime.
The visit of former Senator and sometimes Presidential
candidate Paul Tsongas to Trinity caused no security prob-
lems, according to Director of Campus Safety Brian Kellly.
Mr. Kelly insisted that the students of the Young Democrats
League deserved much of the credit for making the event so
successful. They provided volunteers, a shuttle service, and
radio equipment for security workers, according to Kelly.
Thanks guys, and don't worry- H. Ross Perot is pro-business
too.
•from the files of
Campus Safety
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SGA representative to the




Student Association for Computer
Machinery; Dormitory Network
technician.
If you are. elected, what will be your
top priority?
To get SGA back on track with
student opinion, and increase student-
faculty interaction, as well as interac-
tion between upper andlower classmen.
What is the SGA's Role at Trinity?
SGA must cease to be merely
reactionary to the actions and policies
of the faculty and administration, and
take the initiative in being a vehicle in
organizihgstudentopinion. SGAmust
take an active role in providing better
student activities.
What do you see as the ideal social
setting?
An environmental which dorms
could be better used as alternative
spaces for social activities. Individual
students and groups of students should
be enco uraged to reserve space for par-
ties." Right now the administration
makes fraternities the only desirable
alternative for students.
What is your position on the honor
code?
It doesn't seem like it will have a
big impact, but it might be good to try it
out for period of time. The only danger
is that it might introduce competitive-
ness with negative consequences.
Wlwt does Trinity need to do to im-
prove its reputation?
First, tighten admissions stan-
dards. Second, the faculty must concen-
trate on academic issues and not social
ones. Third, the social life mustbe made
more diverse and admired by other col-
leges.
For Vice President of Finance:
Derek Abrams
If you are elected, wliat xoill be your
top-priority? .
While serving on the BudgetCom-
mittee, I've noticed that organizations
have very little say in its policies and
procedures. I want to. make it so that
everyone can give input to how things
operate.
What do you see as SGA's role at
Trinity?
The SGA must effectively repre-
sent the opinions of the student body to
the Administration. It must act as a vi-
able resource for students to voice their
individual and organizational concerns
to the Administration. The SGA must
never be far from the consensus of
Trinity's student population - it must
remain the Student Government Asso-




Member 2 years; Steering Board 1;
Budget Committee 1; Minority Affairs
Committee 1; Fraternity Committee 2;
Faculty Financial Affairs Committee 1;
Financial Aid and Administration Com-
mittee 1; Facilities Planning Committee




Life Staff 2; Students Organized Against
Racism 3 (President 2); Pan-African Al-
liance 3; ASIA 3 (Secretary 1); Trinity
Women's Organization 1; Indian Cul-
tural Society 1; B-PSI2; TCAC 1; Com-
munity Outreach 1;WRTC 1; Dance Club
2; Trinity Human Relations Award Re-
cipient May '91.
ciation.
As Vice-President of Finance, you
would oversee the Student Activities Fund,
How would you approach this responsibil-
ity? •'•••• : ' : : V :
Instead of in the past, when the
Vice-President set the tone for the Bud-
get Committee, I'd want to be the per-
son who voices the opinions of the com-
mittee. Iwillbe firmirimyownopinion,
but I will be open to articulate the views
of the people. In the past, we've had
liberal and conservative people run the
Budget Committee, but I will reflect the
attitudes of the entire committee.





If you are elected, what will be your
top priority?
My leadership style is one of in-
clusion. AlthoughlhavethingsI'd want
to advance, I'd wait until elected to see
how they are received.
I'd like SGA to move toward a
system of campus-wide inclusion, that
we as an undergraduate student body
move towards more self-governance,
.and improvement of student/faculty
relations.
What do you.see as SGA's role at
Trinity?']
The SGA's role is to act as a clear-
ing house and support for student-initi-
ated actions. In addition, the SGA is to
act as an organized forum whereby stu-
dents and faculty can engage in issues
which affect the entire campus. The SGA
can act as an advocate for student con-
cerns.
What do you visualize as the ideal
social setting?
One in which there are true and
consistent alternatives in which students
didn't feel pressure to engage in alcohol
consumption. That's the essence of it.
And where students could feel at liberty
to take initiatives to sponsor activities
SGA Experience:
Member 11 /2 years; Parlia-




Committee 1 year; Strategic Plan-
ning Sub-committee on Social Envi-
ronment 1; Dean of Students Em-
ployee 3; Office of the President Em-
ployee 2; Residential Life Staff 2;
Campus Safety Employee 2;
President's Special Council on Mi-
nority Affairs 1; Faculty Academic
Affairs Committee 1; Tripod Staff 1;
Pan-African Alliance 3; Upward
Bound Tutor/Counselor 1.
and SGA could work as support for
student initiatives.
What is your position on the honor
code?
I am not against an honor code.
Trinity already has an honor code and
that code needs to be improved, better
understood, and better enforced.
I am against a new honor code as
an examination of my SGA voting record
will show.
What does Trinity need to do to im-
prove its reputation?
We need to create more of a sense
of self, community, and purpose within
the gates of Trinity College so that we
better understand and others better un-
derstand us outside of these gates.
I'm really not sure what needs to
be done until we assess what our image
is. If you asked ten different people, I'm
sure you'd get five different responses
—and it's difficult to shoot at a fluctuat-
ing target.
For Vice President of Finance:
Josh Leahy
Class: 1995
Major: Undecided (Political Sci-
ence intended). -
SGA Experience:
Member 1 year; Steering Board
l;Faculty Academic Affairs Committee
1; Student Academic Affairs Committee
1; Elections Committee 1.
Activities:
Freshman Class President 1;
Rugby Team 1; Jones Dormitory Coun-
cil 1.
If you are elected, what will be your
top priority?
To establish a Trinity that every
one is searching for. I'd like to find the
Trinity seniors knew and freshman were
promised. We are at an exciting point in
time because Trinity faces many ques-
tions, and soon there will be answers.
What do you see as SGA's role at
Trinity?
Right now, SGA holds a leader-
ship role on campus, but it needs to be a
more representative body. Students are
represented, but the student voice is not
heard by Trustees, faculty, and Admin-
istrators. As an established organiza-
tion, SGA has the capability for this.
As Vice-President of Finance, you
please see page 1J
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For President Pat West
if you are elected, what will be your
first priority?
My main goal would be total stu-
dent control over anything having to do
with students. The administration
should not have any say on how my
social life is outside of classes. The sys-
tem is geared to force any student activ-
ity to run through the administration
right now. In effect, the SGA sells out to
the administration.
Wlwt do you see as SGA's role at
Trinity?
It should be the voice to the ad-
ministration of what students want.
Right now, that voice is quivering; it's so
weak it's unbelievable, it should protect
and provide for total student control
and choice.
. What do you visualize as the ideai
social setting?
How the f*** should I know? Ide-
ally, the best social life is whatever the
hell happens if people have 100% free
choice, whether that entails puking on
Vernon St., dancing in the Cave, or play-
ing Nintendo in your room.




Representative this year, but
quit in January. Was a member of
the Curriculum Committee.
Activities:
Campus Activities: Board of
Directors of WRTC, Board of Direc-
tors of Music Dorm, Water Polo,
Lead singer of Smackhead.
plan all these great alternative events is
just giving a snow job.
What is your position on the honor
code?
If it's put in, it's put in. My per-
sonal opinion is don't put it in. The
reason I don't want to put it in is I don't
think they [students] know what it en-
tails. You get in trouble if you don't tell
on someone, whether you want to or
not.
Sure it protects somewhat against
cheating, but more importantly, ij: de-
stroys your freedom to choose.
What does Trinity need to do to im-
prove its reputation ? .
At the best schools in the nation,
the students have the most freedom.
You don't get a good reputation through
suppression; you get it through student
activity and student intelligence.
If the idea of a reputation is to get
the best students possible in order to
improve that reputation, the top stu-
dents will choose a school where they
know that students at that college. ..aren't






Creating one which is a combina-
tion of American Studies, Psychology,
Sociology, and Education.
SGA Experience:
All School Representative 2, Head
of Academic Affairs Committee, Coun-
seling Center Committee, Student Rep-
resentative on General Education Coun-
cil.
Activities: '
Recording Secretary for Kappa
Kappa Gamma, Treasurer for Students
for Equality, Athletic Trainer.
If you are elected, what will be your
first priority?
What concerns me the most is the
internal and external conflict as to what
Trinity represents. I'm not sure what
comes first, but I want to promote within
Trinity a positive atmosphere that will
in turn create a positive external image.
There are a lot of ways to accomplish it:
through better faculty / student relations,
by adding more voice to students in
terms of the Trustees and alumni foun-
dations.
What do you see as the SGA's role at
Trinity?
I want to make SGA more visible
as a voice of the student body. .1 foresee
making more symbolic changes with
how both the students and faculty re-
spond to SGA and how as a body we can
improve the internal harmony of the
please see next column
For President Craig Woerz
Class: 1993
Major : Political Science and Music
SGA Experience:
Current President, Represen-
tative 2, Member of BudgetCommit-
tee 2, Steering Committee 2, Chair of
Marriott SGA Fodd Committee, Ad
Hoc Library Committee 2, Trustee
Committee for Student Life.
Activities:
Campus Activities: Jazz Band,
After Dark, Christian Fellowship, Pi
Kappa Alpha, Pastoral Musicians
Group, Ferris Scholar.
If you are elected, wltat will be your
first priority?
To market Trinity. To look at what
we have as a small liberal arts school and
what we don't have, keeping in mind
what we should have and work towards
progress. Based on the strong working
relationship I established this year with
the administration, specifically positive
change in the way of boosting Trinity's
image and the morale of students in
regard to how Trinity can improve.
What do you see as SGA's role at
Trinity?
SGA should be and will become
the main student senate. It sho uld be the
group of students to speak for the com-
munity at large. It should be logical and
work toward being persuasive with the
administration, faculty, Trustees, and
students.
What -do you visualize as the ideal
social setting?
Equilibrium through options,
where we can retain a Greek system that
does not have to be the dominant option.
Promote TCAC as what it should be—a
true activities council. No person should
have to sit home on a weekend night
because they don't want to go to a frater-
nity. Choices must exist and are begin-
ning to emerge through solid leader-
ship.
What is your position on the honor
code?
The honor code is something that
would positively affect the academic at-
mosphere. It would be most effective
beginning within the next five years be-
cause of the nature of change and tradi-
tion. An institutionalized honor code
would work better than an honor code
inserted into the norm or the mainstream
curriculum.
What does Trinity need to do to im-
prove its reputation?
I don't put a lot of stock in the
U.S.New and World Report poll. Our
location is a big problem; we can't just
pick up the chapel and move. Then
again we's lose the benefits that we gain
from being in an urban society.
Regarding admissions, we have
begun this year and will continue next
year to explore other schools' admis-
sions processes. We are looking at hav-
ing SAT scores as optional. This in turn
might allow for alargerapplicantpool—
a more diverse applicant pool. This also
might encourage higher scores.
Eastcont
continued from previous column
College. I'd like to see us obtain more
power. A lot of what Craig and I were
looking for was continuation of tradi-
tion—since both of us are to some extent
acknowledged by the faculty as student
leaders; we're hoping that we can use
that to obtain more power.
What do you visualize as the ideal
social setting?
I think SGA and TCAC have gone
to great lengths to improve social alter-
natives on the campus. I'd like to see this
progress followed up by alleviating some
of the bureaucratic boundaries that pre-
vent individual students from creating
their own social alternatives. It is my
hope that the fraternity and sorority sys-
tem remains, and if they remain, they
allow for us to create new sororities to
equalize the balance between single-sex .
organizations. ' ,
Leahy cont
continued from page 10
would oversee the Student Activities Fund.
How woulctyou approach this responsibil-
ity?
Students feel they go to the Budget
Committee and beg. The fund is there for
students - it's their money. Iwould try to
emphasize three points: 1. Increase social
options while maintaining and improv-
ing the Greek system; 2. Improving stu-
dent/faculty relations; 3. Convince Trin-
ity that it is as good as it is. Perhaps
incentives would go to organizations
which demonstrate efforts to achieve
these goals.
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HIS WEEK IN
RIMTY HISTORY
COMPILED BY T.M. ZAHAREVICH
25 Years Ago
from the Trinity Tripod; v.64, no.21,1967
In a letter to President Johnson nearly half of the active
faculty condemned the bombing of Vietnam which results in
"the wanton destruction of civilian lives" as "morally repre-
hensible under any condition."
Forty-six members of the College faculty urged an
"immediate, Iongterm suspension of the bombing of North
Vietnam and a halt to the increasing indiscriminate bombing
of civilian areas of South Vietnam."
The forty-six represented thirteen departments and the
College administration. It was seen by Dr. Murray S. Stedman,
Chairman of the Department of Government, as anexpression
of the alienation of the "think community" all over the country
to President Johnson's escalation of the war...
The overriding concern with most of those signing the
letter was what they interpreted as the Johnson
Administration's disregard of public opinion in the formula-
tion of Vietnam policy. Pollack said that petitions and letters
represent an expression of the frustration over the fact that
other channels of opinion have been closed.
50 Years Ago
from the Trinity Tripod; v.38, no.26,1942
The Trinity "Assorted Englishmen" trounced the
Haverford cricketers 149-95 on the quadrangle lawn, all day
Saturday. This is Ha verford's second defeat this season; the
first disaster was suffered at the hands of Princeton, and this
one against a miscellaneous group of Britishers, all of them
good players yet all out of practice, at least until they go t into
the swing of things again. A large and curious crowd wit-
nessed the spectacle.
Kent, Columbia, Choate, Trinity, Hartford, and the
Providence Cricket Club all contributed men for the home
team. Except for the half hour'spractice period just before the
match these men had not played together as a team, whereas
the Haverford eleven has worked together all spring.
Haverford is one of the few colleges in America to recognize
cricket as a part of its athletic program.
60 Years Ago
from the Trinity Tripod; v.28, no.l8a, 1932
Many students, including those in Physics I classes,
were given a novel treat last Friday when Professor Perkins
entertained with a one-man band concert and demonstration
of sound effects on musical instruments.
The concert commenced immediately upon the sound
of the buzzer, with the crowd still jamming the lecture room
doorway. It was amazing to see how anxious students were
to get into the classroom. Professor Perkins opened his
demonstration programbyplayingaScotch jig on the whistle-
flute, and after a deafening round of applause, he continued
with "Swanee River" on the piccolo, "Japanese Sandman," or
a likeness, was played next on the Chinese flute, followed by
the scale on another type of Chinese flute. Professor Perkins
I
then played "The Old Oaken bucket" on an ordinary orches-
tralflute. •• ..••• ...
The next offering was a very successful rendition of
'"Neath the Elms" on the ocarina, followed by "The Evening
Star" from Tannhauser on the clarinet. It is interesting to note
that Professor Perkins has taken lessons only on the clarinet,
which is the instrument he played while a member of the Yale
orchestra.
'•• Afterthe intermission the program was continued with
a Hindu snake song on the musette, followed by two selec-
tions, a shepherd's tune on the oboe and "Old Black Joe" on
the bassoon. A French horn number was so well received that
Professor Perkins favored his audience with an encore "Stars
of the Summer Night." The presentation came to an end with
something which sounded suspiciously like "River, Stay 'Way
from My Door" and another, "Home, Sweet Home."
We are pleased to be the first to make public the an-
nouncement of Dan Jessee's appointment as football coach for
the coming year. Mr. Jessee, with an enviable record of
training and activity behind him bo th in the West and East, is,
of course, makinghimself thepunching bag, in a sense, so that
every short-sighted critic who desires may take a jab. Yet his
position here will be enviable, for Trinity men may be counted
upon to respond without limit when approached fairly. Op-
portunities await our college team under Mr. Jessee's direc-
tion,
70 Years Ago
from the Trinity Tripod; v.18, no.19,1922
The [Trinity College] Museum of Natural History has
recently received the Seinsoth collection, consisting of eighty-
seven birds and seventeen mammals, which have been stored
in the Morgan Memorial building. The specimens, mounted
by Aldrich, a Hartford taxidermist who died recently, are in
excellent condition and round out the collection in Boardman
Hall.
Community Outreach Heads Credited As
Group Approaches 200 Volunteer Mark
BY SAMREEN MALIK
News Writer
A rapidly growing num-
ber of Trinity students are get-
ting involved in Community
Outreach. This year the number
of student volunteers has
reached the two hundred mark.
Including the Project Heads and
Steering Board, the total amount
of participants in Community
Outreach has made this organi-
zation the largest one at Trinity.
The Steering Board of
Community Outreach, consist-
ing of Nicole Curinga '92, Kim
D'Amico '93, Andy Firtel '92,
Corrie Foster '91, Cristin Kearns
'93, Deborah McBride '93,
Monique Miller '94, Andrea
Moody '92and Pavinee
Saguansataya, '93 have at-
tempted to narrow down the
focus of the organization to the
specific projects. Currently,
twenty-one projects are in
progress. These projects are
divided into three categories:
youth atrisk, tutoring and adult
programs.
The Youth-At-Risk
Group, comprised of eight
projects, has been very success-
ful this year, according to orga-
nizers.
Babies in Bloomfield,
whose Project Heads are Carol
Kim '93 and Jen Saunders '94,




'92, works with teen mothers
and their families. This project
involves tutoring, babysitting,
as well as other volunteer work.
Interval House, whose
project heads are Jessica Elliot
"93 and Sarah Moldenhauer '93,
is'a shelter for battered women
that needs volunteers once a
week to plan activities and to
play with the children of the
mothers living in the shelter.
Trinity Gamp for Kids is a
relatively large project headed
by Jon Piper '93, Monique
Miller, Augusta Reese '92,
Amanda Kauff '94, Chip Swain
'93, Suzanne Cahill '94 and
Nancy Lima '92, involving ac-
tivities such as video making,




Shelter, headed by Andrea
Moody '92 and Adrian Castelli
'92, works with runaway youth
at the downtown Hartford
YMCA, The purpose is to inter-
act with the resident through
activities such as basketball
games and pizza parties.
. Lewis Fox Mentoring,
headed by Latricia Gill '92,
Corrie Foster and Sean Greene
'94, is a project in which the
volunteers travel to Lewis Fox
Middle School on Monday af-
ternoons to partake in an inten-
sive program of self, esteem
building.
Students also develop
strong foundation of African
American history.
The Quirk Arts Explora-
tion, headed by Nicole Curinga,
includes weekly visits to the
Quirk Middle School in Hart-
ford to introduce dance, theater,
visual arts and creative writing
to the students. Periodical field'
trips to cultural events are also
part of this program.
Youth Under Severe
Stress, whose Project Heads are
Cristin Kearns '93 and Andrew
Firtel '92, involves tutoring
youth with academic difficul-
ties. The five tutoring groups
are also an integral part of Com-
munity Outreach.
Betances Tutoring,
headed by Katie Kwak '92, re-
quires the volunteer to travel
weekly to an ethnically diverse
elementary school where they
partake in projects such as tu-
toring and counseling.
Burns Tutoring, whose
Project Heads are Chris Baena
'93 and Ned Rollhaus '92 in-
volves participation in Reading
and mathematical tutoring in
elementary school children in
the Hartford area.
Center City Churches Tu-
toring, headed by Chris Rau '93,
involves volunteers travelling to
St. Peter's Church once a week
to tutor their own group of first
and second graders in basic
Math and Reading.
Kinnelly Tutoring,
headed by Julie Smith '94, works
with local elementary schools,
assisting students in academic
lessons.
McDonough Tutoring,
headed by Mary Ann Nusom
'92 and Tom Mullen '92, is a
five-minute walk from Trinity
and volunteers tutor a boy or
girl in grades Kindegarten
through six, as often as possible
in Math, Reading, or English.
The Adult Programs are
comprised of seven different
types of projects. .
The Immaculate Concep-
tion program, headed by
Fumiko Takagi '93, is an emer-
gency shelter that services home-
less men of Hartford.
Volunteers visitwith shel-
ter guests and tutor one or more
individuals in basic reading,
writing, and language skills.
St. Elizabeth's Shelter, also
headed by1 Fumiko Takagi and
Nancy Gill '93, is a program in
which the volunteerparticipates
in all aspects of St. Elizabeth's
soup kitchen.
This includes preparing
meals, cleaning the kitchen, and
interacting with residents.
Habitat for Humanity,
headed by Rebecca Lawrence
'94, helps build low-income
housing for homeless families.
Weekend Elderly Services,
headed by Sunny Asghar '94, is
very diverse project. The duties
of volunteers may entail deliv-
ering meals to an elderly person
who is homebound, playing
bingo with seniors, or even pre-
paring articles for newsletters.
English as a Second Lan-
guage, headed by Deborah
McBride, entails working with
people from various back-
grounds and tutoring them in
English. This program includes
working with Marriott employ-
ees.
The Adopt-A-Grandpar-
ent program, headed by Anna
Porazinski '92 and Kim Fuller
'93, involves weekly visits to eld-
erly people who otherwise lack
the society of a young people.
This program is designed to of-
fer comfort and company for an
elderly person.
Adult Education, headed
by Julie Scott '92 and Laurie
Sullivan '93, Works with adult
or teenage students at St. Eliza-
beth Shelter and tutoring these
students in reading, writing,
spelling, typing and math.
In addition to all the work
done on these projects, Com-
munityOutreachhas sponsored
several successful events this
year. This includes the Hallow-
een Party held in the Koeppel
Center for children from the
neighborhood and the organi-
zation of dorms open to chil-
dren for trick-or-treating, Tent
Homecoming Day, Hunger and
Homelessness Week (co-spon-
sored events with ConnPirg),
Volunteer Appreciation, the re-
recruitment drive, Valentine's
Day party for neighborhood
youth in the Koeppel Center,
and lectures by Dr. Gunther and
Eugene Leach. Perhaps the must
widely known community Out-
reach event, the Kid's Fun Fair,
will take place April 25.
A significant achieve-
ment for Community Outreach
this year is the implementation
. of acommunityserviceprogram
into the the Freshmen Orienta-
tion program.
The coordinators of this
program, Monique Miller and
Rachel Brumberg '94 who both
attended a COOL (Campus
Outreach Opportunity League)
conference in February, actively
participated in "Into the Streets,"
a program which entails a one-
time Community Outreach ser-
vice day.
Both Ms. Miller and Ms.
Brumberg approached the Ad-
ministration with the prospect
of including such a program
during Freshmen Orientation.
Incoming freshmen will be
asked to choose three areas in
which they wold like to volun-
teer and during Orientation,
they will go split up into small
groups and go "into the streets."
Currently, the coordina-
tors are writing letters to vari-
ous student organizations ask-
ing them to participate in a coa-
lition of nine groups. Each group
will have different agendas and
different areas of involvement,
according to which area they
are familiar with.
Community Outreach has
vastly expanded over the years
and has proved to be a fruitful
learning experience for anyone
who has been part of the organi-
zation. When asked what .she
thought was the most impor-
tant aspect of Community Out-
reach that people should be
aware of, Pavinee Saguansataya
responded, "It gets you in touch
with a lot of different people,
adults, youth. It becomes more
impdrtanttorememberwhat we
get out of it, not only what we
did for someone else."
Cristin Kearns, another
member of the Steering Board
and a Project Head of Commu-
nity Outreach, adds, "We just
want people to know that there
are different ways to get in-
volved. There are projects that
require only a couple of hours a
week arid then there is a bigger
commitment, being a Project
Head. Also, there are one-time
opportunities for people who
do not want to commit."
PUBLISHED WKEKl-Y BY THE STUDENTS Of
TRINITY COLLEGE
It's not too early - or too late, for that
matter -ID renew your subscription to
The Trinity Tripod,
If you're still undecided, just look
back at all those informative stories,
profiles and exposes that made this
semester's headlines.
After all, how many other campus
organizations have been around for
years?
Y E S ! Renew my subscription to The Trinity Tripod !
Enclosed is my check for: Please deliver my Tripod to:
• • $ 1.5 for one semester,* .;
or Name:
D $30 for two semesters.
Address: •
*The'IaCQd is published
eleven times per semester.
jj Send Your Check Made Payable To The Trinity Tr ipod To:
B The Trinity Tripod
I : Box1310
j Trinity College
I Hartford, CT 06106
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CALENDAR
Exhibitions:
through Sunday, April 26—
Brightly-colored, large geometric works
on paper by Trinity College Assistant
Professor of Fine Arts Anne Flash. 1p.m.
to 5 p.m. daily. Free admission. Austin
Arts Center's Widener Gallery. Inf orma-
tion: (203) 297-2199.
Wednesday, April 15 through
Tuesday, April 28—"Afrocentrirism,"
paintings and prints by Trinity College
senior Wandy Mothudi. Mather
Artspace, Mather Hall. 10 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Opening reception: Wednesday, April
15from4:30p.m. to6:30p.m. Free admis-
sion.
through Friday, May 15—"The
Victorian Parlor Garden," 19th century
books on indoor gardening. Watkinson
Library, A floor, Trinity College Library.
Free admission. Monday through Fri-
day from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.; 9:30 a.m.
to 4:30 p.m. on Saturday.
through Saturday, May 22—"An
Excellent Inventive and Prudential Witt":
The Indomitable and Versatile John
Ogilbyandhis Publications." Watkinson
Library, A floor, Trinity College Library.
Monday through Friday from 8:30 a.m.
to 4:30 p.m. and Saturday from 9:30 a.m.
to 4:30 p.m. Free admission.
Thursday April 30 through Sun-
day, May 17--Fine Arts Student Exhibi-
tion with works by Trinity College se-
niors Ben Howard, Jack Kirkpatrick,
Wandy Mothudi and Wannarat
Poonyarit. Widener Gallery, Austin Arts
Center. 1 p.m. to 5 p.m. daily. Reception
on Thursday, April 30 from 5 p.m. to 7
p.m. Information: (203) 297-2199.
Theater
Wednesday, April 15 and Thurs-
day, April 16— "On Borderland We
Run," a theatrical performance focusing
on the violence of the Irish political
struggle directed by Trinity College se-
nior Kathleen M. Powers. 8 p.m.
Garmany Hall, Austin Arts Center. Free
admission.
Film
Thursday, April 16— "The Icicle
Thief" directed by Maurizio Nichetti. 7:30
p.m. Seabury9-17. Part of the film series
"Perspectives on Culture and History in
French and Italian Cinema." Free admis-
sion. . .
Public Talks
Thursday, April 16— "IntheHouse
of the Virgin andOther Stories" by Anne
Flash, assistant professor of Fine Arts at
Trinity College. 12:15 p.m. Women's
Center, Mather Hall. Free admission.
Lunch Series Spring 1992 presented by
the Trini ty College Women's Center and
Faculty Grants Office. Please bring a bag
lunch.
Thursday, April 16— "Central
American Art Today in the World Con-
text" by Robert Farris Thompson, pro-
fessor of African and Afro-American his-
tory at Yale University and author of
"Black Gods and Kings" and other books.
Thompson has mounted major exhibi-
tions of African art at the National Gal-
lery in Washington, D.C. Part of the
"Critical Issues in Contemporary Art"
lecture series funded by James L.
Goodwin Endowment in Fine Arts. 7
p.m. Austin Arts Center room 320. Free
admission.
PROMINENT RESEARCH PSY-






























CHOLOGIST JULIAN JAYNES TO
GIVE LECTURE AT TRINITY COL-
LEGE ON APRIL 22
Julian Jaynes,aresearchpsycholo-
gist at Princeton University, will give a
talk entitled " Consciousness and the
Voices of the Mind" at Trinity College's
McCook Auditorium on Wednesday,
April 22 at 8 p.m. Admission is free.
Jaynes' 1976 book, "The Origin
of Consciousness in the Breakdown of
the Bicameral Mind," was a runner-up
for the National Book Award in 1978.
His other books include "Historical Con-
ceptions of Psychology" and "The Con-
sequences of Consciousness."
Jaynes has been working on the
problem of consciousness and its origin
for most of his life. He has studied the
subject from a biological point of view
and from a scientific historical point of
vies. Through research, Jaynes has been
able to show that the origin of conscious-
ness is not in biological evolution but is
in cultural history.
Jaynes is a founding member of
Cheiron; The International Society for
the History of the Behavioral and Social
Sciences. He is an associate editor of
"The Behavioral and Brain Sciences,'
"The International Review of Mental
Imagery, " and of "Imagination, Cogni-
tion, and Personality: The Scientific Study
of Consciousness."
The talkispartof the "Colloquia
on Consciousness" series sponsored by
the Faculty Lecture Committee, Fresh-
man Seminar Program, and the depart-
ments of philosophy, psychology, clas-
sics and religion, the cognitive science
program, and the dean of faculty at Trin-
ity College.
For more information, call the
Trinity Information Line at (203)297-2001.
Wednesday, April 22—"Lithuanian
Culture Today: Paradox of Indepen-
dence" by ijYale University Professor;
thotnas Vericlova. 7 p.m. Rifteriberg
Lounge, Mather Hall. Sponsered by the
Trinity College Area Studies.program,
and Russian and Soviet studies. Free
admission. ,,
Readings:
Friday, April 17— A poetry read-
ing from the works of black women writ-
ers. Underground, Mather Hall. 8 p.m.
Free admission. Part of "A Celebration
of Black Women" presented by the Trin-
ity College Black Women's Organiza-





ment information (instruction sheet, in-
vitations and rain tickets) may be signed
forandpicked up (INPERSON,PLEASE)
at the Public Relations Office, 79 Vernon
Street, on following days and times:
Thursday, April 16, 11:30 a.m. -
1:30 p.m.
Friday, April 17,9-11 a.m.
Monday, April 20, 2-4 p.m.
Tuesday, April 21,11:30 a.m.-l:30
p.m.
Wednesday, April 22,2-4 p.m.
REMEMBER TO BRING YOUR




SENTS: "A CELEBRATION OF BLACK
WOMEN" APRIL 1992
A Poetry Reading from the works of
Black women.
Place— Underground
Date— Friday, April 17
Time—8:00 pm
In Process, a seven- women A-
Cappela group from Washington, D.C.
in concert.
Place— Washington Room,
Date— Tuesday, April 21,1992.
Time—7:00 p.m.
FREE ADMISSION
Invigorate Yourself with Israeli
Dancing!!








The WILLIAM COTTER CONGRES-
SIONALINTERNSHIPFUND. endowed
in memory of U.S. Congressman Wil-
liam R. Cotter, Trinity '49, provides a
stipend for students doing internships in
the offices of any United States Senator
or Representative. Preference is given to
internships with Connecticut Senators
and Representatives and to legislative
interns in Washington, D.C. If you are
planning such an internship this sum- ;
mer, you may receive some financial supr! •<
port from this fund. Please submit a
statement of need and a letter of accep-
tance from your internship placement to
the Internship Coordinator by May 15 to
apply for a stipend.
Volunteers Needed:
BIG BROTHERS/ BIG SISTERS
is looking for new volunteers to be
matched with needy children from single
parent homes. If you are interested in a
volunteering experience that involves a
one to one relationship with a child or
have any questions, please call ext. 2821.
CHESS TOURNAMENT
A Student- Faculty and Adminis-
tration Chess Tournament, sponsoredby
the Trinity Chess Club, will be held Fri-
day, April 24th from 3 to 5:30 p.m. in
Hamlin Hall. Players of any ability are
welcome to compete. No entrance fee.




Free transportation! Over 8,000 open-
ings. No experience necessary. Male or
Female. For employment program call
Student Employment Services at 1-206-
545-4155ext. 1471. .
CASH FOR COLLEGE There's
money available from thousands of dol-
lars of scholarships, grants, and financial
aid for eveiy student who needs it. We
have a 95 percent placement rate. If you
don't qualify for any aid from one of our
sources, we'll give you a $250 U.S. sav-
ings bond. For free information; call and
see what type of aid you qualify for: ECS,
ask for Al 677-4160.
BEST DAMN CAMPUS REP WANTED!!!
North America's best damn tour com-
pany. Only HI-LIFE can offer you a free
spring break trip for every 20 paid and a
chance to win a Yamaha Wavejammer.




Take an exciting break from the
books now or this summer and work
with Connecticut Citizen Action Group.
Fight for fair auto insurance rates, af-
fordable health care, and a clean envi-
ronment. Paid training, competitive
wages, plus bonus/Hours: 2:30 or 3:00
p.m. - 10:00p.m. Flexible schedules. Call
Jordan, 561-6008 '
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Mi]]<bones for Moonbeam? Ex-Governor Brown may get more than he bargained for...
Connecticut A Pynhic Victory For Jerry Brown
BY PAUL SULLIVAN
World Outlook Writer
Andrew Jackson, perhaps one of
the greatest proponents of democracy,
began what became known as the spoils
system. The idea behind his system was
that the victor would be allowed to fill
his cabinet with the people of his chosing.
Consequently those of the former ad-
ministration were forced to seek alterna-
tive employment.
The reason that I have begun
with this brief and rudimentary state-
ment of Jacksonian democracy is because
the Connecticut Primary, which took
place over Spring Break, reminded me of
the famous statement, "To the victors go
the spoils."
Edmund G. Brown was the vic-
tor, and he is now the proud recipient of
the dose political scrutiny that the front-
runners have been plagued with for
months. As the press begins to vehe-
mently attack his past, a wolf in sheep's
clothing has been revealed.
It seems almost fitting to hurl
the epigram "What goes around comes
around" at Mr. Brown's misfortunes.
The man who once lampooned Clinton
as an unelectable, scandal-a-week can-
didate has suddenly began marching to
the beat of a different drummer.
When asked last week about Mr.
Clinton's disclosure of Marijuana use,
he simply replied that the press should
concentrate on the issues and not the
past personal lives of the candidates.
Quite a change. Has Mr. Brown under-
gone an epiphany? Has he seen the light?
Has the true path been revealed to him?
H a r d l y . , ••, •.•/;
Brown has been increasingly
scrutinized and is now running for cover
himself. The inquiry prompted by his
victory in Connecticut revealed that this
insurgent, political outsider is actually
an inside, political maven.
As with many former politi-
cians, Brown was asked to be on the
boards of several companies. This is a
very common practice amongst busi-
nesses that want to attach a politician's
name to the firm for credibility pur-
poses. One of these was a pharmaceuti-
cal company that was trying to market a
new drug for AIDS.
that he had met every single President
since Eisenhower. Yet being his excur-
sion in the sun with Mother Theresa
clouded his memory and corrupted his
morals so that he began to firmly beleive
that he was an insurgent, here to shake
up the staid political ranks that he had
once been a member.
Furthermore, his "We the
People" campaign is another hypocriti-
cal statement about his past. As many
Mr. Brown for his running mate has chosen Jesse
Jackson. Yet at the same time he has tried to embrace
the Jewish community and unite it with the African-
American one. All of this while campaigning in New
York, the same place that Rev. Jackson had deemed
"Hymietown."
The only problem with it was that
it did not work and was having trouble
acquiring FDA approval. This is where
our perennial outsider comes in. Preach-
ing that he has no inside connections, he
used these non-existant powers to try to
subtlety persuade the head of the FDA
that this drug should be approved. Luck-
ily the FDA has members of higher moral
fiber than Mr. Brown, and the drug still
failed to gain approval.
The consequences of Brown's
ethical lapse have been great as deeper
investigations have revealed new politi-
cal misdemeanors and contradictions.
Perhaps the greatest farce that Brown is
trying to pawn off on the American
people is the previously mentioned no-
tion that he is a political outsider.
This is nothing more than a bla-
tant, shoddily concealed lie. His father
was a former Governor of California
while his sister is the current Treasurer of
the state. Moreover, he once bragged
Gruesome Campaign Ads
Are Coming This Autumn
BY DAN ANNIXT
World Outlook Writer
As the conventions this sum-
mer for both the Democratic and Repub-
lican parties approach, I am filled with
trepidation.
This is because in the 1992 presi-
dential election the country is probably
going to be racked by dirtiest campaign-
ing in its history. Once the conventions
nominate Bush and Clinton (and it will
be Clinton respectively the nasty cam-
paigning will begin. I am speaking not as
a liberal, but as an American who is
disgusted by the way nasty campaign-
ing has become a norm in this country's
elections.
In the 1988 election, Bush, began
using a series of ads which not only
distorted the truth about his opponent,
but pandered to white America's bassist
racial fears as with the Willie Horton ad.
This ad, whose portrayal of a furloughed
black convict from Massachusetts who
subsequently committed a rape, did great
damage to race relations in this country
by portraying an unfair black stereotype
to the nation.
Lee Atwater, then Republican
party head, mused that he would make
Willie Horton a household word. He did
and the country is worse off for it. How-
ever, this sort of vile campaigning has
not remained confined to the Republican
party. Sadly, the Democrats have fol-
lowed suit in subsequent congressional,
gubernatorial, and senatorial races by
dragging their opponents through the
mud.
The 1989 gubernatorial race in Vir-
ginia between Wilder and Coleman is an
example of both sides running disgust-
ing ads to get try and get elected. The
candidates each attacked their
opponent's personal credibility until the
public became numbed by the almost
limitless depths to which both campaigns
sunk. Similar stories can be told about
other elections . • . .
in the country such as the 1989
New Jersey governor's race.
The pundits then wonder why'
voter turnout in recent years has been so
low. Perhaps its because the American
people are sick and tired of hearing about
the inadequacies of the candidates and
only hearing 30 second soundbytes about
their actual positions. If
candidates returned to debating
legitimate political issues (such as maybe
how to recover from this recession and
make this country competitive again)
people might be inspired to vote not for
the lesser of two evils, but for the candi-
date who has the best vision.
This country is in serious trouble
and the candidates should be devoting
their time to presenting their versions on
how to improve this country, not on how
to make the other candidate look worse.
I still hold a naive hope that this election
willbe run solely on social and economic
issues, but with Bush fighting for his
political life and Clinton dogged with so
many person problems its not too likely.
know he will not accept more than one
hundred dollars from any single donor,
yet when he was Governor he vehemently
protested that the thousand dollar limit
as an infringement on free speech. He is
no longer against term limits as he was in
the past. Such contradictory views are
explained in two different ways.
The majority of political ana-
lysts say that he is a chameleon with no
sense of personal loyalty and a willing-
ness to say anything in order to get
elected. He will say anything and every-
thing in order to white wash the voters
into thinking that he is the political mes-
siah that they have been waiting for. Of
course he sees himself in a different light
as Saul. Saul was a persecutor of the
Christians until he was blinded by the
light of God, fell off of his horse, and
became the biblical personage we all
know as St, Peter. Brown maintains that
who better to reform government than a
repentant sinner.
This is where ones own opin-
ions come in, since people can either
trust the calvacade of political authori-
ties who tell the truth, or a dottering fool
trying desperately to expiate for his past
faux pas. But no matter what one de-
cides about his past, his present decision
making should be brought into question.
Mr. Brownfqrhisrunningmate
has chosen Jesse Jackson. Yet at the same
time he has tried to embrace the Jewish
community and unite it with the Afri-
can-American one. All of this while
campaigning in New York, the same place
that Rev, Jackson had deemed
"Hymietown." A strange approach that
has outraged many Jewishpeople, while
at the same time prompted the black
community to wonder if he could have
picked a more positive running-mate.
It will be interesting to see
Brown's reaction to the onslaught of press
that will now be following him every-
where. Perhaps he should now adoptthe
motto of everyone's favorite degenerate
Norm Peterson, "It's a dog' eat dog world,
and I'm wearing Milkbone underwear."
Y a l e S c h o o l o f M e d i c i n e
JOIN THE BEST
MINDS IN MEDICINE.
employment opportunities at Yale University, a leader
in biomedical and other scientific research, offerawide range
of laboratory research opportunities.
Here, recerit graduates can increase their
knowledge, develop their talents, and
enrich their experience in a stimu-
lating, state-of-the-art research environ-
ment. We have immediate openings for:
Research Assistants
Research Associates
A bachelor's in biological or physical
sciences is required; laboratory
experience is a plus.
In addition to many on-
campus cultural and athletic
facilities such as our fully
equipped gym, 31 tennis
courts, and a regulation golf
course, Yale University pro-
vides competitive salaries and
outstanding benefits, including:
22 vacation days, 4 personal days,
• 13 holiday/recess days, and 12 sick
days, all paid. Tuition reim-
bursement at graduate pro-
grams in the area and audit
opportunities at Yale also exist.
For immediate consideration,
send your resume in confi-
dence to: C. Mason, Dept. of
Human Resources, Yale School of
Medicine, P.O. Box 9168MJ,
New Haven, CT 06532-0168;
Fax (203) 785-3154.
Employment office
located at 153 College
Street in New Haven.
Yale University
We University is an affirmative action,
equal opportunity employer.
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ImtitutionaUzed Sexism: A
Closer Look At Fraternities
I wrote last week on the possibility of student empowerment at Trinity
College. In this article I adressed the issue of the faculty vote on fraternities. 1
maintain {hat students should vote on what concerns them, but 1 need to qualify
flits blanket statement Hie future of fraternities Is a very complicated issue and
deserves more thought and words than simply, "I agree with the reasons for
outlawing fraternities, but I think they should exist because students voted to
keep them on campus." A conversation with a friend of mine recently made the
flaws in this logic quite clear. The argument for fraternities on this campus is
heavily steeped In the presuposttion that people have a right to govern institu-
tions that effect people's interests. The strength of lite pro-fraternity argument
rests on the premise that the arbitrary status of student Is not a fair category for
exclusion from thegraupofpeoplewho determine Trinttypolicy, If fM$ is the case
than an argument that is rooted in this premise is destined to contradiction when
a qareful analysis of the fratemitiy system is considered.
The official defini tion of fraternities may be a group of consenting adult
males fraternizing by (he virtues of their ownfree will, This, though, is only half
of thepicture. Thefratemity system also monopolizes the variety of soeialoptions
at this school. Therelsnothingwrongwifhpeople freely choosing to go to houses
where they can drink, arid meet peopie* The problem is that there is power
implicit in the position of fraternity brothers- because of this. There is nothing
wrong with cer tain people having thi$pawer,butif mis power is expressly denied
to half of the people on this campus simply becaase of their sex there is.
Fraternities are an ins Utution that determines the social scene on this campus (as
well they should, they happen to be very good at it). Just as it is wrong for the
trustees to deny certain, people the power of determining $chool policy on the
basis of their student status, it is wrong for fraternities to deny <s*tam people
access to this power of determining social policy based on their gender status.
There $hould be no arbitrary category for exclusion to this position of power*
Just asitis wrong far the trusteesjtoderiy cerimnpeapk
thepawer of determining school policy on the basis of
their student status, it wrong pafraternities to deny
certain people access to this power (^determining social
policy Based on their gender status.
The counter to this argument is that people freely choose to go to
fraternity parties. Students also freely voted to keep them on campus. If students
ate freely choosing to participate in asexistspdalsystem,sobeit. Yettodenythis
very real sentiment among both students and fraternity members is to deny the
sacred collective autonomy of students which is intrinsic to your initial argument.
My response to thisistb analyze Q\e phrase 'freely choose.' Studentsireely choose
fromno other social options. People want to genuinely go out and drink and meet
people, if fraternities provide the only place they can do this, men it is hardly safe
to say that mere is a genuine free choice. Parties are a very desirable commodity,
fraternities are currently the only organization that provides them on a regular
basis. I mink mat students freely choose to go to parties, notneccesarily support
sexist orginizations. I question the SGA vote on these grounds. I am willing to bet
fhat most of the people mat voted for fraternities were voting for parties, not the
continuation of institutionalized sexism.
The second argument against fraternities is fhat'they are breeding
groundsforsexualharrassment,and the continuation of overt sexism. 1 think that
mis claim needs to be qualified. All fraternities are institutionally sexist, but not
aUfraternities areoverfiy sexist, at leastnot overtly sexisito the same degree, The
esteemed brothers of Crow exemplified the sort of overt sexism at the "Take Back
The Night" rally last Friday that this college should have a vested interest in
eradicating, yet one would be hard pressed to reduce this action as statement
indicative of the atitudea of all fraternities. Crow may show an act of defiance
against "Take Back The Night/' butPike educatesallof itspledgesaboutdafcerape,
the point being that fraternities differ in their overt atitudes and actions concern-
ing the issue of women on this campus. I maintain that this is the case when
considering overt sexism and fraternities, but the fact jfemains that ijmplcit institu-
tional sexism exists in all single sex fraternities. On this ground alone, I qualify my
initial remarks on this issue. Fraternities should beJhrced. to go co-ed, regardless
ofwhatthe students on this campus think. I cannot justify the existahce of single
sex fraternities in good conscience when they deny access to power to people on
the basis of sex. . • • • ' : - . '
As students we.must decide the best way to reconcile these two poten-
tiattycoitflictingidealsmawaythatis best suited for action; Womenshould have
access to the sort of powef that fraternities wield. Students should'.h&ve access to
the sortoJrpowei that the trustees wield- the only way that we'eaft realize this sort
of liberation is to ieepgnize that the liberation of students ia wrapped up in; the
liberation of women on this campus, just as fee issues that concern blacks- and
Hspanics on,fhts cahjpus are directly 'related to the issues that concert? Jews,
There ate no suitable categories for exclusion to' access from power. As students
We must get beyond the categories that separate and fragment us, and form a
ioajitkm thatisvestediathesubversion of all relationships steeped in domination,
Ttware Is a feeling of agitato*), <px this campus, this agitation, is more than just the
Cynical 'disillusionment jhattnany-have come to expect from thi$i college. This
i t e f t h l ^ ^ d h b M l d ^ d f i ' !
The SGA And American Government
The Sony State Of
Student Empowerment
BY THOMAS J. CATLAW, JR.
World Outlook Writer
If Presidential candiates were race
horses, one would sort of hope they all
broke their legs before the finish line, had
to be shot, and were carried off to the
slaughterhouse to be turned into glue.
But it looks like we're not going to be that
lucky this year, and I suppose neither
will they.
Yet, to be brutally frank with you,
this is the only acceptable solution I can
conceive of in this election year; and,
while is it not the most practical of solu-
tion, it's a solution nonetheless because
none of these hapless politicians have
taken the first step towards resolving the
greatest dilemma in America today: the
crisis of American leadership.
There are two kinds of politicians
in this nation: losers and panderers. I
suppose in some respects its always been
this way, but the large scale dearth of
insightful andcreative political leader-
ship in high levels— and at collegiate
ones as I shall get to— should be fright-
ening to a nation with social and eco-
nomic problems on an equally frighten-
ing scale. No one finds this terrribly scary,
though.
The politicians in this nation, from
the President right down through the
SGA; they embody umimaginative, over-
hyped, fat-cat politiking by old school
"good old boys" with no conception of
nor desire for fundamental social change
and misconceptions of their own self-
importance. (The most creative bit of
political theory I heard lately comes from
a mayoral candidate in Jersey City, New
Jersey. When asked abouthow he would
solve the homeless problem there quite
seriously answered: "Aerobics." Asound
body in a sound mind kind of thing.)
It's a very elusive trend. It's why
people like former governor Edmund G.
Brown can be taken seriously in his ti-
rade against "politics as usual," even
though his "alternative-ness" is dubious
at best. Consequently, we enter elections
with no expectations and with no desire
to understand how we are being ma-
nipulated.
Every candidate is the same; every
solution is the same; every politician is
paralyzed by fear of his own constitu-
ency; and, student candidate recognized
the ultimate futility of our plight for
power in our own lives and sets out on a
course to reinforce that reality. Mr Eli
Lake wrote last week precisely to the
point in his vivid portrayal of the essen-
tial irrelevancy of the SGA as a real ve-
hicle for change.
The irrelevancy of the government
is alive and well, and thriving at Trinity
College because we have allowed our-
selves to elect men and women with no
interests other than self-interest.
Why should we expect anything
different? Most people don't. Most
people won't even vote because they
know exactly what to expect: nice ideas
up front containing no real substance
and true true desire to make changes. It's
sit back relax and enjoy the show. Lack-
ing is a drive to reclaim what Mr. Lake
has urged us to.
I think, though, any attempt to re-
claim student authority must begin first
and foremost with a major overhaul of
the student government, with the elec-
tion of people with a coherent vision for
this college. No one cares to develop one
because we don't hold them accountable
for one; we then don't hold them ac-
countable for the preservation for the
rights and freedom we elect them to pro-
tect. As power and freedom mysteriously
shrinks away, it is the SGA who loads
and drives away the wagons in the dead
of night.
The pathetic state of student em-
powerment on this campus is our fault.
We elect them, and must deal with the
consequences of our blunders. Theprob-
lem is no different on a national scale
when we have created a political game
comparable to walking through an alli-
gator pit.
However, I think our monster
is manageable. Mr Lake wrote, "Trinity
College cannot exist without students,
we are the lifeblood of this college." He's
right, but you'd never know it. If power
has been usurped, it is our own fault. Yet
it we are the lifeblood, nothing should
hinder the process to reclaim it.
This is truly a rare time in our lives
where the community is small enough
that the individual can make an impact.
The first step in galvanizing this commu-
nity is to bring to ofice not Tsongas'
panda bears; not thoughtless, sleazy ar-
chers, but men and women prepared to
knock the magic wand that has us all so
spellbound from the hands of our Trust-
ees and our President.
The People are no t tired of Lib-
erty.
South African Voters Give
Mandate For Change
BY WORLD OUTLOOK STAFF
Last week, voters issued a his-
toric and clear mandate for change, for
progress; yet the vote had nothing to do
with this year's primary season. Rather,
the polling booths were in South Africa,
where white residents voted overwhelm-
ingly to give President F/W. DeKlerk the
authority to launch a plan for majority
rule.
The results were particularly
spectacular because no one had expected
such numbers in favor of DeKlerk's plan.
South African voters, in fact, voted by
over a two-thirds majority to end minor-
ity rule.
The vote will be both a plateau
in the long history of the struggle of
South African Blacks to achieve civic
equality, as well as in the career of reform
President DeKlerk, who, amidst
accustaions both that he was going far
too fast and far too slow, kept to his plans
steadily. In the five years that DeKlerk
has been in office, he has given Nelson
Mandela freedom, negotiated a slight
peace with the African National Con-
gress and scraped away at the petty rules
and regulations that made up Apart-
heid.
However, the struggle of the
South African blacks has gone on much
longer; South Africa is the only nation in
Africa not under maj ority rule. One enor-
mous side-effect of the tension has been
an increase in hostility between blacks;
tribal warfare has even been rumored to
be sanctioned by the white government.
Certainly, many, many obsacles
lie still in the way to a peaceful, demo-
cratic and truly free South Africa; yet, it
has taken an incredible step.
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Things Ain't What They Used To Be:
Reflections On The State Of TiMiy And Tlie Union
BY JAY WISE
World Outllook Editor
I began my World Outlook ca-
reer back in the old days (last semester),
when it was still World and Nation, men
were men, women were women, and
multiculturalism was a joke. Eli Lake
was a harmless, floppy haired socialist,
and I was sure of my moderate to liberal
convictions.
That was back when George
Bush still had a popularity rating higher
thanthenumberofteethPresidentGerety
shows when he smiles (42), back when
the only threat to the Commander in
Chief was a strange neck diking pot; it
was a time when the only Jerry anyone in
politics cared about was Jerry Ford, not
some zen-learning, turtleneck-wearing,
mantra-chanting, Moonbeam moron
who was so popular after his term as
Governor of California that the voters
elected two straight Republicans.
Oh, it was a time when there
was still a Soviet Union, and people still
wondered what the birthmark on Mikhail
Gorbachev's head was, it was a time
when the phrase, "Communism" still
meant something.
I miss that time, when everyone
thought that Clarence Thomas was some
big Republican joke, and at the last
minute, George Bush would pick a real
judge; it was a time when good guys and
bad guys knew which side of the line
they stood; it was a time when the word,
"outsider" couldn't glean you a few ex-
tra ten or twelve thousand votes.
It was back when we thought
that Kurds were those things that Little
Miss Muffet ate, that were sort of like
yogurt. Now they're fighting wars. Is
that progress?
Well, I wrote my first article for
W+N, then. I wrote that certain, moronic
political science "experts" were saying
that the North and South were moving
farther apart, and when my political sci-
ence teacher said exactly that, two days
after the paper came out, I didn't crawl
down on my knees and beg for forgive-
ness in front of the whole class, no, I did
it in her office, dammit.
Because that's what we were
like, back then, in the old days. We were
leaner, tougher. You think that this reli-
gion thing is a big deal? So a few letters
have been tossed back and forth. Eli and
I still argue about multiculturalism.
Among other things. Lots of other things.
But that's not really important.
I miss the days when you could
play Streetfighter down in the Mather
basement for just a quarter; things were
cheaperbackthen,butweknewthe value
of a dollar. We didn't just go around
shelling out money to every third rate ex-
superpower that came asking for a little
humanitarian aid; hell, no. We Ameri-
cans had memories back then, we re-
membered the Cold War, we remem-
bered Cuba.
Everyone running for President,
even Lenora Fulani, has offered as a cam-
paign message, the wellworn word of
"change." HA! Who needs change, I ask,
when everything was going so well, when
we all knew that Dan Quayle was a mo-
ron. Who needs progress, I ask, now that
Revisionist Perspective Skewed...




Prompted by the bicentennial
anniversary of Columbus's arrival in
America, certain revisionists are raising
some very important questions about
the explorer's exploitation of the indig-
enous Native Americans and the land's
natural resources.
In order to highlight their claim,
however, this revisionist school consis-
tently marginalizes the extent to which
the Native Americans themselves ex-
ploited America's natural resources.
Essentially moralists in search
of instructive contrasts, the revisionist
arms, fishhooks and knives, they didn't
respond, "No thanks, but we prefer chip-
ping them out of stone." Their subsis-
tence was not dependent on such inno-
vations, yet they were willing to accept •
them if it meant greater yields on hunts.
Two hundred years after
Columbus's arrival, a popular myth has
emerged of a better past in which Native
Americans lived in balance with the
land's most delicate and ancient harmo-
nies.
However, this popular represen-
tation of Native American societies as
vanguards of environmentalism is inac-
curate. The claims of these "Dances with
Wolves" revisionists fail to consider the
Two hundred years after Columbus's arrival, a popular
myth has emerged of a better past in which Native Ameri-
cans lived in balance with the land's most delicate and
ancient harmonies.
school tends to idealize Native Ameri-
can societies, claiming that they deliber-
ately lived in an ideal harmony with
their environments.
Such claims, however, do not stand
up to scrutiny. For instance, the Sioux
and Cherokee tribes, preferring to hunt
in open fields, often set fire to the grass-
lands, inhibiting the land's natural suc-
cession to brush and pine.
The Massachuset Native Ameri-
cans, though presented as sterling con-
servationists, were the descendants of
aboriginal American hunters who forced
dozens of species of Ice Age mammals
into extinction (including several species
of horses).
When in historical tirries, Na-
tive Americans were offered metal fire-
extent to which Native Americans them-
selves exploited the land's natural re-
sources.
The aims of this revisionist
schopl, however, are commendable: to
balance a Eurocentric history, and to re-
define a popular culture that spent two
hundred years portraying Native Ameri-
cans as Tontos and Redskins.
And certainly there are elements
of Native American environmental phi-
losophy that provide a context in which
we can critique our own concept of the
environment.
Yet, ultimately we must con-
cede that the popular image of Native
American societies as environmental Uto-
pias, although good environmentalism,
is bad history.
tilings have been mucked up so badly? I
say, let's try for regression. Let's go back
to Reagan, even, when we knew we had
someone to hate, when Ollie North was
telling those Congressmen exactly what
was what, and when the first lady
wouldn't dare wear imitation pearls.
Let's go backwards, and-1 can
start again to write boring, windy ar-
ticles aboutextremely serious things that
no one cares about, or reads. No one
reads these now, of course, but, hell, I'm
having fun.
I say we go all the way back to
a monarchy, and Nancy and Ronnie
won't have to hide their astrology fetish.
They can hire a court astrologer, even a
court jester!
Who knows, maybe Dan
Quayle won't be out of a job, after all.
CAMPAIGN
'92
Clinton's Win, Brown's Stumble, Rockefeller's Choice
- . Clinton's Roll: Governor Bill Clinton revived his faltering image as
front-runner for the Democratic nomination with four wins last week; he
won primaries in New York/ Wisconsin, Minnesota, and a non binding
contest in Kansas. Most experts agreed that Clinton needed at least a ten-
point margin over Governor Jerry Brown in New York; Clinton recieved
a twelve point margin.
A Tsongas Comeback?: But Clinton faced a larger challenge from a
candidate who wasn't running: Senator Paul Tsongas, who in fact came
in second to Clinton in the New York primary. The surprisingly strong
showing sparked rumors that the Massachusetts native was to re-enter
the race; he however defused those rumors during a press conference held
last Thursday.
Contest for the Liberty Bell State: The next big primary looks to be
Pennsylvania) which is to be held a week from Tuesday; polls shbtv
Clinton slightly ahead, but with a large undecided faction.
Bush Back on Track?: The White House held a series of media
events this week aimed at neutralizing antipathy towards the Bush
campaign, which has been criticized as "listless," and "directionless."
Among the events were a much publicized Bush directive sent to his son,
asking him to re-evaluate the campaign, and a lengthy Q. and A. session
with reporters yesterday.
Wow!: One of the biggest shocks of the series of primaries last week
was the Clinton win in Wisconsin; the state had been predicted to go to
Brown by crack political analyst Eli Lake.
Brown Tones Down: Jerry Brown, in what some called an indica-
tion that he was ready to take the level of his attack-oreinted campaign
down a notch, said that he would endorse whoever the democratic party
nominated this summer. Barring a major scandal, Clinton's lead in
delegates appears insurmountable.
A Rockefeller Steps Forward: Senator Jay Rockefeller announced
that he was going to support Governor Clinton in his race for the
nomination, and chastised other top Democrats for not doing likewise.
Clinton's liabilities, however, still have many party leaders wondering if
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Is it the only way to stay the deadly virus?...




seem impossible to understand,
the people and government of
the United States havenot made
it their priority to put an end to
the spread of AIDS.
More than 250,000
Americans will have died from
a disease with no cure by next'
year, yet the amount of money
appropriated for research by
the government does not re-
flect an earnest desire to allevi-
ate the suffering.
Rather than making a
commitment to discovering a
vaccine, the government ..has.'
turned to education policies as
a means of stifling the spread
of AIDS, placing the responsi-
bility of preventing further in-
fections in the hands of the in-
dividual. If the individual is to
be left with the responsibility
of controlling a communicable
disease, the most basic piece of
information they will need is
whether or not they are in-.
fected.
As such, free and conve-
nient testing for AIDS should
be madeavailable to everyper-
son in the U.S. • ••'•
Unfortunately, the re-
ality of the present situation is
that it is troublesome, and for
some infeasible, to be tested for
AIDS.
To receive a blood test
from Hartford Hospital, with-
out insurance coverage, costs
nearly one thousand dollars.
There is the possibility of being
tested free of charge, but only if
you are a member of a "high
risk" group, such as an IV drug




i n s u r a n c e
and are not at
high risk,












over a month .
away.
Clearly this is not an
effective means of controlling
an epidemic. For example, AIDS
is rapidly spreading through-
out both the homeless and ado-
lescentpopulationsin America,
two groups which are unlikely
to have insurance coverage.
For obvious reasons, the
average homeless person prob-
ably doesnothaveanoutstand-
ing medical plan. While many
adolescents may be covered by
their parent's insurance, asking
one's parents for the Blue Cross
card in order to take an AIDS
test is not a particularly invit-
ing option.
The necessity of insur-
ance coverage for a blood test at
essentially distmced
a hospital is a major deterrent
in an already inefficient pro-
cess, and can only lead to fur-
ther spreading of the disease.
The fact that one must
be a member of a designated
high risk group to recieve a free
test is another inane snag in the
system. When attempting to
cope with a disease which is
one hundred percent fatal, it is
inconcievable that a person
should have to qualify for test-
ing.
It should be encouraged
that every person be tested, re-
gardless of their lifestyle. In
creating a system in which cat-
egories of high risk behaviour





















policy of free blood testing
could only be beneficial in pre-
venting an increase in AIDS
cases, it is not a proposal which
will be embraced by those who
have the power to enact it. .
The factor which seems
most likely to prevent a change
in the current system is the fear
of American institutions of
straying even the slightest bit
from their particular brand of
American capitalism.
Hospitals and the gov-
ernment will immediately react
adversely to a proposal which
involves giving anything away,
although they would be saving
money in the long run. The time
andmoney ahospital would lose
in performing a blood test for
free pales in comparison to the
$9,600.00 per year that the
A.M. A. estimates it costs to treat
a person with AIDS.
If our hospitals and gov-
ernment could adapt to the con-
cept of servicing a patient with-
out recieving payment, even
they could benefit from a policy
of free blood testing. The pow-
ers that be have essentially dis-
tanced themselves from curtail-
ing the spread of AIDS. If the
government chooses to hold the
individual accountable for halt-
ing the spread of AIDS, then the
simple procedure of taking a
blood sample should be altered
so that it accommodates, not
alienates, those who wish to be
tested.
It is common sense that
AIDS could be somewhat con-
tained if every person knew
whether or not they were HIV
positive. A system in which
every individual was able to
recieve a blood test, free of
charge, andfree of hassle, would
make this a possibility.
but it can help you find more time for both.
The new Apple* Macintosh* Classic* II
computer makes it easier for you to juggle
classes, activities/projects, and term papers—
and still find time' for what makes college
life real life. , . • •
It's a complete and affordable Macintosh
Classic system that's ready to help you get • '
your work finished fast. It's a snap'to set up
and use, It has a powerful 68030 micro..
processor, which means you can run even,
the most sophisticated applications with ease.
And its internal Apple SuperDrive™ disk
drive reads from and writes to Macintosh and
MS-DOS formatted disks—allowing you to
exchange information easily with ,, 4
almost any other kind of computer. / I. %. V tut % %. I I ' t
In addition to its, built-in capabilities, the'
Macintosh Classic II can be equipped with up
to 10 megabytes of RAM, so you'll be able to
run several applications at once and work
with large amounts of data. : ,
If you already own a Macintosh Classic,
and want.the speed and flexibility of a
Macintosh Classic II, ask us about an
upgrade—it can be installed in just minutes
and it's affordable- .
To put more time on your side, consider
putting a Macintosh Classic II on your desk.:
See us for a demonstration today, and while
you're in, be sure to ask us for details
about the Apple Computer Loan,
It'll be time well spent.
Introducing the Macintosh Classic II.
For further information visit Nancy Sowa in the
Mathematics, Computing & Engineering Center, Room 161 or call 297-2571
©19lJl Apple (Htnpuicr Im Apple ihi' Apple logo,, jnd Mauntaph art1 regNereti trademarks and SuptirDnH.1 is a fnnk'nurk of Apple LompwiLT 1m MS OCXS is J a'Ristorecl trademark of Miuosnft (orpnrtiiiin
Chssn. is a ixKistetci! irJtleniiiik used umkr l iutK'ta Apple Computer Im. Tlih .ul was trwrtil uMtifi MaUruosh umipmers .; '•
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Remember A Feature We Promised In Our February 4th Issue?
Gallows Hill: It's More Than Just A Bookstore
BY CLIFF FULLER
Features Editor
The Gallows Hill Bookstore. Despite
the ominous name, the management at
Trinity College's exclusive campus book-
seller - the first of its kind in Connecticut
- does not want to frighten away poten-
tial patrons. In fact, David Givens, one of
two managers at the Barnes and Noble-
oWned shop, isn't even that much con-
cerned with selling a book to each and
every person who graces theeleganthalls
of Hallden (formerly the Computing
Center). "I don't think, at least, that we
put on a forboding appearance. We're
going to be here, the books will be
bought." (Barnes and Noble signed a five
year contract with the college last April).
Mr. Givens also expressed that he was
"more concerned in whether or not
people enjoy coming into the store."
To this end, the Gallows Hill Book-
store - about to complete its "freshman"
year at Trinity - has attempted to forge a
personality as unique as its name. Its
neophytic status, coupled with the fact
that such a venture - a major bookseller
opening on an intimate campus setting -
is the first of its kind in the area, has
allowed Gallows Hill to definitively move
away from the image of a "typical," "av-
erage," bookstore. Where else could you
attend an informal seminar on noose ty-
ing, or a Halloween horror film festival,
complete with the Gallows Hill staff cos-
tumed as characters from The Prisoner?
Waldenbooks this place ain't.
It has been the steady scheduling
of these and many other events which
Mr. Givens and fellow manager Michael
Smith hope will generate greater word of
mouth in the campus community and
further the bookstore's literary reputa-
tion. Last March, for example, Gallows
Hill helped to promote two literary read-
ings and book signings by former Poet-in
Residence Marge Piercy, while last De-
cember, several lectures and debates were
hosted and sponsored by the bookstore,
in honor of the 200th anniversary of the
Bill of Rights in conjunction with the
Political Science Department. Accord-
ing to Mr. Smith, this faculty collabora-
tion proved to be successful and will
hopefully become a practice which the
bookstore will continue in the future. In
addition, Gallows Hill has offered its
welcome space for a variety of other
events, ranging from the academic (an
impromptu meeting of Cognitive Sci-
ence enthusiasts occurs each Friday) to
the esoteric (a student play, aptly en-
titled A Play on Words, was performed
in the bookstore last December) to the
traditional (a Sidewalk Sale last Septem-
ber). Another "tradition" has also been
established at Gallows Hill - the oral
tradition of storytelling. Ever since Oc-
tober, when the store sponsored the week-
long reading of Madeline L'Engle's A
Wrinkle In Time. Gallows Hill has hosted
various readings. On Halloween, amid
the paranoia circulating the campus re-
garding the bloody prophecies of
Nostradamus, a reading of horror ma-
ven H.P. Lovecraft's chilling fiction was
held by candlelight, after hours, and in
the bookstore, which boasted being "the
only L-shaped building on campus." For
most of this school year, a half-hour
"storytime" has been held for the chil-
dren who attend the Trinity's Day Care
Center. Kate Gschwend '94, the volun-
teer "bard" at these storytimes, usually
tells three stories to about 15 five-year
olds twice a month. Despite their re-
quests for "Ninja Turtles," Miss
Gschwend is a purist, reading such clas-
sics as Where the Wild Things Are,
Cordoroy, and "anything by Dr. Seuss,"
(her personal favorite). "I like them a
lot," she says about the books, "and it's a
will soon be offering iced beverages, a
sure seller in the warm season.His prices
range from seventy-five cents (tea) to
two dollars (Caffe Mocha).
But what of the books? Notwith-
standing the bookstore's other
SUZANNE FALLENDER
Peter Brainard discusses the secret to bis coffee's success,
noting that his gourmet beverages use only fresh coffee beans
and fresher milk. Peter B's is located in the Gallows Hill
Bookstore, and plans to be open in the summertime. New
additions to the selection of drinks include various iced
coffees, and in anticipation of the wanner climates, Mr.
Brainard looks to take his business outdoors.
good excuse to read them."
Another attraction at Gallows Hill
has rivaled the Library as the best place
on campus to enjoy a book and a bever-
age. Peter B's is a small gourmet coffee
bar which opened in Gallows Hill last
January. Independently owned and
staffed by "Peter B." himself (the "B"
stands for Brainard), his cappuccino cart
is in a position very similar to the
bookstore's. His business is slowly
spreading by word-of-mouth, and for
those who didn't know that it was in the
back of the bookstore, Mr. Brainard has
moved his cart outside of McCook Audi-
torium, weather permitting. The book-
store has accomodated his venture by
supplying him with tables and chairs
both inside and outside. "Everyone's
happy with it. Mainly, people will keep
coming back because I'm not here for the
short-term, and because the coffee is
good... I've made about 90,000 cups of
coffee in the past four years." For Peter,
this entrepreneural scheme is personal,
for he is both a resident of Hartford and
a graduate of Trinity (1988). "I'd like to
give something back to Trinity and bring
something new. There's not too many
espresso cafes on college campuses."
Peter B's lends a bohemian, "cafe book-
store" atmosphere to Gallows Hill - an
atmosphere which once again sets it apart
from the mundane. The most popular
drink sold is cappuccino, although Peter
idiosyncracies, Gallows Hill is also striv-
ing for an unusual literary selection
among its 10,000 titles and 80 periodi-
cals. The booklist is still fluctuating as
the store tries to define its audience, so
some sections, such as Asian Studies and
cookbooks, may not be around next fall.
Potential additions include mysteries,
sports, and more foreign books. The
children's section willbecomemore edu-
cational, promising more of a "Nature
Company flavor/' Emphasis will also be
placed on small press and hard-to-find
books, and even graphic novels will find
a place among the shelves. Mr. Givens is
aware of the browsing etiquette which
tlie students exercise, and encourages it.
He soon hopes to be the "best browse in
Hartford."
It seems that Gallows Hill Book-
store is beginning to settle in, despite the
varied directions it has taken. Mr. Giv-
ens, however, is cautious. "Being the
onlygameintown,youcangetlazy. We
don't want to do that." Judging their
efforts thus far, they don't seem to be in
any danger of becoming complacent, It
is ironic thatithas taken so much workin
order to maintain a comfortable, friendly
atmosphere, and a distinct identity on
tlie campus. It is also ironic that the
Gallows Hill Bookstore's main concern
is not its sales. In the words of Mr. Smid\
(pun intended?), "We just wanted Gal-
lows Hill to be a nice place to hang out."
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Haiku Corner:
T .Ife "Imitating Art
UY LUCAS TERRAKOVA. SLMVi' PATH.,
PAUL SCZUKEK, & BRETLINIUEMUTH
I seem to recall ccntrai paik in fall,
But wa& I iccalling a dream or an actual experience7
But how can I tell. Each is but a reflection of the other.
Our dreams art the consciousness or' our reality in a dream
ui like, the images on John Ok-aMJys magnavox r.V.i.
and so like sand through the hour glass so are the dream* on
our T.V.
Odfi To The Elusive Trenail
Where is that chitinous vestigal daw we once had?
It lurks and resides inconspicuously amongst us.
Hiding itself beneath dried animal flesh and paint,
and only availing itself to the eyes of the studious.
"You're better than t ant, I admit it." "Well that's not saying
much," she said.
"If j ou two weren't connected at the shoulder, you'd both be
pretty good at it,"
said Pop,
I look at my other half, and complain, "Because of you, my
career &s a male stripper is petering out."
Mom said, * It's awkward. Dad and I know- like the first time
you both learned to ride your bicycles."
"Maybe you can combine your talents towards something like.
. . well you know, . .
hoola dancing!" replies Dad.
"Forget it, jus.t forget it!" disillusioned, Kowena hightailed it
upstairs, her better half Lagging behind.
She pot her bags( attached to Jus bags of course), packed them,
and drove away, with Roland hanging at the window jrunning to
keep up
At times the noise Inside my head is unbearable.
If a tree falls inside your head, do you hear it?
What? Ijrn sorry, I didnt hear what you said!
Tncict, ,i vacuum in my head and [ cant get up.
if you hit your head on a fas; would you have to vacuum?
What? Ive fallen asleep and, cant wake up.
Jazz... The Final Frontier?
By Brian Johnson
CHARLES.' FORTMFLf\ST
TIME, you ARE NOT TO
US? YOUR CHEMISWSET
BEFORE COMl/Ste TO TW£
DINNER TABLE//
Young Charles Montferry Revisited.
BYTOHNVIENER
Features Writer
If you read Rolling Stone maga-
zine or live on or near this planet, you
know what is going on in Rock and Roll.
Clapton is the ultimate musician, and
Nirvana is totally wicked. Well as Clapton
ever explores the realm of twelve-bar
blues writing and Nirvana is making
money from the midi boxes that come
from Japan, there is actual music being
created. This is the music commonly
known as Jazz.
On Friday night, I ventured down
with EH Lake and Alexandra Andros to
the Village Vanguard. This is a small
club that is located in the basement of a
building on Greenwich Avenue. The at-
mosphere is quite conducive to Jazz lis-
tening, for it is cozy, yet comfortable, and
there are many Jazz artifacts and photos
that are strewn around the place.
We were seated close to the stage
which put us about eight feet from the
performers, and we waited as patrons
filled the room to capacity. When the
room had filled, the lights went down
and the musicians walked through the
crowd to the stage. Everyone began to
applaud as the musicians approached.
All the members of the band were dressed
in slick, formal attire( actually, the drum-
mer gave us all the finger and said that
corporate rock sucked and explained that
with the lights out, it's less dangerous...
this is an unfair stab at Nirvana and I
claim full responsibility for my actions)
The three members of the band politely
acknowledged the applause and began
to play after a brief but cordial introduc-
tion.
This was the third time that I had
heard the Branford Marsalis Trio, but
this time was by far the most exciting.
The band played for close to an hour and
a half. There were only brief moments
between songs when Branford changed
between tenor and soprano saxes. Most
of the songs were originals with the obvi-
ous exception of the ballad "When Stars
Fell on Alabama," which Branford
played on soprano. The musicians
played with a ferocious intensity which
mesmerized the audience. The interplay
upon the stage attests to the notion of
spontaneous creation as they functioned
unmusical conversations with each other.
The band had its moments of humor,
sadness, and great intensity that were
entirely conveyed through the music.
The ever-energetic Jeff Watts kept
time with the drums while dazzling with
poly-rhythms and the fluent mixing of
different drumming idioms. Bob Hurst
played the role of chord provider from
the bass. His concept of the music was
most apparent on his well-formed and
expressive solos. Hurst was a great force
in perpetuating the music and openly
joined in the musical interplay. Finally,
Branford was riveting as he showed his
tremendous technical prowess that was
coupled with his unerring feel and cre-
ativity. He was able to conquer many of
the playing styles without difficulty,
which gave his ideas much more dimen-
sion. Several times, Branford turned to-
wards his 5-year-old son and played some
licks towards him. The entire band had a
great stage presence, but they were al-
ways aware of the audience.
Needless to say, there was no stage
diving, even though! wasreally tempted.
However, I did go up to the musicians
after the performance to get their auto-
graphs. These men were quite humble
and responsive. They were all friendly
and only too happy to talk with people
who are interested in music. For the afi-
cionados, Jackie McLean, Art Taylor, and
Spike Lee were in attendance at the Fri-
day night show.
The great thing about Jazz is that it
doesn't have all the sensationalism of
Rock and Roll. The songs lose their weight
to the musicians. The listener goes to
hear the musicians create instead of rec-
reate. I have never attended a Rock con-
cert that can touch the intensity and cre-
ativity that I experience during certain
Jazz concerts. It is unfortunate that 'Right
Said Fred' is making so much money
from nothing, but there is "comfort in
knowing that in ten years, no one will
remember 'Right Said Fred' and
Branf ord's group will begin to be under-
stood and appreciated.
Gallows Hill offers a wide selection of
classic and contemporary books and
magazines for adults and children.
From Loeb Classics to New York Times
Bestsellers, we have the selection to please
the booklover in everyone, and if you can't
find the book you're looking for, Gallows Hill
will special order it at no extra cost.
DIRECTIONS—-Take the Broad Street entrance into
Trinity College. Gallows Hill Is located In Hallden
Hall, across from the Austin Arts Center.
Gallows Hill is open:
Monday thru Friday, 11 to 8
•: Saturday & Sunday, 12 to 5
300 Summit Street, Hartford, CT 06106 • 297-5231
E S P R E S S O '.
PETER B'S ESPRESSO IS SERVING UP
ESPRESSO, CAPPUCCINO AND
MORE! MONDAY THRU SATURDAY
AT GALLOWS HILL.
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Random Thoughts From Way Out In Left Field
CHRISTOPHER GENE MOREA
Features Editor
I am a stranger of the night. Don't
get scared, I'm not a pyscho stalker like
Hannibal "the Cannibal" Lechter from
Silence of the Lambs. Rather, "Strangers of
the Night" is the name of the intramural
Softball team I am a member of. There is
a similarity between the two; Hannibal
butchers people while we butcher our
games but, trust me, the similarities end
there.
I play left field for the team, but
please don't think I am a bad player. I
note this because when I played Little
League baseball, the worst player on the
team usually played left field. He was
the one who used to trip over home plate
on the way to first. He was also the only
kid on the team who ate dirt and drooled
on himself. Personally, Ihave never eaten
dirt and only drool on myself when I
watch 91/2 Weeks.
Regardless, left field is an impor-
tant position for college intramural soft-
ball. At least this is what I tell myself
when I wake up crying in the middle of
the night. Yet, there are lapses of dra-
matic action at times in left field. Times in
which my mind wanders and sees some
of the absurdities in life. Since I played
many games in the last week against
teams that were either collectively drunk
or terrible (some were even both), few
balls came my way. So, my mind wan-
dered a whole bunch. Here is the fruit of
my thoughts.
How come foreign risque films are
called art while American risque films
are called pornography? After watching
Realm of the Senses at Cinestudio, I felt the
need to go to see Father Ray, our campus's
Catholic priest, and beg him for confes-
sion. This film is so graphic that I ex-
pected to see Clarance Thomas and Long
Dong Silver in the balcony. If this film
was American, you would have to go to
Way She Move" end?" I think the rea-
son every song has a similar sound is
economic. When James was starting out
in 1972, all he had to do was rent a band
and have them make some tracks. Since
these big rock stars to warn the viewers
of the dangers of drugs and alcohol. This
is like having Walter Hudson, the man
who once weighed 1,400 pounds, do com-
mercials for Richard Simmon's "Deal A
Meal." It just doesn't lend credence to
their aim. I can't help but laugh when I
see some of these dudes voicing their
objections to drugs when they have con-
sumed more illegal substances thanmost
small countries. Call me crazy but when
a person has Jack Daniels as a bloo d type,
that'snotthepersonlwantlecturing me
about being clean. Maybe if they lec-
tured on the medicinal benefits of vari-
ous hangovers remedies, I would listen
because at least they have first hand
knowledge of that. '
I've got to sign off now because I
have another game to attend. Maybe we'll
win this one. Who knows, crazier things
have happened. Winning doesn't really
matter, only the sheer pleasure of play-
ing the game counts. Well, that's bull
top, but when you're a lonely guy way
out in left field, you'll start believing
anything after awhile.
Time Square's Paradise Theater to see it.
Anyway, I'll never be able to eat a hard-
boiled egg again. If you didn't see the
film, ask a friend who does know what I
mean.
Did you ever notice that just about
every James Taylor song sounds the
same? As I was listening to his "Greatest
Hits" yesterday, I couldn't tell when one
song ended and the next began. At first,
I thought I was listening to the long
version of "Something In The Way She
Moves" but then I heard the chorus of
"Carolina In My Mind" and thought,
"When the heck did "Something In The
then, every time he wanted to cut a new
album, he would just call-up those tracks
and put new words to them. That way,
James is recession-proof.
Did you ever notice the expanding
choices of ice creams available these days?
It started with Baskin Robbins' 31 Fla-
vors and has just spread like mono on a
college campus. Ben & Jerry's has many
popular flavors like "Chunky Monkey"
and "Cherry Garcia." What's next?
"Hamster Hash," "Italian Meatball with
Garlic Bread" and "Toe Jam Delight?"
Have you ever noticed the anti-
drug messages that MTV uses? They get
Editors Note
It is wiiJi great pleasure (hat 1
announce that Dave Barry is backin
TheTripod. Dave Barry ha&longbeen
a favorite of mine. He is one of the
reasons I began to write so you can
blame him for the stories that come
from iny pen weekly. His dry wit
andlove ofpouncing on the absurdi-
ties of life make his articles a great
read. Also, two comic strips, Mother
Goose &Grimm andMJsterBaffb,make
their Tripod debut. I hope you enjoy!
SIMPLY DISTINCTIVE By Roto Baldwin andChristopher Gene Morea
3Last week, in my Contemporary Film class, we discussed the
cinematic value of Blue Velvet
The professor posed the question, "What traits matte this film.,
objectively brilliant?" -•"','. \- -%i / ' , - . ," , , ._;• ' '
A friend of mine in the desis, who is not the Biost academically gifted
person in the world, answered that the excessicc violence and sex in
the film made it real fun to watch.
There are very few people that believe My friend will get an A in
Contemporary Film. ,< „ . „ < _
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Greetings From Beyond Will Thrill
Loved Ones Long After You're Gone
BY DAVE BARRY
Syndicated Columnist
Today on Consumer Quadrant we
are pleased to announce an exciting new
service for those consumers who expect,
at some point in the future, to be dead.
We found out about this service through
an advertisement in Yankee magazine
that was sent to us by a number of alert
readers. It states:
"JUST THINK...YOU passed away
months ago...and yet on every occasion
that is important to those you lef tbehind,
and on their birthdays, they receive a
BEAUTIFUL CARD expressing your
warm and loving thoughts to them."
The ad has a coupon that you could
fill in and mail, with a dollar, to a com-
pany called "Cards From Beyond" of
Fairport, N.Y. We did this, and Cards
From Beyond sent back a tasteful bro-
chure describing the various cards mat
you can arrange to have sent to your
loved ones on specific annual occasions
after you expire, for $25 per card per
year. There are cards for Thanksgiving,
Christmas, Easter, and anniversaries, but
- surprisingly - none for Halloween. Our
personal favorite card is the "Happy
Birthday" model, which features the fol-
lowing message, which we are not mak-
ing up:
"On this special day in your life,
take joy in the fact that those of us who
have gone on before would give any-
thing to be in your shoes."
What a happy birthday reminder
THAT would be* Perhaps, to add to the
festive mood, everybody could" gather
round your loved one and sing;
"Happy Birthday to you!
Happy Birthday to you!
Happy Birthday dear (NAME OF
LOVED ONE),
And don't forget that (YOUR
NAME) is still dead!"
We think that Cards From Beyond
is a needed service, and we'd like to see
itexpanded into other areas. For example,
we'd be very interested in sending Let-
ters From Beyond To The Sears Appli-
ance Repair Department. We have been
trying for the bulk of our adult lives to
get an appliance-repair person to come
to our house, and we'd like to continue
trying after our demise by means of an
that we'd be interested in are: Betting On
Football From Beyond, Claiming Fla-
grantly Bogus Tax Deductions From Be-
yond, Ordering Take-Out Chinese Food
From Beyond, and Calling Up Phyllis
Schafly At 4 a.m. And Making Comical
Barnyard Noises From Beyond. Speak-
ing of appliances and death, one ques-
tion thatpeople ask us constantly here at
annual card that would say:
"Although'tis true that we've been
processed
By the undertaker
We'd still be grateful if you'd come
And look at our ice-maker"
Some other services from beyond
Consumer Quadrant is: "Is it possible to
generate electricity using dead hornets?"
We are pleased to report that the answer
is: yes. We have here an article from the
Feb. 2 Chicago Tribune, mailed in by
alert reader Stephanie McGrath, which
states that scientists at Tel Aviv Univer-
sity have discovered that hornets have a
special kind of skin that can convert sun-
light into electricity.
"Researchers find that they can
hook up a circuit of hornets to produce
electricity to run small appliances," the
article states. There's a photograph of a
digital clock attached to wires that scien-
tists have connected to six dead hornets.
This is exciting news, because un-
like ordinary flashlight-style batteries,
which are designed to start losing power
rapidly the instant you pay for them,
hornets represent a natural and renew-
able energy source that could provide
major benefits for all of humanity, in-
cluding campers:
FIRST CAMPER: Darn it! Night
has fallen and my flashlight batteries are
drained!
SECOND CAMPER: Don't worry!
I'll just reach into this hornets' nest here
and...
HORNETS: BZZZZZZZZ
SECOND CAMPER: Ouch! (slap)
OWW! (slap)




SECOND CAMPER Well, thatwas
extremely painful, but I've rigged up a
simple 10 - hornet circuit here, and as
soon as morning comes and sunlight
strikes their skin, we'll have light!
FIRST CAMPER: Woog. (dies)
OK, so maybe we need to work out
some "bugs" (Ha Ha!) But the important
thing is that you, the consumer, are ben-
efiting from the amazing new concepts
that regularly spew from the minds of
inventive people who may be ingesting
more than'their share of Halcion. We at
Consumer Quadrantprornise to monitor
these developments and keep you in-
formed just as long as we're around;
Even longer, if you want to sign up for
our new service, Columns From Beyond.
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GET $S00 TO USE AS CASH BACK OR A
PLUS PRE-APPROVED CREDIT FOR QUALIFIED
)0WN RflYMENT.
COLLEGE GRADUATES.
There are plenty of great opportunities out
there for college graduates. But when it comes to
buying a new car, you won't get a better oppor-
tunity than at your New England Ford Dealers.
Because your Ford Dealers offer you 5 of
America's top 10 best-selling vehicles? Plus, if you
graduate between October 1, 1990 and December
31,1992, they also offer you the Ford College
Graduate Purchase Program.
All 4-year college grads, grad school graduates
and grad school students are eligible for $500 cash
back and pre-approved credit on almost every 1991,
'92, and '93 Ford car and light truck in stock. And
to make buying a new Ford even easier, they will
show you other special incentives that may apply.
So hurry to your New England Ford Dealers.
Because this opportunity won't knock for long.
For more information call: 1-800-321-1536.
FORD
FORD DEALERS
*Based on 1991 calendar year sales. Additional Ford vehicles not pictured but included in this program are Crown Victoria, Econoline and Club Wagon.
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It's Like A Dream . . .
Archangels Don't Play Pinball At Austin Arts Center
BY MATTHEW DUFFY
Special To The Tripod
Imagine being told by the govern-
ment that you are a Labrador Retriever
and being sent to the dog po und f or three
days. This is just one of the things that
happens to Sunny Cloudy Stormy
Weather (Aaron O'Connell '95), in Arch-
angels Don'tPlay Pinball. as he'sbounced
around into different bizarre situations.
Director Damian Popchristov and the
Trinity Departmentof Theater and Dance
took Dario Fo's already avant-garde text
and explored even more strange ways to
tell the story of Sunny, who is a pinball in
the machine of life.
At the beginning of the play, we
see Sunny "hanging out" in the street
with a gang, clad in leather and chains,
who basically keeps him around to play
tricks on him. After being punched in the
stomach by one such bully, Sunny is
launched into a dream that becomes the
restof the play. Sunny dreams of marry-
ing the beautiful prostitute Angela (Alet
Oury '92), going to Washington to get a
pension for their life together, and end-
ing up in the dog pound. Suddenly he
finds himself on a train with a Senator
and then posing as the Senator. At the
end, he wakes to his leather bullies, who
have Angela waiting to marry him. In-
stead, the gang kills them both.
If this sounds random, it is. The
man controlling all of this: DJ (Peter
Papadopolous '91). Talking to the audi-
ence from the stage like a game show
host and appearing on a video monitor
above stage like "Big Brother", this dev-
ilish, black-lipped character with pointy
beard controlled all of the characters like
andevilpuppeteer. Peter Papadopolous
was completely mesmerizingas the arch-
angel who kept inventing new predica-
ments for Sunny.
As random as DJ's evil visage float-
ing above stage on the monitor was the
set below. Rather than change sets for
each of Sunny's situations, the set de-
signer, Jerry Rojo, created a dreamy
hodgepodge set that remained through-
out the production. On stage right was a
tall barbed-wire fence with prison spot-
lights. Stage left sported a castle facade
with criss-crossing ropes (where the draw
bridge should be) and an Alice-in-Won-
derland-type door that curved and
twisted. At center stage there were three
benches directly below what looked like
half of a proscenium theater opening—
an "L" shaped overhang equipped with
an American flag curtain, and a stream of
tinsel that rained through it's opening
onto a heart-shaped bed of Elvis'. This
juxtaposition of such different images in
the set was perfect for the irrationality of
what went on within it.
Beside the play's message about
life's unfairness, it was also filled with
images of America's warped bureau-
cracy. There were dunce-capped Wash-
ington clerks robotically stamping at their
desks but ignoring Sunny, two idiot po-
licemen who handcuffed themselves to-
gether, and a Mayor and Senator, wear-
ing clown outfits and colored Bozo hair,
who could only think about sex. In the
background of these wacky characters, a
synthesizer played cartoon-like songs to
add to the idea that life in America is
somewhat unreal—like a circus.
As crazy as all of this was, there
were times when the show dragged. It
seemed a shame to have lulls in a play
that begged for the breakneck speed of a
pinball game, for rapid surprise after
surprise. The first of the two acts was
slow, as we sometimes had to wait too
long for a new shocking situation. None-
theless, the performances by the Trinity
students were wonderful, as were the
costumes and set. Much credit goes to all
involved who helped create the bizarre
world of Sunny in a way that even Dario
himself would find original.
Perspectives On Color...
Visiting Professor Anne Hash, Exhibits Work in Widener
BY ANNE WEEKS
Arts Writer
The latestedition to Trinity's Wid-
ener Gallery exhibits the work of Studio
Arts Professor Anne Hash. The work
will be on display from Monday, March
30 through Sunday, April 26 and can be
seen from 1 p.m. to 5 p.m. daily.
The works on display incorporate
six paintings and one sculpture; all of
which illustrate Flash's strong affinity
for color perception. Her paintings,
which consist of oil pastel, linseed oil,
and acrylic, demonstrate the symbolic
and metaphorical meaning of color as it
is represented in her life. Color, for Flash,
is present in everything that 9he per-
ceives. For example, the name of 'Anne'
is represented, for Flash visually as the
colors red, orange, and green. As she
explained, her cognition is "colored" ac-
cording to how things are represented in
her mind. Likewise, all of the people in
her life are represented by a color. Each
colorsymbolicallyholdsmeaningaccord-
ing to the personal relationship she
equates to it.
One of Anne Flash's works on display at Widener Gallery through Sunday, April 26th. CHRISTINE SIEGFRIED
In her first works, as a student at
Massachusetts College of Art, Flash fo-
cused on a series of paintings taken from
studies of nature. Each color in nature
notonly emulated the surrounding land-
scape but also symbolically represented
colors that she associated with her fam-
Roggi's Garage
Mark Fantone • Wayne Roggi
10% Discount to Trinity Students and Faculty with ID
Transportation Back & Forth-Towing Services
Foreign and Domestic Auto Repairs
Prompt Service
30 Years in the Area
We Work on Most Trinity College Vehicles





ily. This strong sensitivity to color per-
ception continued in her works leading
up to the present exhibition, and can be
seen in the bright orchestration of pri-
mary colors that have been chosen for
this exhibition.
The present pieces are brightly
colored, autobiographical works which
speak of the tokens of Flash's artistic
sense. After working as a chef for many
years, the object of a cutting knife ap-
pears frequently in the iconography of
her creations. In Artist's Notebook, the
knife is seen as not only a simple tool for
cooking, but also as a symbol of the vio-
lence she felt around her as a resident in
New York City. In Desire to Touch, an
image of a knife marks the beginning of
a series of hand illustrations. In this se-
ries, the knife not only alludes to her
, days as a culinary artisan but also as an
applied artist as she uses the knife to
actually etch out the image. The knife is
both a symbol and a tool, resulting in a
creative product.
In addition to her strong feeling
for the effects of color, Flash has a very
defined sense of herself and her place as
a viewer of aesthetic quality. She shows
a very focused interest in the passing of
time and the movement of images in
space. Her treatment of moving images
is almost like that of a film, where the
image is moving forward in a fleeting
motion. The image changes as it passes
the viewer and the representation be-
comes one of personal interpretation. It
is in this sense that Flash has created
these horizontal pieces in which the
perception of the object takes on a par-
ticular meaning in it's march of time. Her
works illustrate this point very clearly in
their similarity to medieval triptych-like
frames. The linearity is one of motion
both physically and aesthetically.
In her work entitled Body Flag,
Flash demonstrates a particularly femi-
nine experience in her use of the fleeting
image. Integrated with the signature of
her geometric composition, Flash illus-
trates the female body as it is seen by
both the personal and the external per-
spective. While some parts of the female
body are seen from the perspective of the
external viewer, other parts of the female
body are seen from the perspective of the
individual. There are angles at which
only a female can view her own body.
This view is strictly a female experience
which cannot necessarily be witnessed
by an outside viewer. It is this moment of
perception that Flash cap hires and speaks
of the female experience as it cannot be
known otherwise.
Flash's sensitivity toward the
objects and images that surround her
appear symbolically and metaphorically
in her works. The show, although seem-
ingly simple in it's artistic presentation,
is quite intricate in it's intention. The
meaning underneath the image is some-
thing to be contemplated, indeed.







Kathleen Powers culminates her year
long thesis project this week when she
directs a conglomeration of scene work
and text from plays, autobiographies,
and interviews focusing on the violent
political struggle in Ireland. On Border-
land We Run will take place Wednesday
and Thursday, April 15th and 16th at 8
pm in Garmany Hall.
The foundation for Powers' per-
formance project came from her written
thesis where she explored how two fe-
male Irish playwrights, Lady Gregory
and Anne Devlin, talked about the Irish
struggle.
"While Lady Gregory, who
founded the Irish National Theatre at the
turn of the 20th century, made bold
choices for a woman of her time, Anne
Devlin (who wrote in 1951) spoke in a
very different way," says Powers. She
compared the political context in which
each of these women wrote with each
other and with their male contemporar-
ies.
"It's interesting to look at how
women talk about the struggle as com-
pared to men," said Kathleen. Although
in its original conception, her project was
only about women, "what men have to
say is just as valid and adds balance. It
puts the female experience in a frame of
reference."
Through this performance, Pow-
ers attempts to look at the Irish quest
"from as many different angles as pos-
sible." By intertwining three storylines,
Powers compiled a powerful text to por-
tray these political ideas.
One of the stories, based on a piece
by Anne Devlin, portrays three sisters as
they live in Belfast during the 80's in the
presence of the proyisonal Irish Republi-
can Army. "Each woman makes differ-
ent choices on ho w to live in the struggle,"
says Powers.
In a very bold and unique move,
Powers combined five individual texts
into one character: an Irish political pris-
oner. She emphatically describes it as, "a
trip."
The final storyline, taken from a
one act play by Lady Gregory, centers on
two women, a mother and her daughter
in law, as they arrive at the prison gate
where their respective son/husband is
being held. "In 1907, these women are a
directproduct of their culture and time."
Powers has had the pleasure of
collaborating with a cast of "committed
and talented people." Kristine Klotz,
'92, Gretchen Mihaly, '93, Alex Shapiro,
'93, Andrew Watt, '92, and Michael
Robertson, '95, will not only perform in
On Borderland We Run, but also have
taken an active role in developing many
of the scenes and characters. "We had a
great framework for collaboration," says.
Powers. "We hardly had a bad rehearsal."
Powers is also quick to praise her
technical team. Composed of Melissa
Griffen, '94, stage manager, Chris
Hudacs, '94, sound designer, and Sara
Markham, 94, lighting designer. :.-.
Directing is hardly a pastime for
Kathleen. Before transferring to Trinity
Alex Shapiro '93 and Kristine Klotz '92 rehearsing for Kathleen SU2*MNE «"•"<"*
Powers' thesis performance On Borderland We Run.
in the fall of 1991, Powers was a directing York City. Sponsored by the Drama
major at Carnegie Mellon University in League, this program allows directing
Pittsburgh, a prestigious drama conser- students to apprentice with Broadway
vatory. She was recently chosen as a directors and eventually direct their own
finalist for the Directors Project in New full-fledged production
Grammy Awaixl4^inriing Chamber Musicians To Perform At Trinity
Kronos Quartet is, from left to right: John Sherba, David Harrington, Joan
Jeanrenaud and Hank Dutt. The Quartet, which will be performing Friday, April
24th at 8 pm in Goodwin Theater, features violins, cello and viola. The concert is a
Performance Pass event and is co-presented by the Austin Arts Center and the
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In the past twelve
years, the Kronos Quar-
tet has emerged as a
leading voice for new
work. Combining a
unique musical vision
with a fearless dedica-
tion to experimentation,
Kronos has assembled a
body of work unparal-
leled in its range and
scope of expression, and
in the process, has cap-
tured the attention of au-
diences world-wide.
The Quartet's ex-
tensive repertoire ranges from Bartok,
Webern and I ves to Charles Mingus, John
Cage and Howlin' Wolf. In addition to
working closely with modern masters
such as Terry Riley and John Zorn, Kronos
commissions new works from today's
most innovative composers and mines
the wealth of musical cultures from
around the world, extending its reach as
far as Uganda, Australia, Japan, Argen-
tina and the Soviet Union.
Kronos performs annual concert
sessions in San Francisco and New York,
and tours extensively with more that one
hundred concerts each year in concert
halls, clubs and at jazz festivals through-
out the United States, Canada, Europe,
Japan, South America, New'Zealand,
Hong Kong and Australia. The Quartet
produces its own radio series, RADIO
KRQNQS, which is broadcast through-
out the country. Kronos records exclu-
sively for ELEKTRA/NONESUCH, and
recent recordings include Black Angels
(1990), Different Trains (1989)—which
received a Grammy for Best Contempo-
rary Composition, Winter Was Hard
(1988), White Man Sleeps (1987)—which
received a Grammy Nomination for Best








like to congratulate those students
named Writing Associates for 1992:
Helena Chandler 'S3
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North & South:
India Meets Africa In Mississippi Massala
BY AMANDA KAUFF
& MINDY COLE \
Arts Writers
Amanda:
I have to admit I know very
little about the history of Africa, outside
ofSouth Africa thitis. So when I learned
that Indians had been brought to Africa
by the British to build bridges, I was
surprised. Furthermore, I discovered
that in November of 1972, Idi Amiri
illegally expelled the Asians living in
Uganda because he wanted "Africa for
Africans. Black Africans." Through the
generations, the Indians had made Af-
rica their home and were living side by
side with the black Africans. Mira Nair,
born and bred in a traditional Indian
family in India until reaching Harvard,
has included these historical facts into a
touching moviecalledMi'sSissipptAtetffl.
Starring Denzel Washington as Dimitrius
and newcomer Sarita Choudhury as
Mina,: the film portrays the love story
and all its complications of a black man
and an Indian woman who fall in love in
the deep south.
The scenery is breathtaking as
the movie unravels in Uganda. Interest-
ingly enough, this is the only movie to
have been filmed on location in Uganda
since Katherine Hepburn did it in African-
Queen, Upon reaching America, the
movie loses most of its magic. Mina's
mother, Kinnu, played by the Indian
film star Sharmlia Tagore, was wonder-
ful along with the father Jay, played by
RoshanSeth. The two battle the negative
image given by the rest of the Indians in
the community. There were quite a few
moments in this film when I really could
not waitfor it to end- The only word that
could, accurately describe these scenes
would be "cheesy," I mean we are talk-
ing Velveeta. I just looked at Mindy and
laughed!
Masala is the Indian word for a
collecb'onofhotspices. Mississippi Masala
seems an appropriate title. The film
brings together Indian refugees from
Africa, southern whites, and southern
blacks. There arealot of important quali-
ties in this movie but unfortunately they
HARTFORD ARTS
The Bushnell •
April 15th-17th— Superstar and multi-talented Shirley Maclaine will
perform live: her all-singing, all-dancing, all-acting musical review is full of
show biz glitter and high energy razzle! 8 pm. Tickets $21.50 - $40.50.
For more information, call 246-6807.
through May 10—Gretchen Garner: Landscapes, Promenade Gallery.
Wednesdays and Thursdays, 11-3 pm.
For more information, call 527-1084.
Hartford Stage Company
through May 2nd—HeartbfeakHouse, George Bernard Shaw's sparkling
comedy of manners and morality in a world on the brink of change. Directed
by Michael Langham.
For more information, call 525-5601.
The JorgenSen Auditorium at UCONN
April 14th—Magnificent Mazowsze at Jorgenson, an evening's perfor-
mance of song and dance. Splendid ethnic costumes bursting with colorful,
eye-catching patterns that magnify the, "dazzling display of kaleidoscopic
folk dancing and singing." A Polish performance troupe fronted to preserve
the myriad of regional stories songs and dances. Tickets $11-$13. Students
rates available.
For more information, call 486-4226.
The Pump House Gallery
Through April 17—Not Enough Time, a memorial exhibition of artwork
by a young artist tragically slain in Hartford on December 30th, 1991. Gallery
is located at the Southeast corner of Bushnell Park. Hours are Tuesday-Friday,
l lam-2pm. Admission is free.
For more information, call 675-4526. .
"' Real Art Ways
Saturday, April 17th— Nationally known celloist David Darling and
renowned flutist/pianist Kate Gardner at the Bronson Theatre, 233 Pearl
Street. An evening of "healing music," lyrical and meditative music appro-
priate to the holiday season. 8 pm. Tickets $10. Student rates available,
Through May 30th— Money Holes, a series of .ten works installed in
parking meter advertising spaces in downtown Hartford. Internationally
known artist Jessica Diamond uses plain words and direct graphics to catalog
ten of the largest financial scandals of the recent past including BCCI, Junk
Bond, PTL, and Wedtech.
For more information, call 232-1006.
The Sting
Friday, April 17th— Eddie Money is "Unplugged." Tickets $18.
For more information, call 225f2154. .
J! Productions
April 15th - 18th— The world premier of "A Fine Line" written by
Hartford native Jefferey Kagan-McCann and directed by 16 year old Christo-
pher Shinn of Wethersfield. This original comedy-drama presents a different
side of racism in America, and some of the universal problems of adolescence
which cross racial boundaries. April 15th performance at 7:30 pm / tickets $10,
to benefit AIDS Project Hartford. All other performances 2 pm and tickets $6-
'•. All performances at Smith School, 64 St. James St, West Hartford.
For more information, call 523-4479.
are often clouded. Had it been a bigger
budget film, then perhaps they could
have avoided some of the less interesting
aspects and concentrated more on the
two specific characters of Mina and
Dimitrius. Mississippi Masala is definitely
aneyeopener, butcertainlynotthemost
exciting film I have seen in a while.
Mindy:
Imagine lush green vegetation,
sparkling white homes and buildings,
and brilliant red flowers. The land of
your ancestry and hopefully of your chil-
dren. Now imagine being stripped of
your money, torn from your home, and
forcefully exiled from your homeland.
This is the premise of the movie, Missis-
sippi Masala. The f Em opens in Kampala,
Uganda in 1972 and then jumps to
America in 1991.
Mina, the female lead meets
Dimitrius, played by Denzel Washing-
ton, and falls in love. The story progresses
from there as we see the story of their
love and the opposition that they must
overcome to be together.
Mira Nair does a wonderful job
of portraying a racism that we frequently
do not see. Most people understandably
think of racism against African Ameri-
cans,notagainstother cultures. As Denzel
Washington states throughout the movie,
"We people of color must stick together."
In my opinion, the story of Mina's eccen-
tric father (who has spent his entire life
suing the government of Uganda) is the
saving grace of the film. However, he is
as guilty of racism as everyone else ex-
cept Mina and Dimitrius. The two lead
characters have to fight everyone to be
together and do it. Jay, Mina's father,
returns to Uganda alone where the coun-
try has been destroyed by the very people
that were supposed to save i t .
I would recommend this film if
for no other reason than it is thought
provoking. The scenery is also the best
since Out of Africa. The dialogue did even-
tually get to me though. I'll leave you
with one of the best conversations in the
film. Until next time.... "You think I'm
trying to hit on you?"
"Are you?"
"Yeah. Mind if I kiss you?"
Trinity Ajrts Scene
Exhibitions:
Wednesday, April 15th - Tuesday, April 28th— "Afrocentridsm," Paint-
ings and prints by Trinity College Senior Wandy Mothudi. Mather Art Space,
Mather Hall, 10 am to 8 pm. Openig Reception April 15th from 4:30 to 6:30 pm.
Free admission.
Film : .
Thursday, April 16th— "The Icicle Thief" directed by Maurizio Nichetti.
7:30 pm. Seabury 9-17, Part of the film series, "Perspectives on Culture and History
in French and Italian Cinema." Free Admission.
Public Talks
Thursday, April 16th— "In the House of the Virgin and Other Stories" by
Anne Flash, Assistant Professor of Fine Arts atTrinity College. 12:15 pm, Women's
Center, Mather Hall. Free Admission. Please bring a bag lunch.
Thursday, April 16th— "Central American Art Today in the World Con-
text" by Robert Farris Thompson, Professor of African and Afro-American History
at Yale University and author of Black Gods and Kings and other books. Thompson
has mounted major exhibitons of African art at the National Gallery in Washing-
ton, D.C.. 7 pm Austin Arts Center Room 320. Free admission.
Tuesday, April 21st— Deborah Muirhead, a Professor of Fine Arts at
UCONN, Ms. Muirhead speaks about her own work which is a blend of black
mythology and symbolism with the tradition of painterly abstraction. 7 pm,
Austin Arts Center, Room 320. Free admission.
Readings
Friday, April 17th— A poetry reading from the works of black women
writers. Underground, Mather Hall. 8 pm. Free Admission. Part of "A





Monday - Friday 1:00 - 4:00 PM
Monday - Thureday 6:30 - 9:30 PM
Mac and PC available for student use
!! WE'RE NETWORKED!!
Drop in or call 297-2468 for an appointment
LATE NIGHT HOURS - Marriott
Sunday, Monday, and Thursday 10 'til Midnight
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Connecticut Update: The Opposing
Images Of Governer Lowell Weicker
BY CRAIG BRAMLEY
Capitol Corresponant
One of the most controversial state
political figures has governed Connecti-
cut for the last year and a half. In a recent
article/ Time magazine described Lowell
P. Weicker as the "gutsiest governor in
America." The local press has depicted
him as inconsiderate, stubborn, and un-
responsive. Which of these portrayals is
accurate? Both.
Weicker took over a state in the
midst of a huge recession and strapped
with numerous fiscal problems. Elected
in the unusual situation of a third party
candidate, he risked his chances for re-
election by taking the hard road of an
unpopular income tax and cutbacks. At
the anti-income tax rally, people openly
discussed efforts to impeach the gover-
nor.
Both of the State's U.S. Senators
came out in opposition to the new tax.
Still, he held his ground and insisted that
the tax plan and budget for the State be
based on fiscal realities rather than on
political necessity. When he has pledged
to veto bills that he opposes on financial
or ethical grounds, he has done so re-
gardless of the strength of opposition or
the possible political ramifications.
Clearly, Lowell Weicker is a man
who has strong convictions and the
strength to stand up for those beliefs.
There is, however, another side to the
story. Weicker has created turmoil in the
state political system by betraying those
who supported him in the past and tar-
geting those that stand in his way.
The income tax package that the
governor worked so hard for last year
was passed only with the support of
As last year's legislative session
dragged on and on, the labor union's that
represent the state's workers made a
number of concessions in an attempt to
preserve the jobs and benefits of their
members. At the beginning of this ses-
sion, Weicker asked the legislature to
repeal the rights of the unions to bargain
over the issues of pensions, and health
insurance.
The income tax package that the governor worked
so hard for last year was passed only with the support
of many Democrats in the State's General Assembly.
many Democrats in the State's General
Assembly. These legislators took a po-
litical risk in siding with the governor.
In return, they expected that he would
aid in their efforts to preserve the present
level of services for a number of welfare
programs.
In his budget address at the begin-
ning of this session, Weicker proposed
what was essentially a Republican bud-
get. The major features of the document
were layoffs, cutbacks, and reductions
in funding. The Democrats who took a
risk last year may be holding the bag at
the end of this session, with nothing to
show for their efforts.
Hartroid In Brief
The envelope, please,,,; Mayor Cawie Saxon Ferrv, along wi£httiei'«stof,
the City Council, interviewed the rt&e OtfafeJates for Town Ivianager at Ctty
Hall last Saturday. !The Cf ty Council is expected to have chosen the candidates
l r , and will m#k<? flhe final decision by April 27,
Our House...; Students at Albert I Prince Technical School have gained a
little practical experience by helping to rehabilitate a three-family house m
Hartford, on Sargent St. Hie project is being funded, ki part; by the Hartford
Neighborhood Housing Services, which, in turn, received its funds from the
Cigna Corporation.
Oooh,thathurts...: TfeH/?r//ari News, acomm unity paper distributedfree
in Mather Basemenfcevery week slammed Trinity College's President Gerety for
not agreeing to an interview about Trinity's community involvement. The,
editorial, and accompanying article, also mention the University of Hartford
President, Humphrey Tonkin, as not granting ait interview.
Does ihe Fat Lady Siagfo The Hartt Opera theater has begun to preform
Taust, an operatic adoption by Charles-Francois Gonoud of Goethe's original.
The play centex$ oti the the conflict between religious sentiment and human
passion, and stars William Clark as Valentine, and Jillian Couto as Marguerite.
The phy will be sung in English.
Where Will the COMPASS go?: Hie Hartford Police Department has
announced plans to end the COMPASS program in A$yium HilL a coavmunity
.oriented police group that kept the area fairly dean from drug dealers and
prostitutes. Various other community groups, inattempts not toiet flie undesir-
ables in, have proposed several solutions, but none have beeft agreed upon, <ts
of yet.
A Union Of Lawyers (gasp): In an effort to protect persanelinterests, fce
city's nine assistant corporation counsels unionized, cawing City Council
members to predict various conflict of interest problems when they represent
the city m other union negotiations. Hie plan became a certainity when Jorge
Simon, the ousted Corporation Counsel, left last month.
Finals Got Yon Worried?: If you think you're stressing too much, the
American Red Cross holds free blood pressure checks, on 75 Pearl St, in
Hartford. The checks will be available every Thursday from 11:30-2:00; caU 249-
9000.
Who's on First?! Every year for three years, Ha rtf o rd has held a firstnight
celebration to welcome in the new year; ihis year, as always, it's looking for
artists who would like to participate in the celebration. The deadline is May 8,
1992; if you're interested, calt the Downtown Council at 728-3089.
A Bamier Entry: Gary A. Fang Sam, a senior at Weaver High School,
submitted the winning; entry for the design of colorful banners fhattte Hartford
Downtown Council displays every year. Pong Sam madehis design ki the
of a classmate, Melvin Karduli?, who was lolled late last year.
He also called for a 2,700 person
reduction of the state's workforce
through early retirement, attrition, and
layoffs. Currently, the governor has
started another battle with the unions by
the circulation of a notice by the
governor's office that an additional 3,200
workers may need to be laid off and
8,800 more may be forced to take mul-
tiple furlough days. Any cooperation
between the Weicker administration and
the unions has been replaced by total
warfare.
Weicker's portrayal in the local
media is also the result of his unwilling-
ness to deal with that media. He has held
only one formal press conference this
year, in contrast to the 22 that were held
in the first three months of last year. The
governor has been available at speaking
engagements and for short sessions in
the halls of the Capitol, but not in any
situations that allow for the depth of
questions that press conferences permit.
In many ways Governor Weickei
lives up to thehype of his interview with
Time. He is a renegade politician who
thrives on the conflict as a means to bring
about change. However, the local press
is not inaccurate in its portrayal of
Weicker as inconsiderate of the needs
and sacrifices of others in his quest for
that change.
Metro-Hartf ond Editor's Note
This week Metro-Hartford returns with Craig Bramley 's popular column
"Connecticut Update" and the Metro-Hartford Restaurant review. Also this
week is presented Part I of an upcoming regular Tour Of Hartford. To start of
the tour, Metro-Hartford writer Jennifer Ingersoll and myself went to the
"Olympia Diner"-Fifties style, and FUN! For further opinions see the article
Tour of Hartford Part I - Olympia Deja-Vu. A compiled selection of Hartford
happenings can be seen in Hartford In Brief.
Next week look out for another Restaurant Review and the long prom-
ised "Beyond The Long Walk" about the Hartford Interval House, a shelter for
battered women and children.
Jfyou.have any suggestions for the Tour Of Hartford, please send them




Corner Main & Washington St. (Rt. 66)
WEST HARTFORD 233-8548
Prospect Plaza, Comer Kane St. k Prospect Ave.
HARTFORD 278-2131
235 Asylum St., Across from the Civic Center
NEWINGTON 667-4490
2190 Berlin Tpke., Near Bedding Barn
ROCKY HILL 563-4868
80 Town Line Rd, Town Line (Caldor) Plaza
VERNON 871-9722
Talcottville Rd., Trinity Plaza
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Not valid with any other coupons, discounts, or benefits.
Vision Corner
• I '20 OFF the purchase of a pair of contact lenses, •
, | P/KS, 3-MONTHSUPFLY OFSOLUUONS FREE! j
• | AlconOptifree^Disinfecting System ($60 Value) •
• * Coupon must bep/ese*dal to ol purchase. *
• ' NQI valid with any other coupons, discounts, o/benelils •




on the purchase of a complete pair of
glasses (frames and fensesf
with a minimum purchase of *75.
Not valid for value line or fashion line eyeglasses
Coupon must be presented al time ol purchase.
Not valid with any other coupons, discounts, or benefits.
EXAMINATIONS
a ™ diiu ini  um i uu , ucscu ra , r r n w . •
[Vision Corner !
GLASSES IN 1 H o i !
Single vision, bifocals, trifocals,
even invisible bifocals in about
one hour, at no extra cost!
Cult for an appointment
Includes eyeglass prescription testing,
visual analysis and screening for glaucoma
and cataracts.








on the purchase of a complete pair of
glasses (frames and fensesf
with a minimum purchase of *175.
Nol valid lor value line or lashion line eyeglasses
Coupon must be presented al time ol purchase
Nol valid with any olher coupons, discounts, or benefits.
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From Rome To Hartford; Peppercorn's Grill Is
True Italian Cuisine In A Bistro Atmosphere
BY ALEXANDRA CAMPBELL
Metro-Hartford Critic
Despite the un-Italian sounding
name, Peppercorn's Grill serves some of
the most authentic Italian food this side
of the Atlantic. Having lived five months
in Rome, my expectations of Italian food
are high.
Peppercorn's did not disappoint
me in the least, and how could it? Before
opening a restaurant in Hartford, the
two brothers thato wn Peppercorn's Grill
were the owners of a family run restau-
rant in Rome called the Piccolo Arancio.
These brothers seemed to have managed
to bring a taste of Italy to Hartford.
Since my dinner companion and
I had made reservations, we did not have
to wait longbefore we were shown to our
table. Although it was a table for two,
there seemed to be plenty of space. No
sooner had we sat down than our waiter
arrived with a bottle of bubbly mineral
water, a basket of homemade Italian
bread, and a bottle of olive oil.
Some olive oil was distrib uted onto
each bread plate to be enjoyed with the
bread. If you have never had the plea-
sure of eating fresh Italian bread dipped
in good extra virgin olive oil, you do not
know what you are missing.
Extra virgin olive oil retains the
subtle taste of the olives from which it is
pressed. This flavor combined with the
crusty bread is sensational. It may sound
rather simple, but it is a misconception
that food has to be complicated to be
good.
While enjoying the bread, we
consulted themenu. The menu is broken
up into four categories: Antipasti (appe-
tizers), Insalate (salads), Secondi Piatti
(entree), and Pizza and Calzone. For the
size of the restaurant, the menu, com-
bined with the specials of the day, indi-
cated quite an extensive selection from
which to choose. There seemed to be a
wide variety of dishes to suit all tastes.
While we were making our deci-
sions our waiter reappeared to let us
know that there were only a few orders
of the grilled swordfish steak with a
sundried tomato pesto left; the next time
he appeared the swordfish had sold out.
I consider this an excellent indication as
to the freshness of the food being served.
Fish is not a food that should be kept
around for more than a day. As a cus-
tomer I would rather have to settle for
my second choice entree than find that
the food I was eating was second rate
because it was not fresh. This is more apt
to happen at larger restaurants who try
to offer a wide variety at the expense of
quality. At Peppercorn's this was not
the case.
A typical Italian meal consists
of an appetizer, a pasta course, salad, the
main course, vegetables, dessert and cof-
fee. My companion and I did our best to
follow this pattern. For an appetizer my
companion chose the carpactio while I
ordered thefusilli alia calabrese.
Carpoccio consists of thinly sliced
beef dressed with extra virgin olive oil
and lemon, served with a bed of arugola
and shaved parmigiano cheese. The beef
was so thinly shaved it practically melted
in your mouth, and the parmigiano,
arugola, lemon juice, and olive oil com-
bined with it to produce a taste sensa-
tion.
Thefustilicalabresewas a pasta dish
in which cork-screw pasta is tossed with
sundried tomatoes, extra virgin olive oil,
roasted pine nuts, and a touch of basil
pesto. Sundried tomatoes have a rich yet
salty flavor, and when combined with
olive oil they become quite plump and
soft. The basil pesto and the pine nuts
added a subtle flavor to the tomatoes. I
consider this pasta dish one of the best I
have ever eaten.
We followed our appetizers
with salads. I had the brucchetta. This is
a Tuscan dish which is made by rubbing
toasted bread from the region with gar-
lic. It is then topped with slices of fresh
mozzarella and fresh plum tomatoes,
sprinkled with basil, and garnished with
arugola. The mozzarella was superb. It
had a soft and milky texture and it sim-
ply cannot be compared to the harder
mozzarella that is typical in the United
States.
My companion selected the insalata
mista which was a tossed salad with a
delicious vinaigrette dressing. These two
types of salads provided just the right
contrast between the appetizers and the
entrees.
As a secondi piatti I selected a
veal dish called involtini di vitello. Two
thin slices of veal were rolled with pro-
sciutto, smoked mozzarella, and seal-
lions, and were finished with a fresh
artichoke sauce. The saltiness of the pro-
sciutto and the delicate smokiness of the
mozzarella blended in just the right way
with the tender veal.
This entree came with white beans,
risotto which is a rice dish made with
cream and cheese, and a saute of veg-
etables. The portions were quite gener-
ous for I could not finish my meal in its
entirety. As an entree, my dinner com-
panion had the polio alia romano. This
was a tender grilled chicken breast with
a fresh herb and red wine vinegar sauce.
The tangy sauce was the perfect compli-
ment to the grilled chicken which was
incredibly moist.
The chicken came with barley and
the same saute of vegetables that I had
with my veal. The person dining with
me was also unable to finish his meal.
Both entrees were so delicious that lean-
not say. that I preferred one to the other.
It was a nice touch that each entree did
not come with exactly the same side
dishes.
To complete the meal, we de-
cided to share a dessert. The choices
included Creme Brulee, Chocolate Bread
Pudding, Chocolate Mousse, Pecan Tart,
and Panna Cotta served with a raspberry
sauce. Since Tiramisu was also on the
dessert menu, my choice was made.
Tiramisu is made from lady fingers
soaked in espresso and Marsala, layered
with zabaglione of marscapone, and co-
coa.
The result can only be described a
sheerperfection. I was told by the waiter
that all the desserts are mad fresh on the
premises. Any one of these desserts
would have made the perfect ending to
any meal.
The atmosphere and the ser-
vice were perfect compliments to the
meal. Rather than a pretentious atmo-
sphere, Peppercorn's has an ambiance of
fun. The restaurant is filled with lively
conversation and music. While eating,
you are definitely aware of those dining
around you, however, the arrangement
is such that the customers are not dis-
turbed by one another.
The interior resembles a bistro.
Track lights are suspended from the ceil-
ing, tubes of neon glow at various places
around the restaurant, art works hang on
the wall, and the tables are covered in
white cloth. The service is perfectly suited
to this atmosphere. Our waiter was very
pleasant and we were well attended to
without being hurried.
It seems that the overall concern is
with good food and good service. If any
of you Trinity students are trying to think
of a place to take the parents on Parents
Week-end I suggest you keep
Peppercorn's Grill in mind.
A dinner for two can range any-
where from $40.00 to $100.00 depending
on your pocketbook and appetite. For
those of you who might find this a bit
steep, remember: the food is excellent
and these days you do get what you pay
for.
Peppercorn's is located at 357
Main Street in Hartford between Max on
Main and the Capitol Fish House. Con-
veniently located next to the restaurant is
a public parking lot.
Lunch is served Monday through
Friday from 11:30 a.m. until 2:15 p.m.
and dinner Monday through Thursday
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A Taste Of The Fifties: My Trip To The Olympia Diner
BY JENNIFER INGERSOLL
Metro-Hartford Writer
The Olympia Diner presently
resides on Farmington Avenue, past
untold numbers of motels, piano stores'
and open lots. As with all diners, in its'
heyday, it travelled through various cit-
ies, temporarily stopping in each to offer
its' wares to the people. The Olympia
travelled from New Jersey to the Cape,
andhas been in Hartford since the 1950's.
I went there at three o'clock on a
Saturday morning, and entered the era
my parents were raised in. I almost
imagined the Fonz and Richie fwmHappy
Days would enter the door and sit beside
us at the couinter. All the stories my
mother told me about, her adolescent
years were materialized ' n &£ Olympia
Diner. Sitting at the counter, a friend and
I sat and absorbed the sightsand sounds
of the Olympia.
There is a certain charm to a
diner, especially the Olympia. Any item
removed and transplanted elsewhere
appears tacky and anachronistic. Avo-
cado green formica counters, the stain-
less steel exterior, swivel counter chairs,
individual jukeboxes at each booth and
evenly spaced on the counter, mis-
matched amber water glasses, paper
place mats, yellow painted metal napkin
holders, and utensils only offered if you
order a meal; all composite elements of
the diner.
The menu too is anachronistic -
where else can you order apple pie a la
mode, franks and beans, meatioaf, steak,
French fries and onion rings in this fat
and cholesterol conscious society?
Since the diner never closes, the
waitresses pass the early morning hours
filling salt and pepper shakers, and
ketchup and sugar dispensers. The wait-
resses were kind and busy. At three in
the morning, you wouldn't imagine that
an all-night diner would be very busy.
This, however, is the Olympia Diner and
there aren't that many twenty-four hour
restaurants in the area and none has the
charisma of the Olympia.
The Olympia was full of all kinds
of people; a melting pot of Hartford.
There were high schoolers there, most of
them out past curfew, and in the begin-
ning of their senior spring, reveling in
their own self-importance and SAT
scores. An older couple was ensconced
in the comer booth, not speaking to each
other out of habit, not animosity. An
elder man sat at the counter, wearing
suspicious headphones that didn't seem
to be attached to any music source and
glancing warily around the Olympia,
observing everything.
A couple of middle aged men sat
in a booth near the door, quietly talking,
looking like people Vinnie Scorlione
would associate with. We ordered a
apple pie a la mode and a strawberry milk
shake. I didn't feel comfortable drinking
mineral water, or eating the cottage
cheese and fruit plate because they
seemed too modern and nineties to me.
The food was great, the service excellent,
and the ambiance impeccable.
Driving back from the diner, I
noticed Farmington Avenue in a differ-
ent light. I saw more evidence thatHart-
ford was prominent in the fifties. The
Bowl-a-rama is still open, and there is a
drive-intheater with the billboard "closed
for the season". We ventured up the hill
to the theater, and it looked as if it hadn't
been used in at least ten years. Closing
my eyes, I recalled drive-ins of my child-
hood.
There is a universal comfortable
feeling to drive-ins with their decayed
old screens fighting to keep the fifties
alive. Continuing along Farmington, I
notice that there are a few abandoned
diners, "Makro's Diner" the faded sign
declares, andanotherstainlesssteelshack
called "Silva's Restaurant."
The Washington Diner and
Timothy's were also diners. Along any
important or secondary street near the
city others like them are scattered like
living steel dinosaurs. What was Hart-
ford like before we came here? Poodle
skirts, high-finned Fords, and. saddle
shoes is all that is needed to bring these
shells back to life.
Until you have a chance to drive
along Farmington Avenue at three a.m.,
you might think that Hartford always
has been as culturally dead as it may be
perceived today. Even though this is not
really the walking tour of Hartford prom-
ised last week, you shouldn't leave Trin-
ity without partaking in the joy and am-
bience of the Olympia.
Eds note; You can reach the Olympia
Diner by going on Fairfield towards the Su-
per Stop'n'Shop. Turn right on Farmington
Avenue and proceed about 2.5 miles, It's on
your right hand side.
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Few Fans See Trinity Split With Wesleyan
BY MIKE GIARDI
Sports Writer
The Trinity College baseball team
entered this week with a full head of
steam, having ripped off three straight
victories. That streak grew to six before
Wesleyan stole the second game of a
doubleheader at Middleto wn in very cold
New England-like weather.
The Bantams opened the week with
a home victory over Coast Guard, 2-1.
Trinity received strong pitching from
junior Lloyd Nemerever, who went the
distance outthrowing his counterpart
from the Bears. It what would prove to
be a harbinger of things to come, the
Bantams winning this one as a team,
with fine fielding and timely hitting.
On Thursday, Trinity traveled to
Worcester to play Clark. The team
roughed up their hosts, pounding away
20 hits en route to a 20-3 victory. Junior
co-captain Paul Broderick had a monster
day, going four for five with 5 runs and 6
RBI's. Broderick also proved this writer
wrong, as this supposed singles hitter
launched not one but two Home Runs.
Also contributing to the cause were
pitcher Jeff Owens '94, allowing only
four hits in six innings for the win. He
also had two hits and four RBI's. Fresh-
man Matt Orlando and Keith Rafaniello
'93 had three RBI's in the contest as well.
After this hit parade, the Bantams
moved on to challenge rival Wesleyan
on a cold Saturday afternoon. In the first
game of the doubleheader, Nemerever
showed his toughness and resiliency,
allowing four runs in the first three in-
nings, then pretty much handling the
Cardinals the rest of the way. Nemerever
would go the distance, allowing only six
hits as the Bantams won 9-6. Continuing
their strong team play, the Bantams had
eight hits contributed by a host of play-
ers, and Wesleyan aided Trinity with
poor fielding, committing five errors.
In game two, the Bantams seemed
to have a good chance for the sweep,
with ace Jim Thomforde on the hill. The
junior righthander struggled, though,
having serious control problems most of
the day. The first marked what kind of
an afternoon it would be for Thomforde,
as he walked the leadoff hitter and saw
him score on a couple of well executed
hit and runs. Trinity responded in the
fourth inning, as Broderick doubled and
Rafaniello followed that with a two bag-
ger of his own, producing Trinity's lone
run.
In the later innings, Wesleyan con-
tinued to pressure the Bantams and
Thomforde, and it took some fine defen-
sive plays to bail Trinity out of these
jams. In particular, freshman Dan
Coppola made an outstanding catch in
the fifth inning, robbing a Wesleyan
player of an ex tra base hit to save a couple
of runs. All the while, Wesleyan pitcher
Mike Kiefer held Trinity at bay, limiting
the Bantams to only four hits.
In the eighth inning, Thomforde
walked the leadoff hi tter, Mike Kammen,
then Paul Casine singled him to second
and a Trinity error off a bunt cost the
Bantams, as Kammen hurried home to
score the winning run. At this point,
certain Wesleyan players, coaches, and
fans (who had been unruly all day) be-
gan showinglittle class, yelling and taunt-
ing the Bantams. Unfortunately, a free
for all broke out, spoiling what had been
a well played game.
Overall, it would have been nice to
have had some Trinity students in atten-
dance, but apparently we at Trinity don't
believe in supporting our peers. Granted,
it was an away game, but Middleto wn is
only a half hour away and really what it
comes down to is that this school is filled
with uncaring individuals who don't
even attend home games. I guess it has
become too much to expect, so these
























you there. Junior Jeff Devanney at bat against Coast Guard. Nice stirrups! PETER ADAMS




Or use your four color Xerox'" copier. Your pastel markers. Or your new 3-D graphic software package. Hey,
don't hold back. Simply put, we're having a contest to find the most fabulous, creative, memorable,
audacious 19 by 24 inch poster to get people to fly Virgin Atlantic Airways to London. The
designer will not only win two round-trip tickets to London.They'll get a chance to have their
first big portfolio piece plastered all over the United States. Not a bad deal. If you want more
information about Virgin, drop us a line. Just remember, the sky's the limit.
Virgin Atlantic Airways. 96 Morton Street, New York, NY 10014. Attn: Marketing Services, Poster Contest.
Design a poster for Virgin Atlantic Airways and you may win two free round-trip Economy Class tickets to London Tickets are good tor one year Mail your poster submission lo Korey. Kay &
Partners, 130 Fifth Avenue, fith floor. New York. NY 10011. Atin. Poster Contest. Be sure to include your name your school name and address Entries must be postmarked by May 1 1992
Winner will be notified by mail on May 15.1992. Please include a forwarding address if your school address does not apply Posters will be judged by a creative panel ol Korey Kay 8. Partners
and Virgin Atlantic Airways representatives on creativity and originality. One entry per person. Maximum size 19" x 24" All entries become the property of Virgin Atlantic Airways Contest open
to matriculating students only Employees and immediate family members ol Korey. Kay and Virgin Atlantic Airways are ineligible Other restrictions may apply
Vugm Allantic Airways
fade us for an weve got
:;!*
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Crew Demands Respect With Talented Squads
BYABEUCCELLO
Sports Writer
I read The Tripod regularly, and I
noticed that there were many groups
and organizations on campus that have
not yet been recognized. Among these
groupsis The Trinity College Crew Team,
one- that I am actively involved with.
There are so many things that
can be said about true athletes.
Where should I begin?
I first started my involve-
ment with crew for probably
the same reason mat you are
reading this article. You 're cu-
rious. Yes, that's right. I had all
the same questions that all of
youarehavingrightnow. Those
questions are all normal.
For instance, the most dis-
turbing question that Trinity
students find difficult to digest,
is why does the Crew team have
to stop drinking for the season?
Is it just some "jock" thing to do
because they have to prove their
manhood to themselves? On
the contrary, 'going dry' is some-
thing that has a more sentimen-
tal significance rather than some
Freudian notion of a ruined
childhood.
The first time that I began
going to practice on the Con-
necticut River, it was —well,
on campus during spring break? What is
the purpose of not drinking during the
season?
It all comes down to staying to-
gether. When I say staying together, I
mean on the water as well as on campus.
When those guys get out on that water,
they need to know that everyone in that
boat is pulling for each other. That is the
weekend's race against Coast Guard was
a great defeat. Being the first race of the
season, many rowers had a lot of anxiety
abouthow they stood in the eyes of com-
petition.
They soon found out that they are
an incredibly strong team, perhaps one
of the strongest Trinity has seen in years.
Racing 2,000 meter pieces, approxi-
Freshman Heavyweight Eight. Back row (1 to r): Jeff Davis, Tucker MacLean, Sam
Disstou, Jeremy Wilmerding, John Carney. Front row: Jake Gillis, Dan Roth, Jeff Pennington.
Trinity men's heavyweight freshman fin-
ished the choppy 2,000 meters with a
time of 6: 30 minutes, beating UMass'
varsity by an intense 0.7 secorids!
The freshman lightweights also
took first place with an outstanding time
of 6:24 minutes beating Coast Guard by 4
seconds. In their race against UMass, the
freshman lightweights again placed first
with a time of 7:18 minutes,
whomping UMass by 36 sec-
onds!
Trinity's varsity light-
weight four, lacking a light-
weightcompetitor, were forced
to race two heavyweight fours
and placed second against
Coast Guard.
Having won the race
against UMass, the varsity
lightweight four looks forward
to a very promising season af-
ter crushing two varsity fours
and winning by seventeen sec-
onds.
The f reshman, j v and var-
sity women's teams each held
victories with their races against
Coast Guard. At this past race
against UMass, the junior var-
sity women placed second to
Mount Holyoke and beat
UMass. Varsity women fin-
ished third..
The entire Trinity College
Crew team truly has shown the
ABE UCCELLO
cold. It was the middle of February.
There were icebergs bobbing up and
down, the water temperature was be-
low thirty degrees, but there were no
. complaints.
Without question these guys got
out there and rowed. Throughout rainy
winds, snow, and sun these guys have
stayed together. Theirpurpose, to make
Trinity College Crew the best it has ever
been.
So what is the purpose of staying
symbolic trust that is found in sacrificing
an enjoyment like drinking.
When it comes to Trinity's cam-
pus, we need to be the ones that are
pulling for them, for our crew team.
These guys have worked through the
worst of conditions to guarantee that
Trinity Crew becomes what if once used
to be. Let's help them rebuild the pride.
Thispast two weekends have been
proof that Trinity Crew is working hard
to rebuild that pride and respect. Last
YALE SUMMERCOLLEGECREDITPROGRAMS
If you are a college undergraduate, an
academically strong high school
junior or senior, or a qualified adult,
send for your free information and
application to:
YALE UNIVERSITY
Yale Slimmer and Special Programs
246 Church Street Suite 101
New Haven, CT 06510-1722
Phone (203) 432-2430
mately a mile and a half, Trinity Crew's
freshman men's heavyweight team fin-
ished first place with a time of 5:55 min-
utes, beating Coast Guard by an impres-
sive 15 seconds.
This past weekend's race against
the University of Massachusetts was even
more of a triumph for this outstanding
crew of heavyweight freshman men.
They were asked to race twice, once
against the freshman men's heavy boat,
but also against UMass' Varsity as well.
fruits of their labor and will continue to
do so in the future. It would be greatly
appreciated if you could show them your
support as Trinity prepares to race
Georgetown, our most serious competi-
tor, this weekend at Princeton.
And remember, we can't rebuild
this program without the support of the
Trinity Community. If in passing you
happen to see a Crew member, congratu-
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1992 Men's Lacrosse Statistics (through 4/6) (2-0)
Player Yr Sh G A Pts
Martin 92 22 9 3 12
T.Hazelton 92 14 4. 2 6
J.Hazelton 93 9 4 2 6
Stempian 93 6 3 2 5
Robinson 94 10. 2 2 4
Goalie Yr jGa Sv§ Svs% W-L
Rotenstreich 92 15 41 .732 2-0
1992 Women's Lacrosse Statistics (through 4/6) (2-0)
Player Yr Sh G A Pts
Rice 93 35 18 2 20
Cragin .93. 26 15 5 20
Ring 92 18 6 3 9
Hammond 93 10 5 2 7
Cranis 94 5 4 2 6
, L e a r y , .-.,. ».-, 95 -..-, 13 , .- 4-: .:::•. 2:- -• 6 • • :




1992 Softball Statistics (through 4/6) (2-1)
Player Yr R H RBI B/
Roy 93 2 2 1 .66
Truglio 92 1 4 1 .57
Moynagh 93 1 4 1 .40
Falcigno 93 1 2 3 .28
DeNicola 93 2 2 0 .22











The Athlete of the Week this week is lacrosse
attackman Ryan Martin. Martin, the team's
career leading scorer by 120 points heading
into this season, started the year with nine
goals and three assists in two games. Last
week, in the teams 11-10 defeat of Springfield,
their first in eleven years, Martin scored four
goals and assisted on another. In Saturday's
19-4 thrashing of MIT, Martin poured in five




Trinity 9, Wesleyan 6 (1st)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 R H E
Trinity 1 1 4 0 3 0 0
Wesleyan 1 0 3 0 0 2 0
T- Al Carbone and Keith Rafaniello
Wesleyan 2, Trinity 1 (2nd)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 R H E
Trinity 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1
Wesleyan 1 0 0 0. 0 , 0 0 1 , 2
T- Jim Thomforde and Tim Rooney
Softball:
Trinity v Clark (2 Games)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 R H E
Trinity
Wheaton RAINED OUT






I Tuesday 4/14; Baseball—— — v W.P.I. 3:30
•« Tennis —--—v Tufts 3:00
I Wednesday 4/15: Softball-- v Bates 3:00
M. Lacrosse at Amherst 3:30
W. Lacrosse— at Wesleyan 3:30
Golf—— v Tufts 1:00
Track & Field——- Trinity Inv. 3:30
| Thursday 4/16: Baseball v Amherst 3:00
Softball——— at Coast Guard 4:00
Golf—-—— v Wesleyan 1:00
| Saturday 4/18: W. Lacrosse-- atWilliams 1:00
M. Lacrosse-- atWilliams 2:00
Tennis-—— at Wesleyan 1:00
Baseball (2 games)— at Tufts 1:00
Softball (2 games)- v Tufts 1:00
Crew——~--—«-— at Georgetown TBA
W. Track & Field-- at Holy Cross 10:00
M. Track & Field— at W.P.I. 1:00
College View Specials
Come to the View for Dinner!
Htcheis of Milwaukee's Best are only $3 when you
order a meal between 6 p.m. and 8 p m
Monday Night - $3.50 pitchers of Milwaukee's Best
from 9 p.m. to closing.
Sunday Night- Pitchers of Milwaukee's Best are




Men's Lacrosse To 4-0
ECAC Playoffs Realistic Goal
BYJOHNTWICHELL
Sports Writer
Four wins and no losses! With
another two wins last week, the Trinity
laxmen are perfect on the season and
earning increasing respect in New En-
gland. Led by high-scoring Ryan Martin
'92 and a ferocious defense, the Bantams
defeated longtime nejnesis Springfield,
11-10, on Wednesday, and pounded the
Engineers at M.I.T., 19-4, on Saturday.
Wednesday's victory ended 11
years of frustration against Springfield.
Middy Mark Kastrud's goal with 1:40
remaining gave Trinity a rousing 11-10
victory after the Bants had seen leads of
5-0 and 7-3 slip away. The win was
particularly impressive because the Ban-
tams had fallen behind 10-9 and 9-8, but
had the gumption to fight back. The
Bants can thank their defensive work in
the fourth quarter for keeping them in
the hunt. MattWoods'92,JasonMasi'93,
and Jeff Dempsey '93 combined with the
clutch goaltending of Jon Rotenstreich
.'92parriednumerous Springfield attacks
down the stretch, allowing Kastrud the
opportunity to become the hero.
Early on, i t was the Bantam offense
which was unstoppable. Martin had an
All-American caliber game, the norm for
him this season, tallying four goals and
an assist. The Bantams were also aided
by middy Joe Porto '93 (2 goais, 1 assist),
attackman Jim Hazelton '93 (2 goals),
longstick middy Tom Scull '92 (1 goal, 1
assist), middy Brian Oliver '92 (1 goal),
and middy Mike Robinson '94 (2 assists).
Scull's goal came from 40 yards out when
he collected the ball and seeing the goalie
out of the net, fired it home. Scull had a
stellar performance besides the goal,
teaming up with Jeff Hagopian on face-
offs and vacuuming- up every ground
ball in sight.
The Bantams carried the momen-
tum from Wednesday's emotional win
to M.I.T. The game was a mismatch from
the opening face-off. By the end of the
first quarter Trinity was up 9-1 and coach
Darr was ready to give the reserves some
playing time. Martin again was
unstoppable with five goals and five as-
sists. Attackman Rob Stempian '93
showed off his talents to the tune of four
goals and an assist. Jim Hazelton contin-
ued his consistent play with three goals
and two assists, and middy Mark Lewis
'92 tallied twice. Middys Tad Hazelton
'92, Porto, Mike Taylor '92, Gordy
Wisbach' 93, and attackman Karim Karmi
'95 all scored once. Karmi's goal, the first
of his career, came when he faked a shot,
and then flipped the ball in the top corner
of the net behind his back.
Trinity's defense was again solid,
allowing only 17 shots on goal.
Rotenstreich and Jon DeLuca '92 com-
bined for 13 saves in the Bantam goal.
The Bantams travel to Amherst on
Wednesday to face the Lord Jeffs who do
not match up well against Trinity's fire-
power. The Bants should be able to
exploit the Amherst defense and the
Ryan Martin puts one past the SpringGeld goalie in the team's SUZANNE FAUENDER
hard-fought 11-10 win.
team's lack of depth. Following the
Amherst game, the Bantams will face
their biggest test of the year, at Williams,
on Saturday. Trinity has not beaten the
Ephs in over a decade, and according to
Woods, "Williams is stronger than ever."
Woods watched Williams play in Florida
and commented: "Theyplayan uptempo
game and have quality players at every
position. We will have to play a high
pressure defense to get the ball from
them. We want to give our offense as
manyopportunitiesaswecan." Itshould
•be a tremendous game, with great ath-
letes on each side. Should the Bants
sweep the two games this week, they will
gain national respect and an ECAC cham-
pionship might be a realistic goal.
Harsh Weather, Women's Lax
BYDAVELILLEVAND
Sports Writer
The. women's Lacrosse team con-
tinued in its winning ways this week
with two victories and an unheard of
mid-April "snow-out." While no onecan
argue with the consistent output of the
Trinity offense, this past week's success
must be attributed to the strong play of
the defense.
Last Tuesday, the Lyons of Mt.
Holyoke traveled to Hartford to battle
the T-Bants. From the outset of the game,
it looked as if Trinity was going to domi-
nate an overmatched Holyoke squad.
Throughout the first ten to twenty min-
utes of the game, the ball constantly hov-
ered around the Lyon goal with sparse
appearance in the Trinity end. Grace
Cragin '93, Lexi Rice '93, Margot Ring '92,
Robin Leary '95 and Vanessa Genova '92
provided the offensive punch the Ban-
tams needed to'gain an early advantage.
This early success, however, was
not indicative of the rest of the match. As
Captain Margot Ring (2,2) moves into position against Mt. Holyoke as Grace
Cragin (16) and Vanessa Genova (6) look on. Trinity won 6-3.
the sun began to set behind the Long
Walk on this late started game, the Lyon
defense stepped up while the Bantam
offense decided to take a more relaxed
approach to the game. Much to the de-
light of Coach Sheppard, the Bantam
defense was more than willing to stand
up to the challenge.
Anchored by Kelsey Hubbard '93
and Braxton Jones '94, and with strong
support from Jill Griffin '93 and Colleen
Smith '95, the Bantam D was able to
stymie a barrage of Lyon attacks. While
the defense held their own
out on the field, freshman
Debbie Niccols turned in a
tremendous effort in goal.
While no one could claim
this to be a pretty victory,
the Bantams were able to pull
out a hard fought 6-3 win.
The women's La-
crosse team followed up this
victory with their biannual
trip up to Maine. With their
first stop in Watertown, the
Bantams faced the White
Mules of Colby on Friday
afternoon. From start to fin-
ish, Coach Sheppard's team
was in complete command.
Grace Cragin had an espe-
cially impressive day, notch-
ing up four goals, while
Robin Leary proved contin-
ued to show poise as a fresh-
man starter, collecting two
goals. Whitney Cranis and
BILL BEKARDINO
Lexi Rice finished off the Trinity scoring
column with a goal each.
Once again, however, we must look
to a strong Bantam defense as the true
difference in this game. By continually
frustrating the White Mule offense, the
Bantams were able to limit Colby to a
mere seven shots on goal. Freshman
Debbie Niccols proved once again that
she has experience hidden inside, by
shunning all seven Colby attempts on
goal. Congratulations to Debbie Niccols
for posting her first career shutout at
Trinity.
On Saturday, the Bantams contin-
ued on their Maine odyssey to take on
Bates. This game, however, proved to all
of us why we shunned the schools of the
northern tundra. The Bantams found
themselves in the midst of a mid-April
blizzard, with visibility close to .nil. The
referees took it upon themselves to de-
cide this was not the most pleasant
weather for a Lacrosse game, arid post-
poned it for a date to be named later. This
will prove decisive for the Bantams as
they approach the playoffs, as Bates will
be one of the toughest opponents on the
remaining schedule for Trinity. Without
the time restraints of a game, the La-
crosse team made the best of the Maine
adventure by stopping off in the land-of-
outlets, Freeport. Look for the new garb
around campus.
The Bantams continue in their
quest for the ECAC crown this week
with two away games, Wesleyan on
Wednesday and Williams on Saturday.
